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 Introduction 

 Using this Guide 
 
Prime Video (PV) offers the ability to publish content worldwide, with varying features depending on 
which region you choose to publish in. Prime Video provides extensive catalogs in the US, UK, Germany 
and Japan, where customers in these regions have access to multiple purchasing and viewing options 
(transactional, Prime subscription, third party subscriptions, etc) as well as a broad range of devices on 
which to enjoy content. PV also offers a more limited set of rights distributions (Prime subscription) in 
our GLOBAL catalog, which includes a larger selection of content for India. Prime Video has a 
commitment to continue to grow our content offering and provide the highest quality viewing 
experience across platforms. Thank you for choosing to partner with Prime Video!  
 
This document provides delivery instructions for our Content Partners as well as specifications for 
availability notices (avails), metadata files, video mezzanines, audio files, timed text, etc. It also 
includes details on genres, ratings, and other information you will need in order to provide your titles 
to Prime Video in steady-state. 
 
For convenience of distribution across your various business teams, this guide has been broken out 
into sections covering various subjects and deliverables. Depending on how your delivery supply chain 
is set up, some sections of this guide may be more relevant to you than others. For example, if you are 
a partner who uses a post house to handle your source files and metadata, you may be most interested 
in the sections on avails. 
 
This document is part of the Prime Video Global Content Guide Package, which also includes 
supplementary documents referenced throughout this guide. Please reach out if you received this 
guide as a standalone document and your PV contact will provide you with the Global Content Guide 
Package in its entirety. Additional documents in the package include the EMA Avails Template, XML 
and XLS metadata templates, and validation tools for checking compliance of video, audio, metadata, 
and avails.  
 
Please feel free to reach out to the Prime Video Content Operations Team at aiv-spec-
questions@amazon.com with questions about any documents in the Global Content Guide Package.  

2.1.1. Title Audio Language Differentiation 
Amazon has varying specification requirements depending on how you plan to deliver titles. Single 
Track Audio delivery is less technical, and provides more options on how to provide title assets to 
Amazon. Multi Track Audio provides a more global customer experience, but requires more automated 
workflows from the partner. Each section provided in this document will provide specific instruction, 
depending on which path you use to deliver.  

2.1.2. Single Track Audio (STA) 
In-depth delivery information is provided in Section 13 for Single Track Audio titles. STA is defined by 
the title only containing the audio embedded within the mezzanine. The title will only support one 
audio language. If it is intended that a title have additional audio languages at a later date, the title is 

mailto:aiv-spec-questions@amazon.com
mailto:aiv-spec-questions@amazon.com
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best delivered to the Multi Track Audio specification, or it will need to be redelivered per the Multi 
Track Audio spec when other audio languages are added. It is important to note that STA is the only 
specification that is supported in the US, UK, Germany & Japan for the time being. The exception to 
this is a spec that is being deprecated for Germany. For information about this spec, please reach out 
to your Amazon contact. 

2.1.3. Multi Track Audio (MTA) 
In depth delivery information is provided in Section 14 for Multi Track Audio delivery. MTA is defined 
by the title containing the audio contained within the mezzanine, as well as discrete, component audio 
files. This also requires fully component-based specifications as outlined in the MTA section, including 
the Media Labs – Media Manifest Core (MMC) XML document and Media Entertainment Core (MEC) 
XML document. 

 What’s New in This Version? 
Prime Video always puts the customer first. In this version, Prime Video has added several changes to 
support next generation technologies. Changes have been highlighted below.  
 
If you, or the post house who fulfills deliveries to Prime Video on your behalf, have existing delivery 
workflows and would like to migrate to new specs, please reach out to your Amazon contact. 
Additional changes in this iteration are: 
 
Media Entertainment Core (MEC) Adoption – In order to present a fully localized experience to global 
customers, PV has adopted MEC in our GLOBAL marketplace to allow for localized metadata. 
Information can be found in Section 8.4 – MEC Metadata. 
 
Timed Text Updates –Section 10 – Timed Text has been updated with a new matrix and clarifications 
on timed text positioning have been made. 
 
UHD/HDR Support – UHD/HDR delivery information has been updated in Section 13.2 - UHD/HDR for 
US, UK, Germany, and Japan and UHD/HDR delivery guidelines have been added for our GLOBAL 
marketplace in Section 14.3 - UHD/HDR for GLOBAL. HDR technical specs were also included in Section 
11.1.9 - HDR Mezzanine Specification 
 
Language Tags – Appendix VI - Language Tags includes a list of all acceptable language tags for Prime 
Video’s GLOBAL marketplace.  

 Partner Onboarding 
Prime Video’s Partner Integrations team has a standard onboarding process for all partners which 
includes the following critical steps for establishing a steady-state supply chain between Content 
Partners and Prime Video. Below are some scenarios where a partner would need to be (re)onboarded: 

1. You are brand new to Prime Video, and have never delivered before 
2. You are currently delivering to one or more marketplaces (US, UK, Germany, Japan, GLOBAL) and now need 

to deliver to another.  
3. You will be delivering to a new feature (Multi Track Audio delivery, UHD, HDR, etc.) 
4. You are changing your source formats to something other than what was originally approved 
5. You will be switching or adding additional delivery fulfillment via a new post house.  
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6. You have made major changes to your video processing workflows such as changing transcode solutions or 
implementing new processing hardware. 

 
The onboarding process begins with an PV Partner Integrations Manager reviewing the technical 
details of the assets being delivered and establishing connections for file delivery. Once Partner 
Integrations has received test assets, they will provide to you a technical evaluation of those assets. 
Prime Video will work with you on any necessary changes required to ensure that future steady-state 
file deliveries will process successfully through PV’s internal workflows.  

 Onboarding Call 
If onboarding is needed, the Partner Integrations team will schedule an onboarding call to provide an 
overview of delivery requirements and specifications. If there are specific topics you would like to 
discuss on this call, please bring them to your Partner Integrations Manager’s attention.  
 
Prime Video encourages Content Partners to review this Content Guide in its entirety prior to the 
onboarding call. Questions that come up during your review of the document can be addressed on this 
call. Any facility processing or delivering on your behalf must have representation from their technical 
operations team present on the call. 
 
The Partner Integrations team will clarify expectations for asset quality, industry standards, delivery 
requirements and video supply chain specifications. At the conclusion of the call, you will have all the 
information you need to begin preparing test assets to submit for review.  

 Test Package Review 
Your Partner Integrations Manager will outline requirements for test assets to be delivered for review. 
Requested test assets will vary based on takeaways from the onboarding call.  
 
A member from the Digital Video Specialist team will review the test package, which must contain all 
asset types required for a complete delivery including: images, metadata, video, audio, and timed text. 
Assets delivered for review will need to reflect the format(s) to be delivered for steady-state. If you 
plan to deliver TV Episodes and Feature Films, packages for both of those content types will be 
required for review. If there is a large range in quality or formats within your catalogue, representative 
test sources will be requested. 
 
Prime Video will review assets for quality and compliance, returning feedback to the Content Partner 
and, if applicable, the post production vendor. Redelivery to conform to the guidelines outlined in this 
document may be required.  

 Delivery Approval 
Content Partners will be informed by their Partner Integrations Manager when they are approved for 
steady-state delivery of the formats approved in onboarding. At this point they will be assigned a 
contact from the Partner Relations team for ongoing operational support. Test assets delivered as part 
of the onboarding processes cannot be published.  
 
During the onboarding process, if the Content Partner repeatedly does not have the ability to deliver 
within specification, they may be asked to deliver through a post house or aggregator. Content 
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Partners may be asked to repeat the asset review process if there is a high failure rate for assets 
delivered in steady-state or if their standard mezzanine formats change from the previously approved 
format(s).  
 
Prime Video reserves the right to introduce new services or product changes for customers that may 
require repeating this asset review process. Significant changes to this document independent of these 
service or product changes will not require a new testing cycle and will be explained in detail by your 
Partner Relationship Manager.  
 

 Source Validation Tools 
 
In order to help partners with compliance to content specifications, Prime Video provides tooling for 
partners to validate some assets prior to delivery. Sending assets that conform to this specification is 
essential to ensuring that titles can be made available to customers in a timely manner. Failure to do so 
may cause publishing delays. 

Details and instructions for using these tools can be found throughout this guide in the sections that 
relate to the type of asset they are validating. Tools provided include the following: 

 EMA Avails & Metadata Validation plug-in for Excel: This tool should be used before delivering avails or 
XLS(X) Metadata files to Amazon as it will help identify most common errors and improve avails ingestion. 
Instructions for installing and using this Excel plug-in can be found in Appendix II – PV XLS Validator 

 XML Schema Definition (XSD): This is an online document partners can use to compare their XML 
documents against the accepted metadata schema. XSDs can be referenced using a number of freely 
available online tools. XSDs are available for the Amazon Metadata (Section 8.3.1: XML Metadata 
Validation), MMC (Section 14.2 – Media Manifest Core), and Amazon Simple Asset Manifest (Section 13.1 – 
Prime Video Simple Asset Manifest) documents. 

 Content Delivery  

 On Time Delivery  
All assets, except avails, can be delivered in any order, as long as they arrive prior to the timelines 
detailed below. For example, for a 7-day SLA, please deliver by 11:59pm, local time, on the 8th day prior 
to the intended publish date. Specifications for each of the deliverables listed below are outlined in 
Sections 6 through 14 of this document. 
 
It is PV’s goal to make sure your content is published on-time and made available to customers (i.e. live 
at the license window start-date). Unless specified otherwise, content will be published at the start of 
the day in the eastern-most timezone of the territory indicated (e.g. at 12:01 a.m. EST in the United 
States). The below chart outlines a delivery schedule that must be adhered to in order to ensure your 
titles are published on-time. Timelines reflect local time of the distribution region.   
 
 The SLAs below cover all asset packages, unless specific agreements have been established. 
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Delivery SLAs for the US, UK, DE and JP Marketplaces 

Content Type  Avail Metadata Mezz Art TT 

Catalog  30 Days 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days 

Day After Broadcast (DAB)* 48 Hrs 7 Hrs 7 Hrs 7 Hrs 7 Hrs 

Pre-Orders 7 Days 7 Days NA** 7 Days NA** 

 *UHD, HDR and other formats as well as any contractual agreements may fall outside of these standards. 

 **Trailer assets (when available) should be delivered 7 days preceding pre-order release date. 

 

Delivery SLAs for the GLOBAL Marketplace in MTA format* 

Content Type  
Avail 

 
Full Title 

(All assets delivered) 

Catalog  30 Days 14 Days 

Day After Broadcast (DAB)* 72 Hrs 72 Hrs 

*SLA’s listed in contractual agreements superceed those listed here. 

 
Asset Package refers to all assets required to publish a title in a given territory: 

 Movies: metadata, mezz file, image and timed text are required. Trailers are preferred, but not strictly 
required. 

 TV: episode metadata, mezz file and timed text are required. Season-level metadata and images are required 
to be delivered with the first piece of content to be published within a season. 

 Associating Assets Together 
Amazon requires two identifiers to be present in every delivery in order to correctly associate the 
deliveries together. These two identifiers are a SKU and a PartnerAlias.  
 
Partner identifier is an Amazon-issued ID for each rights-holder known as the PartnerAlias.The value 
for PartnerAlias is determined by Amazon.com 
 
Title identifier is meant to be a general term designating an ID that is unique to a particular piece of 
content being offered to customers. The value for this ID is determined by the partner. 
 
The graphic below illustrates how the IDs provided in the various assets delivered to Prime Video are 
used. These IDs must match exactly in order for content to publish successfully.  
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Associating deliveries together with IDs 
 

Avail  Metadata  Asset Delivery 

Partner Identifier: 
DisplayName 

 
 
 
Title Identifier: 

AltID 
ProductID (EIDR2) 

 Partner Identifier: 
PartnerName 
AssociatedOrg (MEC) 

 
 
Title Identifier: 

UniqueID 
AltIdentifier (MEC) 

 

 Partner Identifier: 
PartnerAlias (Simple Manifest) 
PartnerAlias in ALID (MMC) 
[PartnerAlias] (file name convention) 

 
Title Identifier: 

UniqueID (Simple Manifest) 
<SSID> value in ALID (MMC) 
[UniqueID] (file name convention) 

 

Please see detailed discussions of each format contained in this document for more details about 
where an how to include these IDs. Failure to provide matching IDs between deliverables that are 
meant to go together may result in publishing delays. 

 Delivery  
Aspera ensures rapid, accurate and reliable delivery of large files. IP Whitelisting is not required for 
delivery. You will be provided connection to Prime Video delivery end-point during the onboarding 
process.  
 
There are two Aspera options available for transferring files to Prime Video: 

 Aspera Desktop Client (see Section 16.1 – Appendix I - Configuring Aspera Desktop Client for Delivery) 

 Aspera Shares web-based portal (see Section 16.2 – Appendix I - Configuring Aspera Shares for Delivery) 

 
Aspera Shares allows you to deliver via a web portal with no additional license requirements or costs. 

 Content Types 

 Movie / Stand-Alone Content 
Prime Video uses the term “Movie” to identify content that is stand-alone. Movie is not limited to titles 
with theatrical releases, specific run-times, or any specific subject matter.  
 
Examples of content that should be expressed as Movie are: 

 Feature Films (as defined exceeds 80 minutes in length). 

 Short Films (as defined is less than 80 minutes in length). 

 Documentaries, Educational or Instructional content. 

 “Made for TV” or “Direct to Video” titles. 
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 Television / Episodic Content 
Prime Video uses the term “Television” to identify content that is episodic in nature. Television content 
is organized in Prime Video systems and user interfaces hierarchically around Series, Seasons, and 
Episodes as described below.  

 

 Series: This is the television show itself (e.g. “Saturday Night Live”) and is the top level distinguishing 
characteristic. Series are composed of one or more seasons, each with one or more episodes. It is possible to 
group similar but significantly different content under a different series (e.g. “The Best of SNL”). If you have 
specific questions about the best way to group titles, please reach out to your Partner Relationship Manager.  

 Season: This is the collection of individual Episodes under a particular Series. This is a reflection of traditional 
broadcast season cycles. For shows that are “non-episodic,” collecting by broadcast year or production cycle 
(e.g. “The Daily Show”) is recommended.  

 Episode: This is the individual Title that the customer will see. Episodes are sequenced with other episodes in 
a Season. 

 Value Added Material (Bonus Content): This includes season trailers, previous season recaps, etc. These are 
delivered in the exact same way as individual episodes of a season. VAM content is always submitted with a 
sequence of “0”. Multiple pieces of VAM are allowed, each with a sequence of “0”. 

Example: 
 Series: “Transparent” 

o Season: “Season 1”  
 Episode 1: “Pilot”  
 Episode 2: “The Letting Go”  
 Bonus 0: “Transparent: A Look Ahead” 
 Bonus 0: “Transparent Exclusive Clip” 

 

 Availability Notice (Avails) 
Prime Video requires avails to be submitted in the “Entertainment Merchants Association (EMA) Avails 
Specification”. Amazon supports the EMA XLS Avails Template, version 1.6 and prior. This template has 
a General Instructions and FAQ tab, as well as tabs to describe each data field for Movies and TV avails. 
Submitting avails in this format helps ensure quick and accurate ingest of this information into the PV 
Supply Chain. In addition to the standard EMA Avails rules, PV requires the following usage: 
 

 LocalizationType: This field specifies whether the title must be subtitled or dubbed. A value of “any” or blank 
indicates that any sub or dub assets delivered by the partner may be published with the title. Amazon 
strongly prefers the use of “any” in favor of leaving this column blank. Separate rows (i.e. offers) must be 
used for cases where the intention is to differentiate offers by localization type (subbed and/or dubbed). 

 Start: indicates the start date of the offer. Note that Amazon accepts date and time in ISO 8601 format: yyyy-
mm-ddThh:mm:ss. For example: January 1, 2015 at 5 p.m. would be represented as: 2015-01-01T17:00:00.  

o Specific timezones may be specified by supplying offsets from UTC. For example, 7:00 a.m. in New 
York in the winter would be represented as: 2016-01-01T07:00:00-05:00. (UTC minus five hours)  

o The use of the special character Z after the time can be used to indicated Zulu time (UTC time) as in 
the following: 2016-01-01T00:00:00Z 

o If no time zone is specified, the local time of the territory for which content is being availed will be 
assumed. An avail for GB with a start time of 2018-01-01T09:00:00 will be interpreted as 9 a.m. in 
GB. If no time is supplied, a default of 00:00:00, corresponding to the start of the day in the territory 
indicated is assumed. 

http://movielabs.com/md/avails/
http://movielabs.com/md/avails/
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 PriceType & PriceValue: For titles under revenue-share terms, the “PriceType” column should be “Category” 
and “PriceValue” should be either Library or New Release. For SVOD, “PriceType” should be “Category” and 
“PriceValue” should be “sub”. WSP (Wholesale Price) should be provided for all TVOD (EST/VOD) titles that 
are not revenue-share.  

 AvailID: Because of Amazon’s support of prior EMA versions, AvailID is utilized in some existing avail 
workflows. Although the field remains optional, Amazon recommends using the field.  

 HoldbackLanguage: Language(s) that must be excluded from distribution. This applies to subtitles or dubbed 
audio as indicated by the LocalizationType field. If no LocalizationType is indicated, or if “any” is indicated, 
then both subs and dubs must be excluded. This should not be used if HoldbackExclusionLanguage is used.  

 HoldbackExclusionLanguages: Language(s) that can be included with distribution. This field can be used to 
signal that all languages are excluded except for a small set as indicated in this field. Like HoldbackLanguage, 
this applies to the LocalizationType indicated. This should not be used if HoldbackLanguage is used.  

 

It is strongly recommended that partners use the Prime Video XLS Validator to validate all EMA Avails 
files prior to delivering them to Prime Video. See Section 17, Appendix II, PV XLS Validator for details. 
 
If you have specific questions on the EMA Avails template that are not answered by the General 
Instructions and FAQ tab, your Prime Video contact can assist with any questions.  
 
Avails Delivery Method 
Avails should be delivered by email to: dv-ww-avails@amazon.com. 
 

 Title Metadata 
Title Metadata files include information that helps create a customer-facing landing page for each title. 
Prime Video accepts metadata in both XML and XLS formats for the US, UK, DE, and JP marketplaces 
and only XML for the GLOBAL marketplace. Also, a separate metadata file is required for every 
marketplace of intended delivery (US, UK, Germany, Japan, GLOBAL).  
 
Metadata may be redelivered at any time to update or change metadata values. Please note that the 
unique identifier, your partner name and whether a title is a movie or episode cannot be updated.  
 
The following section of this document contains high-level information about the PV Metadata spec. 
For descriptions of each metadata field and examples please see Section 18 - Appendix III – Complete 
Metadata List. 

 Delivery Formats 
 Amazon offers metadata templates for both XML and XLS versions of the PV metadata spec in 

US, UK, Germany & Japan. 

 The GLOBAL marketplace can accept both AmazonXML and the MovieLabs Media 
Entertainment Core (MEC) metadata. Templates of each are included as part of the Content 
Guide Package.  

 Metadata must be delivered via either Aspera or Aspera Shares. MEC metadata may 
additionally be uploaded via Video Central. 

mailto:dv-ww-avails@amazon.com?subject=Region(s):%20[GB%20DE%20JP%20US]%20/%20%5bContent%20Partner%5d%20Avail
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 XLS Template 

8.2.1. Guidelines and Tips for Sending XLS Metadata 
Marketplace-specific XLS templates are available as part of the Content Guide Package. These 
templates support both Movie and Television titles, and can be used in place of XML for the delivery of 
metadata. 

 XLS templates are available for the US, UK, Germany, Japan marketplaces. 

 The templates clearly indicate which fields are required. 

 XLS metadata files should be submitted with UTF-8 character encoding. To do this in Excel: 
o Select “Web Options” in the “Tools…” dropdown when saving. 
o Select the “Encoding” tab and choose “Unicode (UTF-8)” from the dropdown & save. 

 These XLS templates correspond to version 1.4.1 of the XML specification.  
 

8.2.2. XLS Metadata Validation 
It is strongly recommended that partners use the Prime Video XLS Validator to validate all Excel 
metadata files prior to delivering them to Prime Video. See Section 17, Appendix II, PV XLS Validator for 
details. 

 AmazonXML Metadata 
AmazonXML metadata template files are included as part of the Content Guide Package. These 
templates can be used as a reference point to create metadata for delivery to Amazon. Detailed 
descriptions of all metadata fields are included in Section 18 - Appendix III - Complete Metadata List. 
XML files that fail validation or are not well formed will be rejected, which may lead to content 
publishing delays. If metadata is rejected you will be contacted by your Prime Video contact to request 
redelivery. 
 
Guidelines and Tips for Sending XML Metadata 

 Do not rearrange or add new fields; the fields and order are required for proper validation. 

 Where multiple entries are supported (Genre, Director, Actor, etc.), each instance must be on its own line 
with separate opening and closing tags included for each instance of that field. 

 While locales are fairly straightforward for US, UK, Germany and Japan marketplaces, Appendix VI – Language 
Tags can be used for the GLOBAL marketpace. 

 The field <UniqueID> is used to communicate the ID of a TV Episode, TV Season, TV Series, or Movie, 
depending on the parent tag it is nested under. For example, a <UniqueID> tag nested within a <Series> tag 
would refer to the ID of the TV Series, whereas a <UniqueID> tag nested within a <Season> tag would describe 
the ID associated with that Season. 

 If providing EIDR numbers, the prefix must be omitted (everything prior to the “/” character). Submit this: 
XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-M, instead of this: 10.5240/XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-M. Secondly, PV 
prefers that EIDR numbers are also included in the optional <ExternalID scheme="eidr"> tag in addition to the 
<UniqueID> tag. 

8.3.1. Amazon XML Metadata Validation 
An XML Schema Definition (XSD) is a document that can be used to specify how the elements of an 
XML document must be formed. Prime Video requires validating all Amazon XML metadata against the 
provided XSD prior to delivering it to Amazon. This will help ensure the metadata files you are sending 
are well-formed and contain no structural errors. Please note that this validation process will only 
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detect structural issues with the metadata. Errors related to the content of metadata fields will not be 
detected through this validation.  
 
Prime Video’s XSD schemas are available via the following URLs:  

 US, UK, Germany, Japan: 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.4.3.xsd  
 GLOBAL: 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd  

8.3.2. Version Identifier 
Metadata submissions require a version attribute in the <Metadata> header element. This identifies 
the version of the schema this metadata file conforms to. The XSD location referenced within the 
header and the version listed must match. Submissions without a version attribute will fail ingestion 
and require redelivery. The current versions of the XSD are 1.4.3 for US, UK, DE and JP and v1.6.1 for 
publishing to the GLOBAL catalog. 
 
<Metadata 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.amazon.com/UnboxMetadata/v1 https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-
external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.4.2.xsd" 
 xmlns="http://www.amazon.com/UnboxMetadata/v1" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
  country="US" 
  version="INTL-1.4.3"> 
 
<Metadata 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.amazon.com/UnboxMetadata/v1 https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-
external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd" 
 xmlns="http://www.amazon.com/UnboxMetadata/v1" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
  country="GLOBAL" 
  version="INTL-1.6.1"> 

8.3.3. Country Identifier 
Metadata submissions require a country attribute in the <Metadata> header element. Metadata 
submissions can only specify a single country: 

 Currently supported country attributes include: US, GB, DE, JP and GLOBAL. 

 Use GLOBAL for any country other than US, GB, DE and JP. 
 

<Metadata 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.amazon.com/UnboxMetadata/v1 https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-
external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.4.3.xsd" 
 xmlns="http://www.amazon.com/UnboxMetadata/v1" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
  country="JP" 
 version="INTL-1.4.3"> 

8.3.4. Unique Territory Metadata Submission 
It is currently required that a separate metadata file must be delivered for every marketplace of 
intended delivery (US, UK, Germany, Japan, GLOBAL). The primary differences are the following: 

 Ensure the Country Identifier in the Header is updated appropriately 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.4.3.xsd
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aiv-external/AIV_Metadata_INTL-1.6.1.xsd
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 Genre list provided is unique for each marketplace, and each submission is to contain the appropriate genres 
mapped to the marketplace of submission. 

 Metadata for Germany and Japan marketplaces should be localized. 
o OV submissions to DE are accepted 

 JP submissions require additional fields found in Section 22 - Additional Japanese Guidelines. 
 

 MEC Metadata 

Prime Video accepts localized metadata in the Media Entertainment Core (MEC) title metadata 
specification, v2.5, authored by MovieLabs. The XSD and documentation for this specification may be 
found on the MovieLabs website (www.movielabs.com).  
 
This specification is deigned to be flexible to accommodate a variety of metadata delivery workflows. 
In addition to following the schema and specification as outlined in the MEC documentation 
referenced above, Prime Video has additional requirements (required fields, controlled vocabularies, 
etc) to support the customer experience on Prime Video. The following sections will describe these 
requirements, as well as the delivery and update workflows necessary to successfully deliver MEC title 
metadata to Prime Video. This is not intended to be a replacement of the MEC documentation, but a 
supplement to describe how Prime Video has implemented this specification. 
 

8.4.1. Amazon Metadata Requirements 
In order to provide a high-quality customer experience, Prime Video requires various kinds of 
metadata. Several requirements for Prime Video are discussed in detail here. The complete set of 
available MEC fields along with notes regarding Amazon usage is provided in the section title “MEC 
Field List.”  
 

 OriginalLanguage – Exactly one and only one value is required in the OriginalLanguage field. This value is used 
to identify the OV language. It is the language of the primary intended audience and generally identifiable as 
the language used in the title treatment and/or credits of the title. If a country- or language-specific edit was 
created for a title, the language of the intended audience for that edit should be provided in the 
OriginalLanguage field. 

 LocalizedInfo – At least one instance of LocalizedInfo must be provided.  
o Region – The Region tag in the LocalizedInfo section may be used to specify a specific territory or 

territories where the title metadata should be used. For example, if an en-US summary must be 
edited to meet local requirements in one specific territory, provide the standard information in one 
LocalizedInfo section with a language of en-US, and then provide another complete en-US 
LocalizedInfo section which includes the edited summary and also includes the Region>Country tag 
populated with the ISO alpha-2 country code where the second set of LocalizedInfo should be 
published. Note that the Region tag should only be used to differentiate two LocalizedInfo sections 
with the same language. 

 Genre – At least one genre is required in at least one LocalizedInfo section. 
o The code for each genre selection must be included in the “ID” attribute. See the genre list in Section 

2.5. 
o Three unique genres total are allowed per title. For example “Action – Epic” and “Action – Historical” 

would count as two genres. See section 2.5, Genre List for a more complete discussion of genres. 

 RatingSet – at least one instance of RatingSet is required. For each entry, provide the country, rating system, 
and rating value. 

o For titles that are not rated, include the NotRated tag with a value of “true.” 
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o Ratings should be communicated using the values set forth in the Common Metadata Ratings 
available on the MovieLabs website: http://movielabs.com/md/ratings/  

 People – This section identifies the cast, directors, producers, etc. of the title.  
o DisplayName – Each person identified must have a DisplayName included. We prefer DisplayNames 

to be identified with a language. We will assign the OriginalLanguage value to any DisplayName that 
is delivered without a Language identified. 

o For WorkType of Movie, at least one entry with JobFunction of “Director” is required. We require a 
director to be specified for movies. 

 CompanyDisplayCredit – At least one instance of CompanyDisplayCredit must be included to provide a 
customer-facing studio credit line. This may be localized to multiple different languages and also varied by 
country. A single line limited to 250 characters is supported for any given language or territory. 

 

8.4.2. Delivering Value Added Material (VAM) as part of a Season 
Seasons are often composed of both regular episodes as well as bonus or promotional content such as 
trailers, previous season recaps, behind the scenes, etc. This Value-Added Material (VAM) is 
structurally identical to an episode. It is a discrete video package that belongs to season/series 
hierarchy. Just like a regular episode, they require a metadata delivery. The special requirements for 
VAM metadata are as follows: 

 Parent / @RelationshipType – The relationshiptype value must be “ispromotionfor” to indicate that the 
content is VAM. The rest of the Parent tag must also be included to identify the season that the VAM belongs 
to. 

 Worktype value should be set to “promotion”  

 Sequence Numbers should be provided for VAM content. Prime Video reserves the right to re-order VAM 
content to provide the best customer experience.  

 

8.4.3. Metadata Delivery Workflows 
Upon receipt of an MEC metadata submission, Prime Video will validate that the MEC document 
conforms to both the MEC schema and the required fields defined below by Amazon. Well-formed and 
valid metadata will be processed into the catalog. Errors will be reported back to the provider and can 
be seen in the Video Central partner portal. 
 
Updates to any previously submitted metadata must include the same ContentID as the previous 
submission. Prime Video will treat the most recently received submission as the most authoritative 
based on file received timestamps. Redeliveries or updates from or on behalf of studios will be 
processed as a full replace. Providing a new value in a field will update that field. Omitting a field in an 
update will result in removal of that field. Prime Video reserves the right to verify updates prior to 
processing them, and to process updates in a manner that ensures the best customer experience. 
 

8.4.4. Delivering Complete Seasons 
The MEC title metadata specification does not allow for all episodes of a season to be delivered in the 
same XML file. Each episode must be delivered in a separate file. Use the ParentContentID field to 
indicate the season to which an episode belongs. Also, for matching purposes, Amazon prefers delivery 
of the Series XML first, Season XML second, and the Episodic MEC XMLs last. 
 
 
 

http://movielabs.com/md/ratings/
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8.4.5. MEC Field List 
The table below summarizes the available MEC fields along with Prime Video specific notes. Field 
Name also indicates the hierarchy of the fields through indentation. Attributes for fields are indicated 
by the ‘@’ symbol. Input Type indicates the type of value expected for each field. If left blank, it 
indicates a string. Unless otherwise specified, string inputs are limited to 250 characters. All inputs are 
limited to UTF8 characters. Prime Video Usage indicates whether the field is required, recommended, 
accepted, or not used by Amazon. The following table and notes are in addition to the documentation 
and definitions provided by MovieLabs. Should any conflict or tension occur between the two, the 
notes and guidelines provided below shall be considered definitive for deliveries to Prime Video. 
 

MEC Field Name 
Input 
Type 

Definition or Notes 
Prime Video 

Usage 

mdmec:Basic   Required 

 @ ContentID  

ID of the metadata provided. Should follow the 
MovieLabs ID best practices. Updates to 
previously submitted metadata must include 
the same ContentID. 

Required 

 UpdateNum Int 
Amazon will use the most recently received file 
as the latest update as determined by delivery 
timestamp. 

Not Used 

 LocalizedInfo  This block includes elements that may be 
localized. At least one is required. 

Required 

  @Language  Must be a value from the list of Prime Video 
acceptable Languages. 

Required 

  @Default Boolean  Not Used 
  TitleDisplay19  19 character limit Accepted 
  TitleDisplay60  60 character limit Accepted 

  TitleDisplayUnlimited  

250 character limit. This is the title field used by 
Amazon. The words “episode”and “season”, if 
used, should always be localized in the same 
language as the associated synopsis. 

Required 

  TitleSort  

Title sort is required by the MEC XSD, but is not 
used by Amazon. It is permissable to provide 
empty tags to satisfy the XSD: 
"<md:TitleSort></md:TitleSort>" 

Not Used 

  ArtReference  
This is not used by Amazon. Artwork must be 
associated with a title via the Picture Group in 
the MMC. 

Not Used 

   @Resolution   Not Used 
   @Purpose   Not Used 

  Summary190  

190 character limit.  
Summary190 is required by the MEC XSD. If this 
is not available, it is permissable to provide 
empty tags to satisfy the XSD: 
"<md:Summary190></md:Summary190>" 

Recommended 

  Summary400  400 character limit. This is the synopsis field 
used by Amazon 

Required 

  Summary4000  4000 character limit. Recommended 
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  DisplayIndicators  

Intended to capture information that may affect 
customer UI. Examples include "CC" (Closed 
Captions), "DVS", "Premier" (season premier), 
etc.  

Not Used 

  Genre  

At least one genre in at least one LocalizedInfo 
section is required. Up to three genre entries 
allowed. See the Content Guide for more details 
on entering genres. 

Required 

   @source  
URL identifying the source of the genre list. If 
providing genres from multiple lists, distinguish 
the genre list for each entry using this attribute.  

Accepted 

   @ID  ID code for genre. Required for Amazon genres. 
See genre list for genre values and codes. 

Required 

   @level Int 
"0" indicates parent level. "1" indicates sub-
genre. Indication of levels is not required for 
Amazon genres. 

Accepted 

  Keyword   Accepted 
  VersionNotes   Accepted 

  Region  
Use the Region tag to specify a specific country 
the localized info section. This will act as a 
country-specific override. 

Accepted 

   Country ISO 3166-1 Accepted 
   CountryRegion   Not Used 
  OriginalTitle   Recommended 
  CopyrightLine   Recommended 

  PeopleLocal  

Individuals involved in a localized production of 
the work (typically voice actors for dubbing). DO 
NOT use for localized versions of cast names. 
NOTE: see the People section below for the full 
list of attributes available in the People type. 

Recommended 

  TitleAlternate   Not Used 
   @type   Not Used 
   @language   Not Used 
 RunLength   Accepted 

 ReleaseYear  The first time the work was released in any 
territory. 

Required 

 ReleaseDate  

Full date of the first release in any territory. The 
full date is always preferred. If the full date is 
unknown, at minimum, the year must be 
provided in the ReleaseYear field. 

Recommended 

 ReleaseHistory   Recommended 

  ReleaseType  
Values: "Original", "Broadcast", "DVD", "Blu-
ray", "PayTV", "InternetBuy", "InternetRent", 
"Theatrical", "SVOD" 

Required for 
Release History 

   @wide Boolean "true" or omitted. Indicates a wide release Not Used 

  DistrTerritory 
ISO 
3166-1  

country code for distribution territory. 
Required for 
Release History 
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  Date  May include year, full date or date and time. 
Provide as much specificity as available. 

Required for 
Release History 

   @scheduled Boolean Indicates date is scheduled Not Used 
  Description   Accepted 

  ReleaseOrg  Organization involved with the release for the 
release history. 

Accepted 

   @organizationalID   Accepted 
   @idType   Accepted 
   @role   Accepted 

   DisplayName   Required for 
ReleaseOrg 

   SortName   Accepted 
   AlternateName   Accepted 

 WorkType  Values supported by Amazon are: "movie", 
"episode", "promotion", "season", "series" 

Required 

 WorkTypeDetail   Accepted 
 PictureColorType   Not Used 
 PictureFormat   Not Used 
 ThreeD   Not Used 
 Aspect Ratio   Not Used 

 AltIdentifier  
The ID used in the avail must also be included 
here with the appropriate namespace (EIDR or 
ORG). 

Required 

  Namespace  

Accepted values: "EIDR” “ISAN” “IMDB” “ORG” 
 
Exactly one ID of namespace EIDR or ORG must 
be included.  
 
IMDB and ISAN are optionally accepted. 

Required 

  Identifier  

This value must be the ID string only and not a 
MovieLabs ID URN. For example, provide 
"manchester" instead of 
"md:contentid:org:amazon:manchester" 

Required 

  Location  Provide URI to lookup the id (e.g. EIDR or IMDB 
link) 

Recommended 

 RatingSet  
Provide all ratings available. At least one is 
required. The use of the NotRated tag is 
allowed if no ratings are available. 

Required 

  Rating   Required 

   Region   Required 

    Country 
ISO 
3166-1 

ISO country code of applicable country where 
rating applies 

Required 

    CountryRegion   Not Used 

   System  

The values provided in the System and Value 
fields should conform to the common metadata 
ratings provided by MovieLabs: 
http://movielabs.com/md/ratings/ 

Required 
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   Value  See note above in the System field Required 

   Reason  Reasons for the rating. E.g. violence. Recommended 

  NotRated Boolean 

Indication that the work has not received a 
rating from any ratings body in any territory.  
This may only be included if no ratings are 
provided, and should be omitted if ratings are 
provided.  

Required if no 
Ratings 
provided 

  IsAdult Boolean 
Indication of adult content. There is no standard 
definition of this flag and it is used at the 
discretion of the licensor. 

Accepted 

   @condition  Indicates why the content is not rated.  Accepted 

 People  Cast and crew for the work. 
Required for 
Director for 
Movies 

  Job   Required for 
People 

   JobFunction  

Amazon defined values: "Director", "Producer", 
"Actor", "Writer" and "Creator."  
Amazon required at least one "Director" for 
movies. 

Required for 
People 

   JobDisplay   Not Used 
    @language   Not Used 
   BillingBlockOrder Int  Accepted 
   Charater   Recommended 
   Guest Boolean  Recommended 

  Name   Required for 
People 

   DisplayName  

Name of the person identified. May provide 
multiple entries with the language attribute to 
provide localizations of the name where 
appropriate. 

Required for 
People 

    @language  
Note that if a language attribute is not supplied 
for DisplayName, the language identified in 
"OriginalLanguage" will be assumed. 

Recommended 

   SortName   Accepted 
    @language   Accepted 
   FirstGivenName   Recommended 
   SecondGivenName   Recommended 
   FamilyName   Recommended 
   Suffix   Recommended 
   Moniker   Accepted 
  Identifier   Accepted 

   Identifier   Required for 
Identifier 

   Namespace   Required for 
Identifier 

   ReferenceLocation   Accepted 
  Gender   Accepted 
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 CountryOfOrigin   Recommended 
  country ISO 3166-1 Recommended 
  countryRegion   Not Used 

 PrimarySpokenLanguage  Language spoken throughout the work. May 
have more than one. 

Accepted 

 OriginalLanguage  

Language identified as the original production 
of the work. This is generally the language used 
for the title treatment and/or credits of the 
work. Only 1 value allowed. 

Required 

 VersionLanguage  Used only if the title described is edited for a 
particular language release. Not common. 

Accepted 

 AssociatedOrg  
One entry with an organizationalID value = to 
the Amazon provided Partner Alias and a role 
value = "licensor" is required. 

Required 

  @organizationalID  Unique ID for the organization. Amazon 
provided Partner Alias should be included here. 

Required 

  @idType  
ID scheme used for the organizationalID. Not 
required if @role= “licensor.” Acceptable for 
other entries. 

Accepted 

  @role  One entry with the value of "licensor" is 
required. Other entries are accepted.  

Required 

  DisplayName  Organization name - human readable. This is 
required by the XSD. 

Recommended 

  SortName   Accepted 
  AlternateName   Accepted 

 SequenceInfo  Sequence information for seasons and 
episodes. 

Required for 
worktype 
episode or 
season 

  Number Int 

This is the sequence number that will be used 
by Amazon to order episodes within seasons 
and seasons within series. If episodes were 
intended to be 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4, then they would 
have Number values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.  

Required for 
worktype 
episode or 
season 

  DistributionNumber   Accepted 
   @domain   Accepted 
  HouseSequence   Accepted 
   @domain   Accepted 
  AlternateNumber   Accepted 
   @domain   Accepted 

 Parent   

Required for 
worktype 
episode, 
promotion, or 
season 
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  @relationshipType  

Accepted values are: 
isepisodeof – indicates an episode of a season 
isseasonof – indicates a season of a series 
ispromotionfor – indicates bonus or 
promotional material for a season (i.e. trailers, 
season recaps, behind the scenes, etc.) These 
should have a work-type of “promotion.” 

Required for 
Parent 

  ParentContentID  
ContentID of the parent. E.g. for an episode, 
this would be the ContentID of the season 
metadata. 

Required if 
parent 
metadata is not 
provided 

  [Parent metadata]  Nested parent metadata information. This is 
accepted by Prime Video.  

Required if 
ParentContentI
D is not 
provided 

mdmec:Source   Accepted 
 @organizationID   Accepted 
 @idType   Accepted 
 @retailerspecificID   Accepted 
 DisplayName   Accepted 
 SortName   Accepted 
 AlternateName   Accepted 

mdmec:CompanyDisplayCredit  

At least one entry for CompanyDisplayCredit is 
required. This provides the customer-facing 
studio credit line. May be optionally localized by 
language and by territory. A single line limited 
to 250 characters is supported for any given 
language or territory. 

Required 

 DisplayString  Customer-facing company credit line. Required 

  @language   Recommended 
 Region   Accepted 
  Country ISO 3166-1 Accepted 
  Countryregion   Not Used 
 DisplaySequence Int  Accepted 

 

 Images 

 Editorial Guidelines 
These guidelines apply to all images for a title. Differences in Movie and TV Season title artwork are 
specifically called out below.  

9.1.1. Orientation 
Amazon uses different image orientations to distinguish Movie and Television content. 

 All Movie images must be in 3:4 aspect ratio.  

 All TV Images (both Season-level and Episode-level) must be in 4:3 aspect ratio. 
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9.1.2. Requirements 
 Images must include the name of the feature or series they accompany. 

o Localized Images are acceptable for the US, UK, DE, and JP marketplaces. For all other marketplaces, 
only the OV image will be published. Other localized images may be delivered for future use. For 
OV/OMU versions of a title you may use images that contain text in the title’s original language.  

 Images are required for all movie content. 

 Season-level images are required for all TV content. Each season of a series must be delivered with an image. 

 Season-level images should contain the name of the Series and the Season number, or other designation such 
as volume number. 

 Images must not contain mature or audience-restricted elements. 

 Amazon SOMETIMES adds a “sash” in the upper left-hand corner of the image for titles (illustrated in 9.2). It 
is preferable for images not to include critical material in this area of the image. The size of these sashes 
varies depending on client interface. 

 Bugs, Logos and Watermarks 
o No references to other formats or format-specific logos. ("Now on DVD," Blu-Ray logos, etc.) 
o No studio or network logos. 
o No callouts to external websites or other distribution platforms. 

 Avoid the following image elements that can degrade the quality of the image: 
o Theatrical release dates 
o Images with thin borders as they may lose them completely or partially when scaled down for use in 

certain client interfaces 
o Small text as it becomes unreadable on many client interfaces when scaled to size 
o Padding (letterboxing or pillarboxing) images into spec 

9.1.3. Season Vs Episodic Images 
 Episode-level images are strongly-preferred for TV content, but not required. If supplying episodic images, a 

separate season-level image is still required. If supplying episode-level images, every episode within a season 
must have an episode-level image (excluding bonus content such trailers, season recaps, sneak peeks, etc.). 

 Episode-level images should be screenshots from that episode. 
o Episode images should be cropped to a 4:3 aspect ratio. 
o Episode images should contain persons or objects representative of the episode.  
o Episode images should NOT contain:  

 “Spoilers” for the plot of the episode. (For elimination-based reality TV shows, attempt to 
keep the competitors' identities obscured as much as possible as the season progresses so 
as not to reveal winners/losers.) 

 On-screen text. (Title treatment, credits, subtitles, etc.)  
 Drug use, nudity or sexually suggestive content.  
 Someone harming or fighting another individual, or guns or other weapons. If an image 

containing a weapon cannot be avoided, please avoid images with weapons pointed directly 
at the viewer or an individual in the video.  

 For delivery of episodic-level images via Prime Video Simple Asset Manifest, see example in Section 13.1. 

 For delivery of episodic-level images via file naming convention, simply specify season Vs episodic Unique ID. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 For delivery of episodic-level images via MMC to the GLOBAL marketplace, the episodic image must be 
mentioned in the inventory (Section 14.2.2.1.), it must have its own unique picture group ID (Section 

[PartnerAlias]-[SeasonUniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

 

[PartnerAlias]-[EpisodicUniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 
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14.2.2.4.), and that picture group ID must be referenced within its own episodic experience ID (Section 
14.2.2.5.). 

 
o Inventory: 

    <manifest:Image ImageID="md:imageid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:art.episode"> 
      <md:Width>1600</md:Width> 
      <md:Height>1200</md:Height> 
      <md:Encoding>jpg</md:Encoding> 
     <md:Language>en</md:Language> 
      <manifest:ContainerReference> 
        <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://Season1Episode1Art-2016.jpg</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
      </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Image> 

 
o Picture Group ID: 

<manifest:PictureGroups> 
    <!—PictureGroup containing the image for storefront page. --> 
 <manifest:PictureGroup 
PictureGroupID="md:picturegroupid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1:picturegroup"> 
  <manifest:Picture> 
   <manifest:PictureID>md:pictureid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1:picture.series</manifest:PictureID> 
   <manifest:ImageID>md:imageid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1:art.series</manifest:ImageID> 
  </manifest:Picture> 
 </manifest:PictureGroup> 
 <manifest:PictureGroup 
PictureGroupID="md:picturegroupid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:picturegroup"> 
  <manifest:Picture> 
  
 <manifest:PictureID>md:pictureid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:picture.episode</manifest:PictureID
> 
   <manifest:ImageID>md:imageid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:art.episode</manifest:ImageID> 
  </manifest:Picture> 
 </manifest:PictureGroup> 
</manifest:PictureGroups> 

 
o Experience: 

<manifest:Experiences> 
    <!-- Full Experience of the original edit, with a playable sequence--> 
    <manifest:Experience ExperienceID="md:experienceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1" 
version="1.0"> 
      <manifest:Audiovisual ContentID="md:cid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1"> 
        <manifest:Type>Main</manifest:Type> 
        <manifest:SubType>Feature</manifest:SubType> 
      
<manifest:PlayableSequenceID>md:playablesequenceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1</manifest:Playa
bleSequenceID> 
      </manifest:Audiovisual> 
     
<manifest:PictureGroupID>md:picturegroupid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1</manifest:PictureGroupI
D> 
    </manifest:Experience> 
    <manifest:Experience ExperienceID="md:experienceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1" version="1.0"> 
     
<manifest:PictureGroupID>md:picturegroupid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1</manifest:PictureGroupID> 
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    </manifest:Experience> 
  </manifest:Experiences> 

 Image Technical Specifications 
 Resolution 

o TV: Preferred: 2560 x 1920, Minimum: 1600 x 1200 
o Movie: Preferred: 1920 x 2560, Minimum: 1200 x 1600 
o Images exceeding 10,000 pixels on any side are rejected 

 Aspect Ratio 
o TV: 4:3 
o Movie: 3:4 

 Format: JPEG or PNG 

 Color Space: RGB 

 
Example Image Resolutions 

TV (4:3)  Movie (3:4) 

3200 x 2400  2400 x 3200 
2560 x 1920  1920 x 2560  
2400 x 1800  1800 x 2400 
2000 x 1500  1500 x 2000 
1600 x 1200  1200 x 1600 
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 Timed Text 
Prime Video supports delivery of discrete assets to enable the display of subtitles, closed captions, and 
forced subtitles in multiple languages for a single video mezzanine. All timed text assets must be 
conformed to match the Video Mezzanine they are intended to accompany prior to delivery to 
Amazon. Whenever available, Prime Video prefers to receive captions/SDH over subtitles to provide an 
enhanced viewing experience to customers who are deaf or hard of hearing. 
 
Captions/SDH: Timed Text that includes both spoken dialogue and atmospherics for the deaf and hard 
of hearing. 
 
Subtitles: Timed text assets that provide on-screen text of the program dialogue.  
 
Forced Subtitles: Forced Subtitles (also known as Forced Narratives) translate foreign dialogue that is 
in a different language from the rest of the audio content of the program, when creative intent 
requires that that dialogue be understood by the viewer. They are also utilized to translate onscreen 
text that is plot-pertinent for viewers who are not watching the content in the original language. 

 Technical Guidelines for Timed Text 
Amazon accepts the following file types for delivery of timed text: 

 DFXP Full / TTML (Timed Text Markup Language) with a .dfxp file extension. 

 Lambda Cap with a .cap file extension 

 EBU-STL with a .stl file extension. 

 iTT (iTunes Timed Text) files with a .iTT file extension.  

 SCC (Scenarist Closed Caption) with a .scc file extension. 

 SMPTE-TT (RP-2052) with an .xml file extension. 

 SRT 

10.1.1. Timed Text Frame Rates and Drop / Non-Drop Frame Indication 
Amazon allows a wide range of timed text formats, some of which do not natively include Frame Rate 
or Drop / Non-Drop values. In general, if the time code format is in clock time (i.e. hh:mm:ss.sss), you 
do not need to send Frame Rate or Drop/Non Drop information. If it is in a frame-based format (i.e. 
hh:mm:ss:ff or hh:mm:ss;ff), then you must send both Frame Rate and Drop/Non Drop information via 
the file name convention, Amazon Asset Manifest, or MMC Manifest. Depending on the specification 
and namespace used (TTML or TTAF) in DFXP, XML, and ITT files, Amazon will use either the TTML 
timebase or TTAF timebase (media & SMPTE only) accordingly for parsing. The table below summarizes 
the Timed Text formats that Amazon accepts and whether that information must be included in the 
delivery manifest document or not. Information provided via delivery manifests will take priority over 
assumed default values found in the header metadata of the timed text file. 

10.1.2. Timed Text Positioning and Styling 
While Prime Video does not support timed text positioning, positioning information should be included 
when obscuring instances of onscreen text may occur in the lower third of the video frame. Some 
styling information is supported and the table below specifies what positioning and styling is supported 
for each timed text format. 
  

https://www.smpte.org/sites/default/files/rp2052-10-2012.pdf
https://www.w3.org/TR/ttaf1-dfxp/#parameter-attribute-timeBase
https://www.w3.org/TR/ttaf1-dfxp/#parameter-attribute-timeBase
https://www.w3.org/TR/2006/CR-ttaf1-dfxp-20061116/#parameter-attribute-timeBase
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10.1.3. Timed Text Matrix 

  Timecode Format1 Allowed Framerates Styling and Other Features 

File 
Media 
Frame2 

SMPTE 
Frame 

Clock 
(ms) 

23.976 
ND4 

23.98 
ND4 

24 
ND 

25 
ND 

29.973 D 
& ND4 

30 
ND 

50 
ND 

59.943 D 
& ND4 

Italic Bold U Unicode 

EBU-
STL 

  x       x x   x     x x x 
  

SCC   x   x x x x x x x x x x x 
  

CAP   x   x x x x x x x x x x 
    

DFXP x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

SMPTE-
TT 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

ITT  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

SRT     x                       x 

1Frame-based subtitle streams must include frame rate in manifest/filenaming convention. 29.97 assumed, when applicable, if blank. 
2Drop/Non-Drop does not apply to media frame based subtitle streams. 
3Drop/Non-Drop info must be included in manifest/filenaming convention for 29.97 & 59.94 framerates. 
4Non-Drop, SMPTE frame based subtitle streams with decimal values are drift-corrected with a multiplier of 1.001 after delivery. 

 

10.1.4. Full Subtitles Requirements 
Any Subtitle, Closed Caption, or SDH file delivered as part of an MTA package must contain a full 
translation of all spoken dialogue and narrative text that needs to be understood by the audience. This 
includes any Forced Subtitles for that title as well.  

10.1.5. Forced Subtitles Requirements 
Forced Subtitles are timed text assets that are displayed to the customer based on their audio choice, 
rather than by selecting that subtitle language. If a title contains forced narrative content, delivery of 
separate forced timed text assets is required for each language available in an MTA package. A forced 
subtitle file will usually be required for every dubbed audio language being provided. You may also 
need to provide a forced subtitle file in the original language of the title if you are providing us with a 
semi-textless master, where texted elements present in the theatrical or original broadcast version 
have been removed. 

10.1.6. Time Code Offset 
Amazon does not support time code offsets. All timed text files must be submitted with a 00:00 offset 
in order to conform to the video mezz file. 

10.1.7. Character Support 
Amazon supports the full UTF8 character set, except musical notes. 
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 Video Mezzanine 
 
This following section covers the technical requirements for delivering video source files to Prime 
Video. 

11.1.1. Video Requirements 
 Content must be trimmed to only contain the program material. Non-program content such as bars & tone, 

test patterns, production slates, textless material, or extended commercial blacks must be removed before 
delivery. 

 Letterboxing and pillarboxing no longer need to be removed from video sources prior to delivery. Automated 
cropping will be performed during the transcode process so that final target encodes will include active 
picture only. Please ensure that letterboxing and pillarboxing are symmetrical. 

 Advertisements, Bugs, Logos and Watermarks 
o No non-program advertisements. 

 If an ad is part of the program, it may stay (i.e.: sponsorships, product placement, parody, 
etc) 

o No studio or network logos. 
o No callouts to external websites or other distribution platforms. 

 Amazon can accept video sources in either progressive or interlaced formats. See Section 11.1.3 - Content 
Processing Guidelines for more information. 

 The frame rate of the mezzanine file must be constant. Variable frame rate sources will be rejected. 

 The file header metadata must accurately describe the following: 
o Scan Type: Progressive, Interlaced or Adaptive (MBAFF) 
o Field Order (Bottom Field First or Top Field First) if video source is interlaced. 
o Display Aspect Ratio: 

 Anamorphic content must have correct 4x3 or 16x9 display aspect ratio flags. 

 If display aspect ratio is not flagged in the header of your mezzanines, you must supply this information in an 
Asset Manifest or MMC Manifest.  

 VITC timecode and other ancillary data must be cropped prior to delivery. 

 If saving video out of QuickTime Player, the display size in the View window must be saved to Normal Size 
before delivery to Amazon. In the Movie Inspector window, Current Size must match Normal Size. 

 Multi Track Audio – Mezzanines delivered with Multi Track Audio packages should be semi-textless, with the 
removal of the embedded Forced Subtitles.  

 Single Track Audio – Mezzanines delivered with Single Track Audio SHOULD contain the Forced Narrative of 
the audio language contained within the mezz.  

11.1.2. Embedded Audio Requirements 
 All audio tracks in a given source file must be in the same language. Multiple language tracks within a single 

source are not allowed. For instructions on delivering multi-language files please see Section 14 – Multi Track 
Audio (MTA) 

 Audio mixes must only contain program audio. Non-program and production audio such as Music & Effects, 
MOS, silent, or commentary tracks must be removed. 

o Silent tracks are defined as tracks with a root mean square (RMS) less than -80db. 
o Audio Dropouts: A silent period of 600 consecutive seconds or longer in the mono, Lstereo or 

Rstereo tracks will be detected as an audio dropout and will be rejected. 

 Audio duration and video duration must match exactly.  

 All audio tracks in a given source file must be the same bit depth. For example, an 8-channel MPEG-2 TS 
which has a 24-bit surround sound track must have a 24-bit stereo track. A 24-bit track and a 16-bit track 
embedded in the same video will be rejected. 
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 Surround Sound Channel Layout: Amazon requires the following audio channel mapping. Incorrectly mapped 
audio will be rejected. 

o 1-Channel Mono 
o 2-Channel Stereo: L-R or Dual-Mono 
o 6-Channel 5.1 Surround Sound: L-R-C-LFE-LS-RS 
o 8-Channel 5.1 Surround Sound+Stereo: L-R-C-LFE-LS-RS-Lstereo-Rstereo 

 All audio tracks in .mov and .mp4 files must be enabled in the QuickTime Player Video Properties window. 
Content with disabled audio tracks will be rejected. 

11.1.3. Content Processing Guidelines  
Transcode of video assets should not be necessary if sources meet the above guidelines. If transcoding 
is deemed necessary, PV will work with you to determine the ideal output format. Tables are provided 
in the following pages to show Amazon’s profile expectations for standard video formats. Any video 
processing must follow industry best practices for creating high-quality video mezzanines. Content with 
obvious artifacting or quality loss due to improper processing will be rejected. Amazon requires that 
content be delivered with interlace and letterboxing intact if the partner is not capable of performing 
high quality video transformations.  

 

Amazon requires that source mezzanines have frame rates native to the title’s production. Content 
originally produced at 23.976, 24 or 25fps which was telecined to 29.97i should receive inverse-
telecine and be delivered at native frame rates. Also, Amazon will not accept sources that have been 
upscaled or upsampled.  

11.1.4. HD Mezzanine Specification  
 

High 
Definition 

Video 

 
HD must be 

> 1280 
pixels 

horizontally 
OR > 720 

pixels 
vertically 

Video Codec ProRes 422 
HQ 

MPEG-2 AVC / H.264 

Container .MOV MPG, MPEG, M2T, M2TS, TS MP4, M2T, TS 

Profile HQ Main or High High 

Level n/a High 4.1 

Preferred Bit Rate 88 Mbps or 
higher 

80 Mbps or higher 30 Mbps or 
higher 

Minimum Bit Rate n/a 50 Mbps 20 Mbps 

Key Frame Interval n/a 1 Second or Less 
I-frame Only Preferred 

2 Seconds or 
Less 

Display Aspect Ratio 4:3, 1.66:1, 16:9, 1.85:1, 2:1, 2.20:1, 2.35:1, 2.39:1 , 2.40:1 

Scan Type Progressive, Interlaced or Adaptive (MBAFF) 

Color Space Rec. 709 

Chroma Subsampling 4:2:0, 4:2:2 

Chroma Bit Depth 8-bit, 10-bit 

Constant Frame Rate 23.976p 24p, 25i, 25p, 29.97i, 29.97p, 30i, 30p, 60i 
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11.1.5. SD Mezzanine Specification 
 

Standard 
Definition 

Video 
 

SD must be 
> 640 pixels 
horizontally 
AND > 260 

pixels 
vertically 

Video Codec ProRes 422 
HQ 

MPEG-2 AVC / H.264 

Container MOV MPG, MPEG, M2T, M2TS, TS, PS MP4, M2T, TS 

Profile HQ Main or High High 

Level n/a High 4.1 

Preferred Bit rate 50 Mbps or 
higher 

50 Mbps or higher 15 Mbps or 
higher 

Minimum Bit Rate n/a 15 Mbps 10 Mbps 

Key Frame Interval n/a 1 Second or Less 
I-frame Only Preferred 

2 Seconds or 
Less 

Display Aspect Ratio 4:3, 1.66:1, 16:9, 1.85:1, 2:1, 2.20:1, 2.35:1, 2.39:1 , 2.40:1 

Scan Type Progressive, Interlaced or Adaptive (MBAFF) 

Color Space Rec. 601 

Chroma Subsampling 4:2:0, 4:2:2 

Chroma Bit Depth 8-bit, 10-bit 

Constant Frame Rate 23.976p 24p, 25i, 25p, 29.97i, 29.97p, 30i, 30p, 60i 

 

11.1.6. Embedded Audio Specification 
 

 

 Audio Codec PCM (lpcm) MPEG-2 Layer 

II 

AC-3 AAC 

Embedded 

Audio 

Applies to Video 

Format  

ProRes 422 or MPEG-2 MPEG-2 H.264 or MPEG-2 

Minimum Bit 

Rate 

Lossless ST: 384k 

5.1: 912k 

ST: 192k 

5.1: 448k 

ST: 320k 

5.1: 960k 

Sample Rate 48kHz 

Bit Depth 16bit, 24bit 

1-Channel Layout Mono Mix 

2-Channel Layout Stereo Mix mapped as follows: L-R  

OR Dual-Mono  

 6-Channel 

Layout  

 5.1 mix mapped as follows: L-R-C-LFE-LS-RS 

8 Channel Layout 5.1+Stereo total mapped as follows: L-R-C-LFE-LS-RS-stereoL-stereoR 

 

 

11.1.7. Video Mezzanine Validation 
To minimize delivery of out-of-spec video assets, testing with Interra’s Baton software can be used to 
perform automated QC on video mezzanines prior to delivery. Below are some common issues. 

 Non-standard display aspect ratios 

 Resolutions that do not meet the minimum requirements for SD, HD, or UHD delivery 

 Too many audio channels 
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 Too few audio channels 

 Improper color space 

 Mismatched video and audio durations 

 Non-standard frame rates 

 Field dominance errors 

 Telecine/cadence issues 

 Long silent periods  

 Audio dropouts 

11.1.8. UHD Mezzanine Specification 
 

Ultra-High 
Definition 

Video (UHD/ 
4K) 

Format ProRes, MOV 

Display Aspect Ratio  4:3, 1.66:1, 16:9, 1.85:1, 2:1, 2.20:1, 2.35:1, 2.39:1 , 
2.40:1 

Color Space Rec. 709 

Chroma Subsampling 4:2:2 

Chroma Bit Depth 10-bit 

Progressive Frame Rate 23.976, 24, 25, 29.97, 30, 60 

 

11.1.9. HDR Mezzanine Specification 
In addition to the technical specification outlined below, please note the additional requirements in 
Section 13.2 - UHD/HDR for US, UK, Germany, and Japan and 14.3 - UHD/HDR for GLOBAL regarding 
HDR deliveries to Prime Video: 

 HDR sources must be delivered in the Open HDR Format, commonly referred to as HDR-10.  

 All HDR deliveries must include a separate, standard dynamic range (SDR) source in the same resolution 
as the HDR source. Conformance and runtime of SDR & HDR sources must be identical. Any captions and 
audio files delivered as part of the package must conform to both the SDR and the HDR sources.  

 

High Dynamic 
Range Video 

Format ProRes 422 HQ 

Display Aspect Ratio 4:3, 1.66:1, 16.9, 1.85:1, 2:1, 2.20:1, 2.35:1, 2.39:1, 2.40:1 

Color Space Rec. 2020 Container with DCI P3 Primaries and D65 White Point  
Color Range Legal YUV 

Chroma Subsampling 4:2:2 

Chroma Bit Depth 10-bit 

Progressive Frame Rate 23.976, 24, 25, 29.97, 30 

 

HDR Metadata Format MMC (Global Marketplace) 
AmazonXML (US, UK, German, Japan Marketplaces) 

Master Display Primaries DCI P3 

White Point D65 
Peak Luminance Varies by Monitor (4,000nits or 1,000nits.)  
MaxCLL Varies by source 

MaxFALL Varies by source 
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 Trailers 
 
Prime Video supports trailers for movie content only. For episodic content, trailers can only be 
delivered as VAM. The following requirements apply to movie trailers: 

 Trailers must be approved for all audiences. “Red Band” trailers and any trailers with nudity, graphic violence, 
adult language will not be accepted. 

 Trailers promoting a locally dubbed version Single Language Audio version of a title must contain audio 
dialogue that matches that dubbed language. If both dubbed and OV versions of a title are available in a 
single marketplace, it is preferable to have multiple trailers to promote both versions. For GLOBAL MTA 
trailers submissions, provide the OV trailer only. 

 Prime Video prefers to receive the final theatrical trailer, or most recent trailer if re-released to theaters. It is 
preferable that the source for the trailer to match the native aspect ratio of the movie.  

 Trailers with dialogue in a language different than the primary language of the marketplace they are being 
delivered for must have subtitles burned-in to the video. 

 Trailers must not exceed six (6) minutes in runtime. 

 
Unless otherwise permitted by contract, all promotional material must be free and clear of any “Call to 
Action” information. The term “Call to Action” refers to any auditory or visual references to any of the 
following:  

 Theatrical release timeframes (e.g. “Theatrical Release Date”, “Coming Soon”, ”This Summer”). 

 Distribution format or services (e.g. “Now on DVD & Blu-Ray”, ”Available on iTunes”). 

 Website/Social Media call outs (e.g. www.mymovie.com, @mymovie, www.facebook.com/mymovie) 

 

 Single Track Audio (STA) Delivery  
Single Track Audio is defined by the title only containing the audio contained within the mezzanine. 
The title will only support one primary audio language. If it is intended that a title has additional audio 
languages at a later date, the title is best delivered to the Multi Track Audio specification found in 
Section 14 or it will need to be redelivered per the Multi Language Audio spec when other audio 
languages are being added. It is important to note that STA titles can be delivered via the MTA spec, 
but MTA titles cannot be delivered via the STA spec.  

 Prime Video Simple Asset Manifest  
The optional Asset Manifest section allows partners to deliver source files without adhering to the 
Prime Video file naming convention (described in detail in Section 13.3 – File Naming Convention). The 
manifest includes necessary information that would otherwise be communicated in the filename. This 
includes the non-conformed filenames used, their Unique IDs, and technical details such as frame rate 
and drop frame/non drop frame values for timed text assets. For examples, and a full list of metadata 
fields in the Asset Manifest, please see Section 18.4 – Asset Manifest. This manifest can be included 
alongside the XML Title Metadata or be delivered as a separate file.  
 
The ability to parse file properties from the asset manifest instead of the file naming convention is 
managed at the delivery account level. This means that in order to parse these details from the 
manifest, all files delivered via an asset manifest-enabled delivery account must be referenced by an 
Asset Manifest. If you are a post house delivering on behalf of multiple partners, this means that 
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deliveries you make on behalf of all partners must include an asset manifest in order to be able to 
leverage this feature of the PV platform. Otherwise, you must continue to use the file naming 
convention to communicate file details.  
 
Migration to delivery via Asset Manifest requires Prime Video to make manual configuration changes 
to your partner delivery account for deliveries to US, UK, Germany and Japan marketplaces. If you want 
to use the PV Asset Manifests, please contact your Prime Video for details.  
 
Finally, please note that if you are delivering the exact same asset to multiple regions the file name 
must be modified in some way to differentiate the two sources. This is required, even for sources 
accompanied by an Asset Manifest.  
 
The following is an example of an Asset Manifest describing a delivery that includes the following: 
season-level artwork (separate UniqueID & <AssetManifest> section), TV episode-level artwork, TV 
episode video source, and a captions file. This example includes all required and non-required 
attributes.  
 
<AssetManifest> 
 <PartnerName>Titan</PartnerName> 
 <UniqueID>ExplosionsTheSeries_Season1</UniqueID> 
 <Content type="full"> 
 <Asset type="artwork"> 
  <Filename>ExplosionsTheSeries_S1-Image-English.jpg</Filename> 
  <Attribute name="image.width">1600</Attribute> 
  <Attribute name="image.height">1200</Attribute> 
 </Content>  
 </Asset> 
</AssetManifest>  
<AssetManifest> 
 <PartnerName>Titan</PartnerName> 
 <UniqueID>ExplosionsTheSeries_S1E1</UniqueID> 
 <Content type="full"> 
 <Asset type="artwork"> 
  <Filename>ExplosionsTheSeries-101-OV.jpg</Filename> 
  <Attribute name="image.width">1600</Attribute> 
  <Attribute name="image.height">1200</Attribute> 
 </Asset> 
  <Asset type="source" locale="en-US"> 
  <Filename>ExplosionsTheSeries-101-OV.mp4</Filename> 
   <DisplayAspectRatio>16:9</DisplayAspectRatio> 
   <FieldType>bottom field first</FieldType> 
  <Checksum>fcfd2899ee3b790e53a2ec37c213eee9</Checksum> 
  </Asset> 
  <TimedTextAsset locale="en-US"> 
  <Filename>ExplosionsTheSeries_101-ECC.dfxp</Filename> 
   <Attribute name="timedText.frameRate">29.97</Attribute> 
  <Attribute name="timedText.drop">NDF</Attribute> 
  <Type>Caption</Type>  
  </TimedTextAsset> 
 </Content> 
</AssetManifest>  
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13.1.1. Defining a Video Source in the Asset Manifest 
The following illustrates an example of XML describing a video source file in the Asset Manifest. When 
using the Asset Manifest to detail video source deliveries, it is required to include <Asset 
type="source"> and the <Filename>. When delivering AVI files that do not contain file header 
information, <DisplayAspectRatio> and <FieldType> are also required. These two fields are otherwise 
optional. 
  
  <Asset type="source" locale="en-US">  
   <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Feature.mp4</Filename> 
    <DisplayAspectRatio>16:9</DisplayAspectRatio> 
    <FieldType>bottom field first</FieldType> 
  </Asset> 

 

Supported Attributes 

<Filename> = string 
<DisplayAspectRatio> = 4:3, 1.667:1, 16:9, 1.85:1, 2:1, 2.2:1, 2.35:1, and 2.4:1. 
<FieldType> = bottom field first, top field first 
<Checksum> = string 

13.1.2. Defining a Timed Text Source in the Asset Manifest 
The following illustrates an example of XML describing a timed text asset in the Asset Manifest. Timed 
text assets have their own unique asset tag, which includes a locale. When using the Asset Manifest to 
define a timed text file, the following tags are required: <TimedTextAsset locale="en-US">, <Filename>, 
<Attribute name="timedText.frameRate">, <Attribute name="timedText.drop">, and <Type>.  
 
<TimedTextAsset locale="en-US"> 
 <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_US_EnglishCaptions.scc</Filename> 
  <Attribute name="timedText.frameRate">29.97</Attribute> 
 <Attribute name="timedText.drop">NDF</Attribute> 
 <Type>Caption</Type>  
</TimedTextAsset> 

 
Supported Attributes 

<Filename> = String 
<Attribute name="timedText.frameRate"> = 23.98, 24, 25, 30, and 29.97. 
<Attribute name="timedText.drop"> = DF, NDF 
<Type> = Caption, Subtitle 

13.1.3. Defining an Artwork Source File in the Asset Manifest 
When using the Asset Manifest to define a source file for artwork, the following tags are required: 
<Asset type="artwork"> and <Filename>.  
 
<Asset type="artwork" locale="en-US"> 
 <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Image.jpg</Filename> 
 <Attribute name="image.width">1600</Attribute> 
 <Attribute name="image.height">1200</Attribute> 
</Asset> 
 

Supported Attributes 

<Filename> = string 
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<Attribute name="image.width"> = Integer 
<Attribute name="image.height"> = Integer  

13.1.4. Example of Asset Manifest  
The following is an example of an Asset Manifest describing a video source, trailer, captions file, and 
image where all assets delivered do not follow the Prime Video file naming convention. This example 
lists only required fields and is for delivery of a title in a single language. 
  
<AssetManifest> 
 <PartnerName>Titan</PartnerName> 
 <UniqueID>ExplosionsMovie</UniqueID> 
 <Content type="full">  
  <Asset type="source" locale="en-US"> 
   <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Feature.mp4</Filename> 
  </Asset> 
  <TimedTextAsset locale="en-US"> 
  <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Subtitle.dfxp</Filename> 
   <Attribute name="timedText.frameRate">29.97</Attribute> 
  <Attribute name="timedText.drop">DF</Attribute> 
  <Type>Subtitle</Type>  
  </TimedTextAsset> 
  <Asset type="artwork"> 
  <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Image.jpg</Filename> 
  </Asset> 
 </Content> 
 <Content type="trailer”>  
  <Asset type="source" locale="en-US"> 
   <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Trailer.mp4</Filename> 
  </Asset> 
 </Content> 
</AssetManifest>  
 

 UHD/HDR for US, UK, Germany, and Japan 
 

Prime Video supports the delivery of Ultra High Definition (UHD) & High Dynamic Range (HDR) titles to 
all marketplaces.  
 
UHD/HDR titles in Amazon’s US, UK, Germany & Japan marketplaces have separate detail pages from 
their HD/SD counterparts. To facilitate this, we require a special delivery workflow that requires two 
unique SKUs and two unique delivery packages; one for the standard SD/HD package and one for the 
UHD/HDR package.  
 
The following section outlines spec requirements for delivering UHD/HDR titles to the US, UK, German 
and Japan marketplaces. Please note that you must undergo a specific onboarding process to 
familiarize yourself with delivering UHD/HDR titles to the PV platform.  
 
It is important to note that UHD/HDR can be supported only with STA in the US, UK, German and Japan 
marketplaces.  
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13.2.1. Unique IDs for UHD/HDR Titles 
To support the separate detail pages for UHD/HDR and HD/SD offers of a title, the UHD/HDR deliveries 
must have their own UniqueID that is different from the HD/SD version of that title. This Unique ID 
should be the same as the ID for the HD/SD version of the title, but appended with “_UHD” at the end. 
This ID should be referenced in the avail, the title metadata, and the asset manifest to ensure that all 
deliveries are appropriately matched. 
 

13.2.2. Avails 
All UHD/HDR titles must have corresponding avails that include “4K” or “UHD” in the “Format Profile” 
column. The AltID column for this line must include the Unique ID that is specific to the 4K/UHD 
version of the title. (See additional details on Unique IDs for UHD titles below.) 
 

13.2.3. Metadata 
Separate metadata must be delivered for all UHD/HDR titles delivering to the US, UK, Germany & Japan 
marketplaces. Doing this will enable Amazon to create separate detail pages for the UHD/HDR versions 
which include customer facing details that classify them as the UHD versions. To additionally assist with 
identification of UHD titles, the title of the movie, season, or series should also include [Ultra HD] after 
the title.  Below are examples of deliveries to each of the US, UK, German and Japan marketplaces. 
 
US/UK Example: 

Type Title Metadata Unique ID 

HD/SD Betas BetasS1E1 

UHD Betas [Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_UHD 

 
DE Example:  

Type Title Metadata Unique ID 

HD/SD Betas BetasS1E1 

UHD OV Betas [OV] [Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_UHD 

UHD 
Subtitled 

Betas [OmU] [Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_SUB_UHD 

UHD Dubbed Betas [Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_DUB_UHD 

JP Example: 
 

Type Title Metadata Unique ID 

HD/SD Betas BetasS1E1 

UHD Betas [4K/Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_UHD 

UHD 
Subtitled 

Betas (字幕版) [4K/Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_SUB_UHD 

UHD Dubbed Betas (吹替版) [4K/Ultra HD] BetasS1E1_DUB_UHD 

13.2.4. Mezzanine Files 
HDR titles must include both an HDR and an SDR mezz file delivery. The only difference between the 
SDR and HDR mezz files should be the colorspace. Otherwise, the files should be exactly identical, 
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including the same resolution and framerate. Any subtitles delivered with a UHD/HDR package should 
conform to both the SDR and HDR mezz files. 

13.2.5. Amazon XML Asset Manifest 
HDR titles must include both an HDR and an SDR mezz file delivery. These files are both referenced in 
the XML Asset Manifest. Additionally, the manifest must include the HDR10 metadata for the HDR 
mezz file. Both the HDR and SDR mezz files are associated to the same UniqueID. Amazon will provide 
the HDR encodes for customers accessing content on HDR enabled screens and will provide the SDR 
encodes for customers accessing the content on SDR screens. 
 
Titles that are only UHD and not available in HDR should follow the same delivery process as described 
above with the omission of the HDR mezz file. In this case, the manifest will reference only the UHD 
SDR mezz file.  
 
An example of the XML manifest referencing both the HDR and SDR mezz files is provided below. 
Additional templates and examples are available from Prime Video. 
 
<AssetManifest> 
    <!-- Include the Amazon-provided Partner Alias in the PartnerName field --> 
    <PartnerName>amzn_Partner_Alias</PartnerName> 
    <!-- The UniqueID (sku) must be different from the HD/SD version of the title --> 
    <UniqueID>123456SKU_UHD</UniqueID> 
    <Content type="full"> 
        <!-- HDR source asset reference --> 
        <Asset locale="en-US" type="source"> 
            <!-- Filename is required. Must be unique. --> 
            <Filename>AV_Sample_UHD_HDR.mov</Filename> 
            <!-- HDR10 metadata must be included here --> 
<MasteringDisplayColorVolume>G(13250,34500)B(7500,3000)R(34000,16000)WP(15635,16450)L(40000000,50)</Masterin
gDisplayColorVolume> 
            <ContentLightLevel> 
                <MaximumContentLightLevel>811</MaximumContentLightLevel> 
                <MaximumFrameAverageLightLevel>505</MaximumFrameAverageLightLevel> 
            </ContentLightLevel> 
            <!—DynamicRange is required for HDR mezz files --> 
            <DynamicRange>hdr10</DynamicRange> 
        </Asset> 
 
        <!-- SDR source asset reference. Both HDR AND SDR mezz file sources are required for successful HDR delivery. -->   
        <Asset locale="en-US" type="source">  
            <!-- Filename is required. Must be unique. --> 
            <Filename>AV_Sample_UHD_SDR.mov</Filename> 
        </Asset> 
         
        <!-- Additional assets, such as artwork, captions files, and trailers, may be included here as well --> 
 
    </Content> 
</AssetManifest> 
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 File Naming Convention 
If you prefer not to deliver assets to Amazon using either the MMC or the Amazon simple asset 
manifest, then you must follow the file naming convention. This naming convention must be followed 
exactly. Failure to do so will result in publishing delays or errors. 
 
 
 
 
Example: Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Mezz_HD-en-US.mpg 
 

 The PartnerAlias and UniqueID must exactly match those used in the metadata and avails for that title.  

 Each section of the filename is separated by a hyphen (“-“), not an underscore (“_”) or other punctuation.  

 No spaces are allowed in filenames. Underscores “_“ can be used to separate words within a single section of 
the file name, but please be cautious you are not using these incorrectly where a “-“ (hyphen) is required 
instead. 

 Metadata files do not need to follow this file naming convention but to help track them for review and 
troubleshooting it is recommended to name them with keywords relating to the partner’s organization in 
addition to other identifying info. File naming convention for metadata files should not include spaces, 
Unicode characters, or other special characters. Also, as is the case with timed-text, Amazon supports the 
UTF8 character set with the exception of musical notes. 

o For example: 
 PartnerAlias-Metadata-Season1.xls 
 PartnerAlias-UniqueID-Title.xml 

13.3.1. File Name Sections 
Please note: In the examples provided, brackets (“[“ and “]”) are used to delineate required 
components and must not be included in the file name. They are only included in these examples to 
increase legibility. 

13.3.1.1. PartnerAlias 
 
 
 

 PartnerAlias: An Amazon-defined alias used to identify the partner. You will be provided this alias during the 
onboarding process.  

o This alias is generally an abbreviation of the full partner name.  e.g. “Titan Studios” = “Titan.” 
o This alias is only used internally and is not customer facing. 

13.3.1.2. UniqueID 
 
 
 

 UniqueID: Partner-defined value (a.k.a. SKU) that uniquely defines a title. Every title (Episode, Season, Series, 
Movie) requires a UniqueID. You may use your own internal tracking number, provided it meets the below 
requirements: 

o Must be unique within the partner’s catalog (i.e. no two titles that partner will send can use the 
same UniqueID). 

o Must match the Alt ID used in the avails and the Unique ID used in the metadata for the title. 
o No more than 50 characters maximum. 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 
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o Only English letters, numbers, dashes and underscores can be used.  
o This UniqueID is used internally only. It is not customer-facing. 

13.3.1.3. Content Type 
 
 
 

 ContentType: Details whether the asset contains the full program material or trailer. The below are valid:  
o Full: The main program material for the title.  
o Trailer: Trailer or preview for the title. 

13.3.1.4. Asset Type 
 
 

 AssetType: Describes the type of asset being delivered. The below values are valid: 
o Mezz_UHD: UHD video source file. 
o Mezz_HD: HD video source file. 
o Mezz_SD: SD video source file. 
o Image: Image file used to promote the title. 
o CaptionXXXX: Closed caption file to support the program. Please note: This value must include 

additional details on the Frame Rate and drop/non-drop value of the caption file.  See Section 10 – 
Timed Text for details. 

o SubtitleXXXX: Subtitle file supporting the program. Please note: This value must include additional 
details on the Frame Rate and drop/non-drop value of the subtitle file.  See Section 10 – Timed Text 
for details. 

13.3.1.5. Language Code 
 

 

 LanguageCode: Describes the language contained on this particular file. This pairs with the “Locale” to form 
the “Language-Locale” section of the file name. For example: 

o en-US: “en” is the [LanguageCode] in this pairing. (This pairing would refer to US English.) 
o fr-CA: “fr” is the [LanguageCode] in this pairing. (This pairing would refer to Canadian French.) 
o See Section 20 - Appendix VI – Language Tags for common supported pairs. 

13.3.1.6. Territory 
 
 
 

 Locale: Describes the region/dialect of the primary language in the [LanguageCode]. This pairs with 
“LanguageCode” to form the “Language-Locale”. For example: 

o en-US: “US” is the [Locale] in this pairing. (This pairing would refer to US English.) 
o fr-CA: “CA” is the [Locale] in this pairing. (This pairing would refer to Canadian French.) 
o See Section 20 - Appendix VI – Language Tags for common supported pairs. 

13.3.1.7. Other Information (Optional) 
 
 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

[Territitoryocale].xxx 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory]-[OtherInformation].xxx 
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 OtherInformation: Any additional information that that needs to be communicated via the file name can be 
added after the locale. A “-“(hyphen) must be used to separate the [Territory] from these additional details. 
Examples of how this could be used are:  

o Appending the word “TEST” to a test asset that is being delivered for Onboarding:  
[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory]-TEST.xxx 

o Appending “R1”, “R2”, “R3”, etc. to indicate a new version of a previously delivered asset: 
[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[AssetType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory]-R1.xxx 

13.3.1.8. Extension  
Please check the relevant sections in this document for supported extensions / file types for each kind 
of asset: Video, Audio, Captions, Subtitles, Images and metadata. 

13.3.2. File Name Examples 
The following table provides a series of example file names. The title in this example is being delivered 
by a partner with the [PartnerAlias] “Titan” for a title with the [UniqueID] of “ExplosionsMovie”: 
 

File Description 
ContentType 

 Value 
AssetType Value Locale Example Filename 

Mezzanine SD mezzanine file for title. Full Mezz_SD Japanese Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Mezz_SD-ja-JP.mpg 

Mezzanine SD mezzanine file for title. Full Mezz_SD German Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Mezz_SD-de-DE.mpg 

Mezzanine HD mezzanine file for title. Full Mezz_HD 
British 
English 

Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Mezz_HD-en-GB.mpg 

Mezzanine HD mezzanine file for title. Full Mezz_HD US English Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Mezz_HD-en-US.mpg 

Mezzanine SD mezzanine file for trailer. Trailer Mezz_SD Japanese Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Trailer-Mezz_SD-ja-JP.mov 

Mezzanine HD mezzanine file for trailer. Trailer Mezz_HD US English Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Trailer-Mezz_HD-en-US.mov 

Image Main image for the title. Full Image Japanese Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Image-ja-JP.jpg 

Image Main image for the title. Full Image German Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Image-de-DE.jpg 

Captions 
A caption created at 23.98 
(23.976) frame rate. 

Full Caption2398NDF US English Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Caption2398NDF-en-US.scc 

Captions 
A caption created at 24 frame rate 
for a title. 

Full Caption24 German Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Caption24-de-DE.scc 

Subtitle 
A subtitle file created at 25 frame 
rate for a title. 

Full Subtitle25 
British 
English 

Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Subtitle25-en-GB.scc 

Captions 
A caption created at 29.97 drop-
frame for a title. 

Full Caption2997DF US English Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Caption2997DF-en-US.scc 

Subtitle 
A subtitle created at 29.97 non-
drop frame for a title. 

Full Subtitle2997NDF US English Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Subtitle2997NDF-en-US.scc 

Mezzanine HD mezzanine redelivery. Full Mezz_HD 
British 
English 

Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Mezz_HD-en-GB-R1.mpg 
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 Multi Track Audio (MTA) - Component Source Packages 
Multi Track Audio titles are fully component based and defined by the title containing the audio within 
the mezzanine, as well as discrete (separate) audio files. When delivering MTA component file 
packages, please defer to the instructions here vs the Single Track Audio Section.  

 Elements of a Component Source Package 
Prime Video supports delivery of component source packages for both feature films and TV episodes. 
This feature provides customers with the option of watching a title with either the original voice (OV) 
track, or one or more localized dubs of the program content. Customers will also have the option to 
view timed text in any language made available in their region by the content owner. 

14.1.1. Asset Descriptions 
The table below provides detail on the assets that make-up a component source package. 
 

Asset Description 

Semi-Textless Video 
Mezzanine 
 

The Video Mezzanine is the asset in the package that contains the video 
content of the title. Video Mezzanines should also include one embedded 
language of audio and should be semi-textless, only containing forced 
subtitles for creative intent. The embedded audio track must be described 
by a single primary language, and preferably includes both 5.1 and stereo 
audio whenever available. Technical specifications for the Video Mezzanine 
(e.g. codec, bit rate, etc.) can be found in Section 11 

Alternate Audio 
 

Alternate Audio assets are sources that contain 5.1 and/or stereo dubbed 
audio localized to a specific language or descriptive audio intended for the 
blind or visually impaired. Each language must be delivered as a separate, 
discrete asset conformed to match the accompanying Video Mezzanine. 
Whenever available, Prime Video prefers to receive both 5.1 and stereo 
versions, as a single 8-channel file. Please see Section 14.2 for technical 
specifications. 

Forced Subtitles 
 

Forced Subtitles (also known as Forced Narratives) are timed text assets 
that translate on-screen text or foreign dialogue that is in a language other 
than the main audio content of the feature.  Forced Subtitles are displayed 
by default and cannot be turned off by the viewer. The language of the 
Forced Subtitles displayed to the viewer will match the audio language the 
customer is viewing the content in. Please see Section 10 for technical 
specifications. 

Full Subtitles 
 

Full Subtitles are timed text assets that provide transcription of all dialogue 
for a title. Full Subtitles must also include all content included in the Forced 
Narrative for that title. Subtitles can be turned on and off by customers. 
Whenever available, Prime Video strongly prefers to receive SDH (Subtitles 
for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing) Subtitles which include atmospherics. 
This will allow Amazon to provide a higher-quality viewing experience for 
customers who are deaf or hard of hearing. Please see Section 10 for 
technical specifications. 
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Dub Cards 
 

Dub Cards are assets that list voice actors who have played major roles in 
the localized voice acting for a title. Prime Video accepts discrete video files 
as sources for Dub Cards as long as there is an embedded audio track. 
Please see Section 14.6 - Dub Cards for technical specifications.  

Images Images are the keyart displayed on product detail pages and in search 
results. Amazon currently supports localized images in US, UK, DE, and JP 
marketplaces. All other regions require a single image. Amazon prefers 
either the OV or the English version of the image. Please see Section 9 for 
image specifications and editorial guidelines. 

 Media Manifest Core (MMC) 
Partners delivering component source packages to Prime Video must include a Delivery Manifest. In 
order to align with industry standards, Amazon supports the Media Manifest Delivery Core (MMC). The 
MMC is an industry standard XML schema designed by MovieLabs in collaboration with the 
Entertainment Merchants Association. Documentation on this specification and example files can be 
found on the MovieLabs website. All component packages delivered to Prime Video must be 
accompanied by a delivery manifest in this format.  
 
Prime Video supports the following features of the MMC: Inventory, Presentations, Playable 
Sequences, and Experiences. The model for how these features work together is illustrated in Figure 1 
below.  
 
Figure 1 – Media Manifest Core Model.  

 

http://www.movielabs.com/md/mmc/index.html
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14.2.1. Identifiers in MMC 
MMC references a variety of ID’s throughout the manifest. The primary requirement for identifiers is 
that they are globally unique. In order to allow the creation of human readable globally unique 
identifiers, the following URI structure is used in MMC. Additional information can be found in the 
Common_Metadata_v2.4.pdf document in section 2. 

14.2.1.1. Identifier Structure 
Identifiers use the following URI structure. Examples are provided in the next section. 
 

<namespace>:<type>:<scheme>:<SSID>:<Additional Information> 
 

 <namespace> This defines the scope of the identifier. Throughout the MMC, the namespace is always “md”. 

 
 <type> This is the type of identifier. i.e. what is being identified. For example: audtrackID, vidtrackID, 

PresentationID, etc.  
 

 <scheme> Identifies the scheme of the ID provided in the SSID. Amazon accepts two schemes. The scheme 
used is determined by what kind of ID is provided to Amazon to identify content: 

o eider-x indicates that the ID provided is an EIDR with additional information following the EIDR. 
o org indicates that the ID provided is unique identifier determined by the partner (not an EIDR). 

 

 <SSID> This is the content identifier. It is either an EIDR or the unique ID submitted by partner. If the org 
scheme is used, then the partner’s PartnerAlias must precede the ID provided, as mandated by the MMC 
spec.  
 

 <Additional Information> Additional information can be located here. If the eidr-x scheme is being used, 
then the partner’s PartnerAlias must immediately follow the EIDR. Additional information may follow that. 
Additional information is sometimes required in order to make the identifier unique. For example, 
information contained in the <Additional Information> section (highlighted in orange) is what makes the two 
ID’s below unique: 
 

o md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.en 
o md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.fr 

14.2.1.2. Identifier Examples 
 
Eidr-x Identifier Example 
The eidr-x scheme should be used if you are delivering EIDR numbers to identify your content. Amazon prefers the 
use of EIDR numbers to identify titles. When providing EIDRs to Amazon, you must omit the EIDR prefix, which is 
everything prior to the slash character. e.g. “10.5240/” Submit only the unique suffix and check digit. E.g. XXXX-XXXX-
XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-C. 

 
Note that the Amazon-supplied Partner Alias is provided immediately after the EIDR, separated by 
colons. 
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ORG Identifier Example: 
The org scheme should be used if you are delivering unique ID’s that are not EIDRs to identify your 
content. An example is below. Note that the Amazon-supplied Partner Alias is provided immediately 
preceding the title ID. 
 

 
 

14.2.2. Sections of the Manifest 

14.2.2.1. Inventory 
The Inventory section of the MMC includes details about all of the assets (video, audio, timed text, and 
images) being delivered as part of a component source package. Each Inventory has several Asset IDs, 
filenames, and language and track type details for the assets delivered as part of a component 
package. 
 
Prime Video requires additional specific information for specific timed text assets that do not contain 
the necessary information within the asset itself. Please reference Section 10.1 which indicates what 
timed text needs this additional information in the MMC inventory information. When required it looks 
like the following: 
 
<manifest:Subtitle SubtitleTrackID="md:trackID:org:example_partner:example_sku:feature.sdh"> 
   <md:Type>SDH</md:Type> 
   <md:Language>en-US</md:Language> 
   <md:Encoding> 
    <md:FrameRate multiplier="1000/1001" timecode="NonDrop">24</md:FrameRate> 
   </md:Encoding> 
   <manifest:ContainerReference> 
    <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://TheMovie-2016.sdh.scc</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
   </manifest:ContainerReference> 
  </manifest:Subtitle> 

14.2.2.2. Presentations 
The Presentation section of the MMC includes details about what assets delivered as part of a package 
are conformed in order to be played back together. For example, if a package includes 2 video assets 
(one for the feature and one for the trailer), 5 audio tracks (4 for the feature and 1 for the trailer), and 
8 timed text assets (all associated with the feature), there would be two Presentations associated with 
that inventory. The first would be for the Feature and would include 1 video asset, 4 audio tracks, and 
8 timed text assets. The second presentation would be for the trailer and would include 1 video track 
and 1 audio track. 

14.2.2.3. Playable Sequences 
The Playable Sequence section of the MMC provides details about Presentations that are intended to 
be played together and their sequence ordering. Playable sequence is not required, and is only applied 
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when you have multiple presentations for a single Experience. For example, if a delivery included three 
Presentations, an MPAA Rating Card, a Feature, and a Dub Card, and these Presentations were 
intended to be played in that sequence, the Playable Sequence section of the manifest would 
reference their Presentation IDs and include a numerical sequence assignment for each Presentation. 
The feature content for a title is always assigned a sequence of “0”. Presentations intended to play 
back prior to the feature are assigned negative integers with the Presentation that is assigned the 
largest number (e.g. “-1”) playing closest to the feature, with the smallest number (e.g. “-2”) playing 
first in the sequence. Presentations intended to be played after the Feature Presentation are assigned 
positive sequence integers, with the smallest number (e.g. 1) playing immediately following the 
Feature Presentation. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Sequence assignment for a Playable Sequence containing Multiple Presentations. 

14.2.2.4. Picture Group 
A picture group is a selection of images from the inventory that are referenced by an experience. Prime 
Video currently supports only one image per experience, so only one image from the inventory should 
be referenced in each picture group. It is important to note that Prime Video has specific requirements 
for artwork. These requirements are detailed in Section 9.  

14.2.2.5. Experiences 
The Experience section of the MMC groups together Presentations and/or Playable Sequences along 
with Picture Groups to define the customer experience. For example, a single Experience could be 
composed of a Playable Sequence that contains a Rating Card, Feature Presentation, and a Dub Card.  
A single Experience can be mapped to multiple ALIDs from EMA Avails (see below). This can be done by 
using more than one <ALIDExperienceMap> element within the MMC <ALIDExperienceMaps> section 
of the XML. Each <ALIDExperienceMap> would reference a single <ExperienceID> which could be 
associated with multiple <ALID> IDs. 

14.2.2.6. ALID-Experience Mapping 
A Logical Asset ID (ALID) is used to identify a set of content (i.e. a Logical Asset) associated with avails 
in an EMA Avails submission. The ALID-Experience Mapping section of the MMC relates ALIDs to the 
Experiences associated with that content. Experiences can be localized and so a single ALID can only 
map to one Experience. However, a single Experience can be used with multiple ALIDs. The ALID should 
always match the Unique ID tag in the title metadata, and the ALTID in the EMA avails template, unless 
you choose to use EIDR. Then the ALID should match the EIDR in the Avails.  

14.2.3. MMC Fields 
MMC provides Prime Video’s internal systems with details on the file properties of sources so they can 
be appropriately managed in the PV Supply Chain. The tables below provide guidance on 1) all possible 
fields Amazon expects to see in MMC submissions, 2) additional fields from the larger Common 
Metadata spec that support things like HDR and Timed Text formats, and 3) how Amazon will interpret 
or use particular fields. It is expected that you refer to the documentation below in combination with 
the MMC and Common Metadata documents from the MovieLabs website.  
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Any Elements or Attributes submitted as part of an MMC file but not listed below will be ignored by 
Amazon. If Amazon Usage column is blank, the column is used as intended per the MMC 
documentation found in the Content Guide Package. 

14.2.3.1. Inventory Fields 
 

Inventory Section 

Field Name Amazon Usage 

manifest:MediaManifest See below for details on Amazon’s preferred update workflow.  

  @ManifestID Not used by Prime Video 

  @updateNum Not used by Prime Video 

  manifest:Compatibility   

    manifest:SpecVersion Currently supported version is 1.5. 

    manifest:Profile Currently supported value is MMC-1 

  manifest:Inventory Same as MMC 

    manifest:Audio   

      @AudioTrackID Refer to section on Asset Track IDs 

      md:Type Supported values: “primary”, “narration”. 

      md:Language   

        @dubbed   

      md:Description 
Required if there are more than one commentary or descriptive audio 
tracks for the same language.  

      manifest:ContainerReference   

        manifest:ContainerLocation Only local resource references are supported.  

        manifest:Hash   

          @method Only MD5 is supported. 

    manifest:Video   

      @VideoTrackID Refer to section on Asset Track IDs 

      md:Type Supported values: “primary” 

      md:Picture   

        md:Progressive   

          @ scanOrder   

        md:AspectRatio Optional but strongly preferred. 

    md:WidthPixels  

    md:HeightPixels  

    md:MasteredColorVolume Required for HDR10 Mezz file deliveries 

    md:LightLevel Required for HDR10 Mezz file deliveries 

      md:CardsetList   

        md:Cardset   

          md:type Supported values: "dubbing credit" 

          md:language   

      manifest:ContainerReference   
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        manifest:ContainerLocation Only local references are supported 

        manifest:Hash   

          @method Supported value: MD5 

    manifest:Subtitle   

      md:Type Supported values: “normal”, “SDH”, “forced”. 

      md:Language   

      md:Description   

      md:Encoding   

        md:FrameRate 

This field is an extension to MMC from the Common Metadata spec to 
support delivery of Timed Text frame rate information. 

 

For frame rates that are natively whole numbers (e.g. 30), whole numbers 
should be used. For frame rates that have decimal values (e.g. 29.97), the 
FrameRate element tag should include a whole number frame rate, as well as 
a multiplier and drop frame/non drop frame information using the following 
format: <md:FrameRate multiplier=”1000/1001” 
timecode=”NonDrop”>24</md:FrameRate>  
Frame Rate multiplier of “1000/1001” is used for frame rates of 29.97 or 
23.976. No other multiplier is supported. 

          @multiplier   

          @timecode   

      manifest:ContainerReference   

        manifest:ContainerLocation Only local references are supported 

        manifest:Hash   

          @method Supported value: MD5 

    manifest:Image   

      @ImageID Refer to section on Asset Track IDs 

      md:Width   

      md:Height   

      md:Encoding   

      md:Language   

      manifest:ContainerReference   

        manifest:ContainerLocation Only local references are supported 

        manifest:Hash   

          @method Supported value: MD5 

    manifest:Metadata   

      @ContentID Refer to section on Asset Track IDs 

      manifest:ContainerReference   

        manifest:ContainerLocation Only local references are supported 

        manifest:Hash   

          @method Supported value: MD5 
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Inventory Section Example using ORG schema 
<manifest:Inventory> 
    <manifest:Audio AudioTrackID="md:trackID:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:audio.en-US"> 
      <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
      <md:Language dubbed="false">en-US</md:Language> 
      <manifest:ContainerReference> 
        <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://Episode1.full.mov</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
      </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Audio> 
    <manifest:Audio AudioTrackID="md:trackID:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:audio.de-DE"> 
      <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
      <md:Language dubbed="true">de-DE</md:Language> 
      <manifest:ContainerReference> 
        <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://Episode1-2016-de-dub-r1.mp4</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
        <manifest:Hash method="MD5">2d93c7d99f99229b7c08cbf7ab58b94e</manifest:Hash> 
      </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Audio> 
    <manifest:Video VideoTrackID="md:trackID:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:video"> 
      <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
      <md:Picture> 
        <md:AspectRatio>16:9</md:AspectRatio> 
      </md:Picture> 
      <md:Language>en-US</md:Language> 
      <manifest:ContainerReference> 
        <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://Episode1.full.mov</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
      </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Video> 
    <manifest:Subtitle SubtitleTrackID="md:trackID:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1:sdh"> 
      <md:Type>SDH</md:Type> 
      <md:Language>en-US</md:Language> 
      <md:Encoding> 
        <md:FrameRate multiplier="1000/1001">24</md:FrameRate> 
      </md:Encoding> 
      <manifest:ContainerReference> 
        <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://Episode1.sdh.scc</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
      </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Subtitle> 
    <manifest:Image ImageID="md:imageid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1:art"> 
      <md:Width>1600</md:Width> 
      <md:Height>1200</md:Height> 
      <md:Encoding>jpg</md:Encoding> 
     <md:Language>en</md:Language> 
      <manifest:ContainerReference> 
        <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://Season1Art-2016.jpg</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
      </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Image> 
</manifest:Inventory> 

14.2.3.2. Presentation Fields 

Presentations Section 

Field Name Amazon Usage 

 manifest:Presentations  

  manifest:Presentation  
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   @PresentationID  

   manifest:TrackMetadata See section on Presentation Track Organization 

    manifest:TrackSelectionNumber  

    manifest:VideoTrackReference  

     manifest:VideoTrackID  

    manifest:AudioTrackReference  

     manifest:AudioTrackID  

    manifest:SubtitleTrackReference  

     manifest:SubtitleTrackID  

 
Example Presentation section with EN, JP and DE languages using eidr-x scheme: 
 <manifest:Presentations> 
  <!-- the main feature presentation --> 
  <manifest:Presentation PresentationID="md:presentationid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.presentation"> 
   <manifest:TrackMetadata> 
    <manifest:TrackSelectionNumber>0</manifest:TrackSelectionNumber> 
    <manifest:VideoTrackReference> 
     <manifest:VideoTrackID>md:vidtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.video</manifest:VideoTrackID> 
    </manifest:VideoTrackReference> 
    <manifest:AudioTrackReference> 
     <manifest:AudioTrackID>md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.en</manifest:AudioTrackID> 
    </manifest:AudioTrackReference> 
    <!-- MultiLanguage --> 
    <manifest:AudioTrackReference> 
     <manifest:AudioTrackID>md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.jp</manifest:AudioTrackID> 
    </manifest:AudioTrackReference> 
    <!-- MultiLanguage --> 
    <manifest:AudioTrackReference> 
     <manifest:AudioTrackID>md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.de</manifest:AudioTrackID> 
    </manifest:AudioTrackReference> 
    <!-- MultiLanguage --> 
    <manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
     <manifest:SubtitleTrackID>md:subtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.caption.en</manifest:SubtitleTrackID> 
    </manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
    <!-- Forced Subtitle --> 
    <manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
     <manifest:SubtitleTrackID>md:subtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.forced.en</manifest:SubtitleTrackID> 
    </manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
    <!-- MultiLanguage --> 
    <manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
     <manifest:SubtitleTrackID>md:subtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.caption.jp</manifest:SubtitleTrackID> 
    </manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
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    <!-- Forced Subtitle --> 
    <manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
     <manifest:SubtitleTrackID>md:subtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.forced.jp</manifest:SubtitleTrackID> 
    </manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
    <!-- MultiLanguage --> 
    <manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
     <manifest:SubtitleTrackID>md:subtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.caption.de</manifest:SubtitleTrackID> 
    </manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
    <!-- Forced Subtitle --> 
    <manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
     <manifest:SubtitleTrackID>md:subtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.forced.de</manifest:SubtitleTrackID> 
    </manifest:SubtitleTrackReference> 
    <!-- MultiLanguage --> 
   </manifest:TrackMetadata> 
  </manifest:Presentation> 

 

14.2.3.3. Playable Sequences Fields 

Playable Sequences Section 

Field Name Amazon Usage 

 manifest:PlayableSequences  

  manifest:PlayableSequence  

   manifest:Clip  

    @sequence  

    @audioLanguage  

    manifest:PresentationID  

 
Example PlayableSequence section for a feature with French and German dub cards using eidr-x 
scheme:  
<manifest:PlayableSequences> 

<manifest:PlayableSequence PlayableSequenceID="md:playablesequenceid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.us"> 
  <manifest:Clip sequence="0"> 
   <manifest:PresentationID>md:presentationid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:feature.presentation</manifest:PresentationID> 
  </manifest:Clip> 
  <!-- Dubcards --> 
  <manifest:Clip sequence="1" audioLanguage="fr"> 
   <manifest:PresentationID>md:presentationid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:dubcard.fr.presentation</manifest:PresentationID> 
  </manifest:Clip>    
  <!-- Dubcards --> 
  <manifest:Clip sequence="1" audioLanguage="de"> 
   <manifest:PresentationID>md:presentationid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:dubcard.de.presentation</manifest:PresentationID> 
  </manifest:Clip> 

</manifest:PlayableSequence> 
</manifest:PlayableSequences> 
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14.2.3.4. Picture Group Fields 

Picture Group Section 

Field Name Amazon Usage 

  manifest:PictureGroup   

    manifest:Picture   

      manifest:ImageID   

 
Example PictureGroup section for a feature:  
<manifest:PictureGroups> 
 <manifest:PictureGroup PictureGroupID="md:picturegroup:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-
U:amazon_studios:picturegroup"> 
  <manifest:Picture> 
   <!-- PictureID is required by the XSD, but is not needed by Amazon --> 
   <manifest:PictureID></manifest:PictureID> 
   <manifest:ImageID>md:imageid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-U:amazon_studios:art.en</manifest:ImageID> 
  </manifest:Picture> 
 </manifest:PictureGroup> 
</manifest:PictureGroups> 

14.2.3.5. Experience Fields 

Experience Section 

Field Name Amazon Usage 

 manifest:Experiences  

  manifest:Experience  

   @ExperienceID  

   @version  

   @updateNum Not Supported 

   manifest:ContentID  

   manifest:Audiovisual  

    @ContentID  

    manifest:Type Supported Values: “Main”, “Promotion”  

    manifest:SubType Supported Values: “Feature”, “Default Trailer” 

    manifest:PresentationID  

    manifest:PlayableSequenceID  

    manifest:PlayableSequence  

   manifest:PictureGroupID  

   manifest:ExperienceChild  

    manifest:Relationship Supported Value: “ispromotionfor”  

    manifest:ExperienceID  
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Example Experiences section an episode and season with season Image using ORG scheme:  
<manifest:Experiences> 
    <!-- Full Experience of the original edit, with a playable sequence--> 
    <manifest:Experience ExperienceID="md:experienceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1" version="1.0"> 
      <manifest:Audiovisual ContentID="md:cid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1"> 
        <manifest:Type>Main</manifest:Type> 
        <manifest:SubType>Feature</manifest:SubType> 
      
<manifest:PlayableSequenceID>md:playablesequenceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1</manifest:PlayableSequenceI
D> 
      </manifest:Audiovisual> 
    </manifest:Experience> 
    <manifest:Experience ExperienceID="md:experienceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1" version="1.0"> 
     <manifest:PictureGroupID>md:picturegroupid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1</manifest:PictureGroupID> 
    </manifest:Experience> 
  </manifest:Experiences> 
 

14.2.3.6. ALID Experience Mapping Fields 

ALID/Experience Mapping Section 

Field Name Amazon Usage 

 manifest:ALIDExperienceMaps  

  <manifest:ALID> 

If using Edit level EIDRs this should be equivalent to 
“ProductID” from EMA avails.  See section 3.1.4 from 
Manifest/Avails Delivery Best Practices for details. 
 
Amazon will utilize the Org and EIDR-x Schemas 
 
Org Example: md:alid:org:example_partner:ABC123 
 
EIDR-x Example: md:alid:eidr-x:XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-C: 
example_partner 
 

  <manifest:ExperienceID 
Reference the Experience ID from the Experience section 
Example: 
md:experienceid:org:partnername:example_ID:feature 

 
Example ALIDExperienceMaps section for a season and episode using org scheme:  
 
  <manifest:ALIDExperienceMaps> 
    <manifest:ALIDExperienceMap> 
      <manifest:ALID>md:alid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1</manifest:ALID> 
      <manifest:ExperienceID>md:experienceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1</manifest:ExperienceID> 
    </manifest:ALIDExperienceMap> 
    <manifest:ALIDExperienceMap> 
      <manifest:ALID>md:alid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1</manifest:ALID> 
      <manifest:ExperienceID>md:experienceid:org:amazon_studios:uniqueID_S1E1</manifest:ExperienceID> 
    </manifest:ALIDExperienceMap> 
  </manifest:ALIDExperienceMaps> 

14.2.4. Update Workflow 
Each MMC document is a comprehensive unit with many internal and external references. Because of 
the complexity of the documents, updates to individual portions of the document are not supported. In 
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order to update any portion of an MMC, a new and complete MMC delivery is required. Amazon will 
identify an updated MMC by its date stamp. The latest MMC manifest to be received will override any 
previously received manifest for the same ALID.  
 
For example, if an additional language becomes available at a later time, in order to add new subs or 
dubs (as well as forced narrative and dub cards, etc.) a new and complete manifest must be supplied 
along with any new assets required to support the update. 

14.2.5. Replacing Assets Delivered as Part of a Component Package 
Prime Video supports replacement of assets that are part of a component package through delivery of 
an updated manifest. In order to replace a previously delivered source file, the updated manifest will 
kick off update workflows, based on the fact it will have a later delivery date. It must include an 
<Inventory> section that references the replacement asset within the <TrackIdentifier> and 
<ContainerReference> tags. For example, if a French audio track that was part of a component delivery was 
found to be corrupt and require redelivery, a new manifest would need to be delivered referencing the 
updated filename and hash in the <ContainerReference> section and the previously included <TrackIdentifier>, 
as illustrated in the below example. Note that the manifest must be a complete manifest for the title. A 
partial manifest referencing only updated file is not acceptable. Also note that the redelivered file must 
have a different file name than the originally delivered version. In the example below, it has been 
designated with “-R1”. 
 

Original inventory section: 

<manifest:Audio AudioTrackID="md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.fr"> 
 <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
 <md:Language>en</md:Language> 
 <manifest:ContainerReference> 
 <manifest:ContainerLocation>file://ChiRaq_feature_video_ENG.avi</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
  <manifest:Hash method="MD5">a493b9bd0428dae6c87d706ac8a7e755</manifest:Hash> 
 </manifest:ContainerReference> 
</manifest:Audio> 
 

Updated inventory section: 
<manifest:Audio AudioTrackID="md:audtrackid:eidr-x:8011-8DCB-38E0-BF71-83D2-U:amazon_studios:feature.audio.fr"> 
 <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
 <md:Language>en</md:Language> 
 <manifest:ContainerReference>   

<manifest:ContainerLocation>file://ChiRaq_feature_video_ENG-R1.avi</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
  <manifest:Hash method="MD5">2e7fa89841e1d0a47d1a4475c34e32f5</manifest:Hash> 
 </manifest:ContainerReference> 
</manifest:Audio> 

14.2.6. Multi-Phased Asset Delivery 
Prime Video supports multi-phased assets delivery for component packages. This means partners can 
deliver additional audio and timed text assets for a title after the initial package has been delivered to 
increase the language availability of a title. Adding new assets to a package requires resubmitting the 
entire original MMC with any additions added into it. Failure to include the entire MMC package in 
addition to new assets can result in original assets being removed from the package. For example, 
suppose a movie with EN, FR, and DE languages was originally published on Amazon, and ES language 
assets become available at a later date. If the ES language assets were delivered with an MMC 
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document referencing only the ES languages, the title would ONLY be available in Spanish. To avoid this 
from happening, the MMC must always reference all available assets in the <Inventory> section, as 
well as including complete <Presentation>, <PlayableSequence> and <Experience> sections. 
 
A title might also be able to be made available in an additional region once assets for that region’s 
native language are available. This would be managed through submission of a new avail for that 
region which would be referenced by the ALID for that title and the availed languages.  

14.2.7. Media Manifest Core Example Files 
Three annotated MMC example files are included as part of the Global Content Guide Package. In 
addition to the example files, the XSD files are also provided. These are in the MMC Templates folder 
of the package. The examples included illustrate the following scenarios: 
 

 Amazon_MMC_MTA_example – this illustrates a Multi-Track Audio delivery with multiple audio languages, 
subtitle languages, forced narrative languages, dub cards, and an image.  

 Amazon_MMC_STA_example – this illustrates a simple Single-Track Audio delivery with a single language for 
audio, subtitle, and forced narrative. It also includes an image delivery. 

 Amazon_MMC_SeasonImage_example – this file demonstrates how to deliver a single season image and 
associate it with a season. 

 UHD/HDR for GLOBAL 
HDR titles must include both an HDR and an SDR mezz file delivery. The only difference between the 
SDR and HDR mezz files should be the colorspace. Otherwise, the files should be exactly identical, 
including the same resolution and framerate. Any timed text or audio files delivered with a UHD/HDR 
package should conform to both the SDR and HDR mezz files. 

The inventory should reference both the SDR and HDR mezz files. Further, the HDR10 metadata must 
be included in the inventory section of the MMC. Both the SDR and HDR mezz files should then be 
referenced by the same presentation. Amazon will stream HDR encodes when a customer is watching 
from an HDR capable screen and SDR encodes when watching from a standard screen. See below for 
example MMC sections: 

 

Inventory (showing just the HDR and SDR mezz entries in the inventory): 

<manifest:Inventory> 
    <!-- This is the HDR mezz inventory --> 
    <manifest:Video VideoTrackID="md:vidtrackid:org:example_studio:example_SKU:movie.HDR"> 
        <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
        <md:Picture> 
            <md:AspectRatio>16:9</md:AspectRatio> 
            <md:WidthPixels>3840</md:WidthPixels> 
            <md:HeightPixels>2160</md:HeightPixels>  
            <!-- HDR10 metadata included below --> 
            <md:MasteredColorVolume> 
                <md:PrimaryRChromaticity> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEx>0.680</md:ChromaticityCIEx> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEy>0.320</md:ChromaticityCIEy> 
                </md:PrimaryRChromaticity> 
                <md:PrimaryGChromaticity> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEx>0.265</md:ChromaticityCIEx> 
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                    <md:ChromaticityCIEy>0.690</md:ChromaticityCIEy> 
                </md:PrimaryGChromaticity> 
                <md:PrimaryBChromaticity> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEx>0.150</md:ChromaticityCIEx> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEy>0.060</md:ChromaticityCIEy> 
                </md:PrimaryBChromaticity> 
                <md:WhitePointChromaticity> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEx>0.3127</md:ChromaticityCIEx> 
                    <md:ChromaticityCIEy>0.3290</md:ChromaticityCIEy> 
                </md:WhitePointChromaticity> 
                <md:LuminanceMin>0.0001</md:LuminanceMin> 
                <md:LuminanceMax>1000</md:LuminanceMax> 
            </md:MasteredColorVolume> 
            <md:LightLevel> 
                <md:ContentMax>1000</md:ContentMax> 
                <md:FrameAverageMax>820</md:FrameAverageMax> 
            </md:LightLevel> 
        </md:Picture> 
        <md:Language>en-US</md:Language> 
        <manifest:ContainerReference> 
            <manifest:ContainerLocation>Example_HDR.mov</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
        </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Video> 
    <!-- This is the SDR mezz file inventory --> 
    <manifest:Video VideoTrackID="md:vidtrackid:org:example_studio:example_SKU:movie.SDR"> 
        <md:Type>primary</md:Type> 
        <md:Picture> 
            <md:AspectRatio>16:9</md:AspectRatio> 
            <md:WidthPixels>3840</md:WidthPixels> 
            <md:HeightPixels>2160</md:HeightPixels> 
        </md:Picture> 
        <md:Language>en-US</md:Language> 
        <manifest:ContainerReference> 
            <manifest:ContainerLocation>Example_SDR.mov</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
        </manifest:ContainerReference> 
    </manifest:Video> 
  <!—Additional assets declared here as normal: subs, dubs, images, etc. --> 
</manifest:Inventory> 

 

Presentation (Showing only HDR/SDR mezz file references): 

<manifest:Presentations> 
    <manifest:Presentation 
PresentationID="md:presentationid:org:example_studio:example_SKU:movie.HDR.presentation"> 
        <manifest:TrackMetadata> 
            <manifest:TrackSelectionNumber>0</manifest:TrackSelectionNumber> 
 
           <!—This is the HDR inventory reference --> 
            <manifest:VideoTrackReference> 
                <manifest:VideoTrackID>md:vidtrackid:org:example_studio:example_SKU:movie.HDR</manifest:VideoTrackID> 
            </manifest:VideoTrackReference> 
 
            <!—This is the SDR inventory reference in the same presentation as the HDR --> 
            <manifest:VideoTrackReference> 
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<manifest:VideoTrackID>md:vidtrackid:org:example_studio:example_SKU:movie.SDR</manifest:VideoTrackID> 
                </manifest:VideoTrackReference> 
 
                <!-- Additional inventory references to subs and dubs as usual. --> 
                <!—The subs and dubs must conform to both the SDR and HDR mezz files. --> 
    </manifest:Presentation> 

</manifest:Presentations> 
 

 Semi-Textless Video Mezzanine 
In order to enable playback of titles in multiple-languages using a single video source, Prime Video 
requires delivery of semi-textless mezzanines. Information about semi-textless mezzanines is below. 
 
Textless, Semi-Textless, and Texted Masters 
For titles intended for distribution in multiple languages, mezzanines must be delivered as semi-
textless masters. Amazon defines a semi-textless master as a version of the video where no timed text 
for foreign language dialogue has been burned-in to the video image. Native language inter-titles or 
location establishing text may be included in order to preserve creative intent. This includes opening 
credits, main titles, and end credits in the native language of the title as well.  

Common Definitions:  
 Texted: Fully texted taster- no text removed. 

 Texted + Textless at tail: Fully Texted master, with textless inserts after end of program. 

 Textless: ALL on screen text removed, including mains and end credits. 

 Textless w/main and ends only: All on-screen text removed except for main and end credits. 

 Textless w/main, ends, and locales: All on screen text removed, except for main and credits and locales. 

 Semi-textless: Only subtitles that cover foreign dialog removed. All other text stays. Some studios refer to 
this as “Texted with no subtitles” and some as “Textless w/main, ends, and graphic text” but it is becoming 
the industry standard semi-texted version. 

 
If there is collision between timed text elements and burned-in on-screen text, assets will be rejected. 

 Alternate Audio 
In order to support multi-language audio playback, Prime Video allows for the delivery of discrete 
audio files containing localized dubs or descriptive audio of a program’s content. Each language 
requires delivery of a separate audio asset, and all assets must be conformed to match the video 
mezzanine delivered for that title. 
 
For titles that were previously delivered to Prime Video, partners have the option to send discrete 
audio and timed text assets to enable additional languages. This is dependent on those assets not 
containing burned-in text that would render the video source unusable for another region. When 
delivering assets to accompany previously delivered Video Mezzanines, all additional assets must use 
the same identifiers as the previously delivered sources and must be conformed to match the 
previously delivered video mezzanine.  If you require receipt of a low-resolution proxy file of the 
mezzanine previously delivered to Prime Video to conform audio or timed text in additional languages 
against, please request receipt of proxy files from your Partner Relations Manager. 
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14.5.1. Technical Guidelines for Alternate Audio Files 
Below is a list of preferred codecs and container types for alternate audio files. If your assets are stored 
in some format other than those listed below, it may be possible for Prime Video to accept these files 
as-is. Consult with your Partner Relations Manager to confirm compatibility of other assets types. 
Additional tracks such as M&E (music & effects) and MOS (silent) must be removed prior to delivery. 
 
Preferred Formats for Alternate Audio  

 PCM (ipcm) audio in a QuickTime .mov container. 

 PCM (ipcm) audio in an MPEG-2 transport stream. 

 AAC audio in an MP4 container. 

 PCM (ipcm) audio in a self-contained WAV file.* 
* WAV files can only be accepted for stereo-only sources due to the file size limitations of this format. 

All the audio tracks contained in a package must be the same bit depth. For example, an 8-channel 
MPEG-2 TS with a 24-bit surround-sound track must also have a 24-bit stereo track. A 24-bit track and 
a 16-bit track embedded in the same asset would be rejected. 

14.5.2. Audio Channel Mapping 
Audio files can support mono, stereo, 6-channel surround, and 8-channel surround sound + stereo 
mixes. 8-channel 5.1 Surround Sound + Stereo is preferred, whenever available. 5.1 audio delivered 
without an accompanying stereo mix will be automatically down-mixed to stereo for customers who 
cannot play back 5.1 audio. 
 
Audio assets must be mapped to one of the following channel layouts:  

 1-Channel Mono 

 2-Channel Stereo: Left-Right or Dual Mono 

 6-Channel 5.1 Surround Sound: Left-Right-Center-LFE-Left Surround-Right Surround 

 8-Channel 5.1 Surround Sound + Stereo: Left-Right-Center-LFE-Left Surround-Right Surround-Left Total-Right 
Total 

14.5.3. Descriptive Audio 
In an effort to further support blind and visually impaired customers, Prime Video fully supports 
descriptive audio or “Narration”. Descriptive audio consists of a narrator talking through the 
presentation, describing what is happening on the screen or stage during the natural pauses in the 
audio, and sometimes during dialogue if deemed necessary. In order to deliver descriptive audio, 
partners will need to follow the below instructions, depending on delivery method. 
 

 Prime Video Simple Asset Manifest Type should be Audio and SubType should be Narration. 
  <AudioAsset locale="en-US">  
   <Filename>TitanFilms_2589723_Feature.mp4</Filename> 
    <Checksum>2d93c7d99f99229b7c08cbf7ab58b94e</Checksum> 
    <Type>Audio</Type> 
  <Subtype>Narration</Subtype>   
  </AudioAsset> 
 

 Delivery via filename convention supports descriptive audio tracks with the keywords Audio_Narration.  

 
 
 

Example: Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-Audio_Narration-en-US.mp4 

[PartnerAlias]-[UniqueID]-[ContentType]-[Type]_[SubType]-[LanguageCode]-[Territory].xxx 
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 Media Manifest Core (MMC) Type should be Narration in the inventory section. Presentation section should 
reference audio track as usual.  

<manifest:Audio AudioTrackID="md:trackID:org:prodtest:SKU_xxxx:feature.audio.narration.en-US"> 
 <md:Type>Narration</md:Type> 
 <md:Language dubbed=”true”>en-US</md:Language> 
 <manifest:ContainerReference>   
<manifest:ContainerLocation>file://TitanFilms_2589723_Feature.mp4</manifest:ContainerLocation> 
  <manifest:Hash method="MD5">2d93c7d99f99229b7c08cbf7ab58b94e</manifest:Hash> 
 </manifest:ContainerReference> 
</manifest:Audio> 

 

 Dub Cards 
Dub Cards are video assets that list voice actors who have played major roles in the dubbed voice 
acting for a title. Prime Video now supports the delivery of discrete assets for dub cards. This means 
that there is no requirement to stitch dub cards onto the end of a video asset prior to delivery.  

Amazon accepts standalone video files at the same resolution and frame rate as the video mezzanine 
of the feature, which must meet the technical specifications listed in Section 11. Typically Dub Cards 
run from 3-6 seconds. The dub card video file must have at least one audio track but it can be silent. 
Amazon does not accept image dub cards at the present time. 

 Quick Reference for Multi Track Audio Package 
 

Asset Acceptable Formats Details  

Video 
Mezzanine 

ProRes 422 (HQ) 
MPEG-2 
H.264 

Semi-textless mezzanine. 
Must include audio embedded.  
Prefer to have OV language, 5.1 + 
stereo audio embedded. 

Alternate Audio PCM (ipcm) audio in a QuickTime .mov 
container  
PCM (ipcm) audio in an MPEG-2 transport 
stream 
AC audio in an MP4 container 
PCM (ipcm) audio in a self-contained WAV 
file 

Prefer to receive 5.1 + stereo audio 
whenever available. 
Must conform to Video Mezzanine 
within two seconds run time.  

Closed 
Captions/SDH 

SCC  
SMPTE-TT (RP-2052) with a .xml file 
extension. 

Prefer Captions/SDH over Subtitles 
Must conform to Video Mezzanine 

Full Subtitles DFXP Full / TTML with a .dfxp file extension 
CAP 
EBU-STL 
iTT  
SRT 

Should contain Forced Narrative 
content and main subtitles. 
Must conform to Video Mezzanine. 
 
See Section 10 – Timed Text for 
feature support for each file type. 

Forced Subtitles DFXP Full / TTML with a .dfxp file 
extension. 

Must conform to Video Mezzanine. 
 

https://www.smpte.org/sites/default/files/rp2052-10-2012.pdf
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CAP 
EBU-STL 
iTT  
SRT 

See Section 10 – Timed Text for 
feature support for each file type. 

Dub Cards ProRes 422 (HQ) 
MPEG-2 
H.264 

Must match frame rate, resolution 
and pillarboxing/letterboxing of 
accompanying Video Mezzanine. 
Must include audio track but it can 
be silent. 

 

 Prime Video Channels  
 
Amazon now allows content owners to sell Prime Video Channels to customers directly through Prime 
Video. Please note that Prime Video Channels are currently available in the US, UK & Japane 
marketplaces. This section of the content guide details specific metadata and avails requirements for 
delivering titles intended to be part of an Prime Video Channel. Please note, UHD is not currently 
supported in Prime Video Channels offerings. 

 Onboarding for Delivery of Prime Video Channel Titles 
Partners who have already completed the onboarding process to deliver sources to the PV platform for 
TVOD and Prime can deliver titles for their Prime Video Channel offering using their existing delivery 
account.* 

If you are already delivering titles to Amazon for TVOD or Prime you will be required to undergo an 
abbreviated version of the PV onboarding process prior to delivering titles intended to be part of Prime 
Video Channel offering. This process is intended to familiarize you with the specific Avail and Metadata 
requirements for delivering subscription titles to the PV platform. If you are new to delivering to Prime 
Video, you will be required to undergo the full version of the onboarding process as outlined in Section 
3 – Partner Onboarding. This process will get you setup with necessary account credentials and 
familiarize you with the general requirements for delivering to Prime Video with a specific emphasis on 
delivery of content for Prime Video Channels. 

*Please discuss with your Onboarding Manager if your Prime Video Channel includes different versions of titles already 
available on Prime Video that will require delivery of unique source assets.  

  Availability Notices for Prime Video Channel Titles 
Prime Video prefers to receive avails in the 
“Entertainment Merchants Association (EMA) Avails 
Template”, which has been provided as part of this 
package. Submitting avails in this format will help 
ensure quick and accurate ingest of this information 
into the PV Supply Chain. For full details on avails 
please see Section 7 – Availability Notice. 
 

http://www.digitalema.org/committeescouncils/avails-work-group/
http://www.digitalema.org/committeescouncils/avails-work-group/
file:///C:/Users/sammack/Downloads/EMA_v1-6_Movies-TV.xlsx
file:///C:/Users/sammack/Downloads/EMA_v1-6_Movies-TV.xlsx
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To classify titles as being part of an Prime Video Channel offer, the “DisplayName” column must 
contain the PartnerAlias assigned to your account during Onboarding, the “LicenseType” column must 
be marked as “SVOD”, and the “LicenseRightDescription” column must be marked with the 
Subscription Name ID assigned to your subscription during Onboarding.  
 
Because no price is associated with offers for individual titles that are part of Prime Video Channels, 
avails for these offers should use “Category” in the “PriceType” column, and “Sub” in the “PriceValue” 
column. This will inform PV’s internal systems that these are part of an Prime Video Channel, and that 
no price is related to the offer for these titles.  
 
Please note that titles that also have EST and/or VOD offers in addition to their Prime Video Channel 
offers, will require individual lines for each additional offer type. Lines for EST and VOD offers for these 
titles will still need to have their prices identified per the best practices for EMA Avails. 

 Metadata for Prime Video Channel Titles 
The following section details additions to Amazon’s existing metadata spec added to support Prime 
Video Channel offers. For additional full details on the PV metadata specification, please see Section 8 - 
Metadata and Section 17 - Appendix II – Complete Metadata List. 

15.3.1. XML Metadata for Prime Video Channel Titles 
XML offers for Prime Video Channel titles have the following requirements:  

 The metadata must include an offer block with a <Type> of “SVOD”. This will define the rights associated with 
an Prime Video Channel offer for the title.  

 The subscription offer block must include a <SubscriptionName> tag. This is a unique ID assigned to that 
subscription during the Onboarding process.  

 Please note: Partners can offer multiple Prime Video Channels, and a single title can be part of more than one 
Prime Video Channel. Titles that are part of more than one subscription must have a unique offer block for 
each subscription they are part of. 

Below is an example of an <Offer> block for a title that is part of two Prime Video Channels: One called 
“ExplosionsAnywhere”, and another called “ExplosionsForKids”. Prime Video Channel-specific sections 
of the offer block have been highlighted for emphasis. 
 
<Offer> 
 <PartnerName>ExplosionFilms</PartnerName> 
 <UniqueID>1431428923000</UniqueID> 
 <Type>SVOD</Type> 
 <SubscriptionName>ExplosionsAnywhere</SubscriptionName>  
 <Quality>HD</Quality> 
 <WindowStart>2015-06-10T00:00:00</WindowStart> 
 <WindowEnd>2016-11-29T00:00:00</WindowEnd> 
</Offer> 
<Offer> 
 <PartnerName>ExplosionFilms</PartnerName> 
 <UniqueID>1431428923000</UniqueID> 
 <Type>SVOD</Type> 
 <SubscriptionName>ExplosionsForKids</SubscriptionName>  
 <Quality>HD</Quality> 
 <WindowStart>2015-06-10T00:00:00</WindowStart> 
 <WindowEnd>2016-11-29T00:00:00</WindowEnd> 
</Offer>  
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15.3.2. XLS Metadata for Prime Video Channel Titles 
XLS metadata for Prime Video Channel titles must meet the following requirements: 

 Titles intended for particular channels must include the Subscription Name ID (assigned during onboarding) 
in the “Subscription Name” cell.  

 The start date that title will be available to subscribers must be included in the “HD SVOD – Start” or “SD 
SVOD – Start” columns. Prime Video Channels grant customers the right to stream the highest resolution a 
title is available in, therefore you only need to define the start date for the highest resolution version the title 
is available in. 

 
Please note: Partners can offer multiple Prime Video Channels, and a single title can be available 
through more than one Prime Video Channel. Titles offered as part of more than one channel must 
share an Excel row, and use line breaks to separate the multiple values in the “Subscription Name” and 
offer start and end cells. 
 

 Appendix I – Aspera Configuration 

 Configuring the Aspera Desktop Client for Delivery 
To configure the Aspera Desktop Client for delivery to Amazon, you will need to adjust the Connection 
Settings in the Aspera Connection Manager. To do this you will need both the Username and Password 
you received during Onboarding. In addition, you will also need to enter the address for the Host that 
you will be delivering to. Because the PV system uses a DNS Round Robin system to manage its 
reception fleet, you must use the domain name “aivdelivery.com” in place of a static IP address in the 
“Host” address field. The example box below demonstrates how this configuration would appear in the 
Aspera Desktop Client for a partner assigned the username “HollywoodSuperPost.” 
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After logging in, you will see subfolders that correspond to each region that content can be delivered for. This will 
include the following subfolders: 

o region_DE 
o region_JP 
o region_UK 
o region_US 
o region_GLOBAL 

 
Source assets will need to be delivered to the appropriate subfolder for the region they are intended 
for distribution in. This does not have any direct relationship to the [Language]-[Territory] filename 
sections that the source files are labeled with.  

 Using Aspera Shares for File Delivery 
To use Aspera Shares for delivery of files to Amazon, navigate to https://shares.aivdelivery.com/ on the 
computer you want to upload the files from, then enter the Username and Password for your Aspera 
Shares account. (These credentials will be supplied during Onboarding.) Once you’ve logged in, the 
webpage will display a UI for uploading content and subfolders that correspond to each region content 
can be delivered for distribution in.  
 

  
 
You can send files individually by using the “Upload File” button, or use the “Upload Folder” button to 
transfer multiple files that are inside a single folder. All source assets need to be delivered inside the 
appropriate subfolder for the region the sources files being delivered are intended for distribution in.  
 
Please be aware that the process of uploading files using Aspera Shares is manual and cannot be 
automated. If you want to integrate the delivery process to your own internal systems, you will need to 
purchase an Aspera Desktop Client license. 
 
 

https://shares.aivdelivery.com/
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 Appendix II – PV XLS Validator 
 
It is strongly recommended that partners use the Prime Video XLS Validator to validate all XLS EMA 
Avails and XLS metadata files prior to delivering them to Prime Video. This tool will help identify most 
common errors and improve avails ingestion. It is compatible with Microsoft Excel for Windows PCs. 
(Please note: Mac OS is not supported.)  
 
Installation Instructions 

0. If you have installed a previous version of the "Amazon Instant Video Validator", please follow these 
additional instructions. 

i. Completely close out of Excel. 
ii. Delete the "AIV_Validator.xlam" file from your local machine. 

iii. Open Excel. It will warn you that it cannot find the "AIV Validator" Add-in. 
iv. Click "File"  "Options"  "Add-ins". At the bottom of the window, there will be a drop-down that 

says Manage: Excel Add-ins. Click "Go". 
v. Un-check the "AIV Validator" (if it exists). Excel will warn you it cannot find the validator and ask if 

you want to delete it. Click "Yes" on that prompt. 
vi. Confirm that the AIV ribbon is no longer a part of Excel. 

vii. Completely close out of Excel. 
1. Save the Validator Add-in (.xlam file) locally on your computer. 
2. Open Excel. 
3. Click "File"  "Options"  "Add-ins". At the bottom of the window, there will be a drop-down that says 

“Manage: Excel Add-Ins”. Click "Go". 
4. This will take you to an Add-Ins menu. Click "Browse". 
5. Navigate to the location where you saved the XLAM file in step (1), choose the "AIV_Validator.xlam" file. 
6. Click "Open"  Select "Ok". 

 
You should now have a new toolbar in Excel labeled: AIV. To ensure that you are using the latest 
version of the validator click the "Help" icon. It should be version 3.0. 
 
Instructions for Using this Validator 

1. Open up the avails or metadata file you wish to validate. 
2. Click the "AIV" toolbar on the top of the Excel ribbon. 
3. Select the EMA or Metadata validate button as appropriate. 

 

 Appendix III – Complete Amazon Metadata List 
 
The below table provides definition and syntax for fields in the Amazon proprietary metadata 
specification. You must follow this syntax for your titles to ingest properly and display the correct title 
information to customers. Please note: The below does not include MEC title metadata items. The 
following terms are used as part of the below definitions:  
 
Required: Indicates fields containing required metadata. Some Required fields apply to all Content 
Types, (Movies, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode) whereas some only apply to specific Content Types. 
This detail is captured under the Applies To heading in the Description and Notes column. 
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Optional: Indicates fields that are not strictly required, but that may be used to provide additional title 
information.  

 Identification Information 
Partner Name, Unique ID and other information to uniquely identify a title(s). 
 

Name Example Description and Notes 
XML Field Name = 
<PartnerName> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Partner Name” 
(required) 
 

“Customflix” 
 
 

Partner Name (a.k.a “PartnerAlias”) used internally for 
Amazon systems. This alias will be provided during the 
onboarding process. It is also the first part of all 
filenames delivered on behalf of a partner.  
Field Specification 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<UniqueID> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Unique ID” 
(required) 
 
 

“AlphaHouse_S1E1” 
“2A6F-A6ED-2747-802D-
5DD3-Y” 
 

This is the identifier for a title and must be a unique 
value across the partner’s catalog. 
Field Specification 

 50 characters maximum. 

 No spaces, or symbols; only English letters, 
numbers, dashes and underscores. 

 UniqueIDs with the same content with a 
DiFFeReNt CaSinG are considered the same ID.  

 Unique IDs for UHD series, seasons, episodes, 
and features must match the HD/SD ID, but 
have “_UHD” appended to the end of the ID. 
(e.g. “AlphaHouseS1E1_UHD”) 

 String 

 This will be your EIDR, if you choose to use 
EIDR submission. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<SeriesID> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Series ID” 
(required) 
 
 

“AlphaHouse” 
 
 

This is the UniqueID for the Series and must be a unique 
value across the content partner’s catalog. Used within 
Episode and Season tags to map them to the Series. 
Field Specification 

 50 characters maximum. 

 No spaces, symbols or dashes; only English 
letters, numbers, and underscores. 

 UniqueIDs with the same content with a 
DiFFeReNt CaSinG are considered the same ID.  

 String 
Applies To 

 TV Season and Episode only. 

XML Field Name =  
<SeasonID> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Season ID” 
(required) 
 
 

“AlphaHouse_S2” 
 
 

This is the UniqueID for the Season and must be a 
unique value across the content partner’s catalog. Used 
within the Episode tag to map it to the Season.  
Field Specification 

 50 characters maximum. 

 No spaces, symbols or dashes; only English 
letters, numbers, and underscores. 
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 UniqueIDs with the same content with a 
DiFFeReNt CaSinG are considered the same ID.  

 String 
Applies To 

 TV Episode only. 

XML Field Name =  
<IMDb> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“IMDB” 
(optional) 
 
 

“tt0111161” 
 

Valid Series/Episode/Movie IMDb ID only. 
Field Specification 

 9 character value assigned by IMDb. Begins 
with “tt” and is then followed by 7 numbers. 
Please ensure that all numbers are present in 
the ID you receive and that your system 
doesn’t remove any leading zeroes.  

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = <ExternalID> 
  Required attribute: scheme 
(optional) 
 
 

<ExternalID 
scheme=”ean”> 
0786936813111 
</ExternalID> 

Alternate identifiers that can be used to link or identify 
the title against another media type. For example, 
relating the digital title to a physical DVD via 
International Article Number (EAN). 
Field Specification 

 Multiple external IDs can be used. Each entry 
must be on its own line with separate 
opening and closing tags. 

 String 

 A scheme is required (EAN, GTIN, etc.) 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

 

 Title Specific Information 
Title level information such as synopsis, genre, rating, actors, etc. Please validate your XML before 
sending and consult your Prime Video contact if you have questions. 
 

Name Example Description and Notes 

XML Field Name = 
<CopyrightHolder> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Copyright Holder” 
(optional) 

“Amazon Studios” 
 

Copyright holder for the Series/Season. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Applies To 

 TV Series, TV Season. 

XML Field Name = 
<CopyrightYear> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Copyright Year” 
(optional) 

1994 
 

Year the Copyright was created for Series/Season. 
Field Specification 

 Integer 
Applies To 

 TV Series, TV Season. 

XML Field Name =  
<Language> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Language” 
(optional) 

en 
 

Language of the audio is in. 
Field Specification 

 Approved ISO 639-1 language codes only. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
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XML Field Name = 
<OriginalLanguage> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“OriginalLanguage” 
(optional) 

en 
 

Language the title was originally produced in. 
Field Specification 

 Approved ISO 639-1 language codes only. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<CountryOfOrigin> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“CountryOfOrigin” 
(optional) 

JP 
 

Country where the content was produced. 
Field Specification 

 Approved ISO 3166 country codes only. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<RuntimeInMinutes> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“RuntimeInMinutes” 
(optional) 

142 Duration of TV Episode/Movie in minutes, numerical 
values only. 
Field Specification 

 Integer 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<AdultProduct> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“AdultProduct” 
(optional) 

true Indicates whether the content is of an adult or explicit 
nature. This determination must be in accordance to 
the guidelines for the country.  
Field Specification 

 Boolean 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Title> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Title” 
(required) 

“Carols By Kindle Light” This is the title that will be presented to customers. Use 
"The Title Name" rather than "Title Name, The". 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Sequence> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Season Sequence Number” 
(required) 

2 
 

The "Season Number". This is the order in which the 
Season will appear within the Series. 
Field Specification 

 Whole numbers only. 

 Integer 
Applies To 

 TV Season only. 

XML Field Name =  
<Sequence> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Episode Sequence Number” 
(required) 
 

12 
 

The "Episode Number". This is the order in which the 
Episode will appear within the Season. 
Field Specification 

 Whole numbers only. 

 Integer 
Applies To 

 TV Episode only. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2
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XML Field Name =  
<Synopses> 
 <Short> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Short Synopsis” 
(required)  
 

“When a group of 
underachieving 40-
something friends gather 
in Belize to celebrate the 
early retirement of an old 
friend, a series of wild 
events unfold, exposing 
dark secrets, deception 
and even murder. 
Starring Ben Chaplin (The 
Thin Red Line), Michael 
Imperioli (The Sopranos), 
Billy Zane (Twin Peaks), 
Steve Zahn (Dallas Buyers 
Club) and Romany Malco 
(Weeds). Executive 
produced by Cris Cole and 
Shawn Ryan (The 
Shield).” 

This is the short synopsis for the Title. 
Field Specification 

 400 characters maximum, including spaces and 
line breaks. 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Synopses> 
 <Long> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Long Synopsis” 

(optional) 

“Mad Dogs: When a 
group of underachieving 
40-something friends 
gather in Belize to 
celebrate the early 
retirement of an old 
friend, a series of wild 
events unfold, exposing 
dark secrets, deception 
and even murder. 
Starring Ben Chaplin (The 
Thin Red Line), Michael 
Imperioli (The Sopranos), 
Billy Zane (Twin Peaks), 
Steve Zahn (Dallas Buyers 
Club) and Romany Malco 
(Weeds). Executive 
produced by Cris Cole and 
Shawn Ryan (The 
Shield).” 

This is the long synopsis for the title. This synopsis 
usually includes more detail about the title than the 
short synopsis. 
Field Specification 

 2,000 characters maximum, including spaces 
and line breaks. 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Actor> 
 <ActorName> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Actors” 
(optional) 

“John Goodman” 
 
 

Actor(s) for the Series/Season/Movie. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Actor> and 
<ActorName> section for each. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

 After first 3 actors, displayed as “supporting 
Cast” in video player. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season. 
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XML Field Name = 
 <GuestActor>  
 <GuestActorName> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(optional) 

“Bill Murray” 
 

Guest Actors / Guest Stars that appeared in the TV 
Episode. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes. 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <GuestActor> 
and <GuestActorName> section for each. 

 XLS uses the “Actor” column of each TV 
Episode to indicate guest actors for that 
Episode. 

Applies To 

 TV Episode only. 

XML Field Name =  
<Actor> 
 <Character>  
or  
<GuestActor> 
 <Character> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Actors” 
(optional) (localized) 

“Bradley Whitford” 
 
 

Character Name played by the Actor or Guest Actor. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: <ActorName> or <GuestActorName> is 
required as a parent in order to include 
<Character> tag. 

 XML: For multiples, place a new <Character> 
line in the corresponding <Actor> section for 
each. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Director> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Directors” 
(required, Movies only) 

“Jill Soloway” 
 
 

Director(s) for the Series/Season/TV Episode/Movie. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Director> line 
for each value. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Producer> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Producers” 
(optional, TV Episodes only) 

“Victor Hsu” 
 
 

For Television content, this can be either the 
"Production Company" (i.e. who actually made the 
Series/Season/TV Episode) or the individual who is 
credited as the Producer. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Producer> line 
for each value. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 
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XML Field Name =  
<Writer> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Writers” 
(optional) 

“Gary Trudeau” 
 
 

Writer(s) for the Series/Season/TV Episode/Movie. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Writer> line 
for each value. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Creator> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Creator” 
(optional) 
 

“Kevin Bright” 
 
 

Creator(s) for the Series/Season/TV Episode/Movie. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Creator> line 
for each value. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Studio> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Studio” 
(optional) 
 
 
 

“Amazon Studios” 
 

For Television content, this is usually the network that 
the show aired on, rather than the production company 
that made or distributed it. For Movies, the Studio(s) 
that produced the Movie.  
Field Specification 

 250 characters maximum. 

 String 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Studio> line 
for each value. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<StartYear> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Start Year” 
(optional, TV Series only) 

1994 
 

The year the Series started or the year the first TV 
Episode was broadcast. 
Field Specification 

 YYYY 
Applies To 

 Action - Disaster TV Series only. 

XML Field Name = 
 <EndYear> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“End Year” 
(optional, TV Series only) 

2004 
 

The year the Series ended or the year the last TV 
Episode was broadcast. Mostly used for catalog titles 
that have already ended.  
Field Specification 

 YYYY 
Notes 

 XML: For currently airing Series, delete this 
entire row. 

 XLS: For currently airing Series, leave blank. 
Applies To 
TV Series only. 
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XML Field Name =  
<Rating> 
Required Attribute: scheme 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Rating” 
(required for Movie and Episode) 

XML Example: 
<Rating 
scheme=”eirin”>R15+</R
ating> 
 
XLS Example: 
R15+ 

Rating value for the TV Episode/Movie.  
NOTE: Ratings Advisories are not currently supported.  
Field Specification 

 Valid local rating. 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Season TV Episode 

XML Field Name =  
<ItemType> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Content Type” 
(required) 
 
 

“downloadable-feature-
films” 
 
 

Defines the Type of Content in Amazon systems; Movie 
or Television. 
Field Specification 

 TV Episode = downloadable-television-shows 

 Movie = downloadable-feature-films 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<EpisodeProductionNumber> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Episode Production Number” 
(optional) 

“0207” 
 

Studio or Network Episode Production Number, 
supports alphanumeric values. 
Field Specification 

 250 characters max. 

 String 
Applies To 

 TV Episode only. 

XML Field Name = <ReleaseDate> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Release Date” 
(required, Movies only) 

XML Example:  
1994-09-23T00:00:00 
 
XLS Example: 
9/23/1994 
 

This is the earliest date of availability for the title, 
regardless of region. "Theatrical Release Date" or "Date 
of First Public Availability" for straight-to-video or web 
content Titles.  
Field Specification 

 XML data format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss 
Applies To 

 Movie only. 

XML Field Name = 
<OriginalAirDate> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Release Date” 
(required, TV Episode only) 
 

XML Example: 
1995-11-09T21:00:00 
 
XLS Example: 
9/23/1994 
 

Date the Episode originally aired. If TV Episode is 
unaired, choose Jan 1 of the end year of the Season it 
would have aired in. 
Field Specification 

 XML data format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss 

 XLS data format: MM/DD/YYYY 
Applies To 

 TV Episode only. 

XML Field Name = 
<DVDStreetDate> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“DVDStreetDate” 
(optional) 

XML Example: 1994-09-
23T00:00:00 
 
XLS Example: 9/23/1994 
 

Date of the first physical release of the product or the 
first time the product was available for public purchase. 
Used for search ranking, matching to physical products 
and some financial reporting. 
Field Specification 

 XML Format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss 
Applies To 

 Movie. 
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XML Field Name =  
<Genre> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“Genre” 
(required) 

Drama 
 
 

Genre(s) for the TV Episode/Movie. Must match TV 
Episode or Movie genres exactly. See the Genres 
section of this document for valid genres. 
Field Specification 

 5 Genre values maximum. 
Notes 

 XML: For multiples, add a new <Genre> line for 
each value. 

 XLS: For multiples please use a line break 
within the cell for each separate value. 

Applies To 

 Movie and TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = <ColorState> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(optional) 

“Color” 
 
 

Defines if the title is produced in color or black and 
white. 
Field Specification 

 Values are Color or BW only. 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

 Licensing / Offer Information 
Format, License, Pre-Order, Start and End information for each offer on a title for US, UK, Germany, 
Japan Submissions. This section is deprecated for GLOBAL submissions. Prime Video will use Avails 
exclusively for GLOBAL submissions. 
 

Name Example Description and Notes 

XML Field Name =  
<Type> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(required in XML) 
 

EST 
 

The type of transaction available: "EST" for purchase, 
"VOD" for rental, or “SVOD” for titles that are part of a 
partner subscription plan. 
Field Specification 

 "EST" for purchase, "VOD" for rental, or 
"SVOD" for titles that are part of an Prime 
Video Channel plan. 

 XML data format: List 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Series, TV Season, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<SubscriptionName> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
See SubscriptionName 
(required for titles that are part of an 
Prime Video Channel. ) 

“ExplosionsForKids” For titles that have license types of "SVOD". This 
specifies the Prime Video Channel offer that these titles 
are included with. This field is case-sensitive. 
Field Specification 

 String 

 Variable by partner. Determined as part of 
onboarding process.  

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Quality> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(required in XML) 

SD 
 

The Quality or Format of the transaction: "SD", "HD", or 
"UHD". 
Field Specification 

 "SD", "HD", or "UHD". 

 XML data format: List 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Season, TV Episode.  
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XML Field Name = <PreorderDate> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(optional) 
 
 

XML example: 2009-
04-15T00:00:00 

 

The pre-order date for Movies in metadata schema 
INTL v1.1. Not used for versions after v1.1. This is the 
day customers can purchase the title, but it will not be 
consumable until the <WindowStartDate>. 
Field Specification 

 Valid date between 1/1/2000 to 12/31/2049 
only. 

 XML data format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss 
(ISO 8601 standard.) 

 Time will be considered local time in the 
region of distribution using the following time 
zones: 

o JP/Tokyo 
o DE/Berlin 
o UK/London 
o US/Los Angeles 

Applies To 

 Movie only. 

XML Field Name = <WindowStart> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“HD EST – Start” 
“SD VOD – Start” 
“HD VOD – Start” 
“SD EST – Start” 
“UHD EST – Start” 
“UHD VOD – Start” 
“UHD SVOD – Start” 
“HD SVOD – Start” 
“SD SVOD – Start” 
(required) 

XML example:  
2009-05-15T00:00:00 
 
XLS Example: 
5/15/2009 
 
XML example with 
specified Time Zone: 
2009-05-15T00:00:00JST 
 

XML example with 
UCT specified: 
2009-05-15T00:00:00Z 

 

Date the Offer will be available for purchase AND 
consumable by customers. 
Field Specification 

 Valid date between 1/1/2000 to 12/31/2049 
only. 

 XML data format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss 
(ISO 8601 standard.) 

 If you do not include a time zone, time will be 
converted into local time for the region of 
distribution using the following time zones: 

o JP/Tokyo 
o DE/Berlin 
o UK/London 
o US/Los Angeles 

 To express the date in a specific time zone, 
please include the code for that time zone at 
the end of the string. (e.g. JRT, GMT, EST, etc.)  

 To express the date in Coordinated Universal 
Time (UCT) include the code for Zulu Time (i.e. 
Z) at the end of the string. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Season, TV Episode. 
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XML Field Name =  
<WindowEnd> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
“HD EST – End” 
“SD VOD – End” 
“HD EST – End” 
“SD EST – End” 
“UHD EST – End” 
“UHD VOD – End” 
“UHD SVOD – End” 
“HD SVOD – End” 
“SD SVOD – End” 
 (optional) 

XML example:  
2019-05-15T00:00:00 
 
XLS Example: 
5/15/2019 
 
XML example w/ JP 
specified Time Zone: 
2009-05-15T00:00:00JST 
 

XML example w/ UCT 
specified: 
2009-05-15T00:00:00Z 

 

Date the Offer will NO LONGER be available for sale 
(consumability not affected). 
Field Specification 

 Valid date between 1/1/2000 to 12/31/2049 
only. 

 XML data format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss 
(ISO 8601 standard.) 

 Unless otherwise marked as such, time will be 
considered local to the region of distribution 
specified in the metadata header using the 
following time zones: 

o JP/Tokyo 
o DE/Berlin 
o UK/London 
o US/Los Angeles 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Season, TV Episode. 

 Prime Video Asset Manifest 
Partner Name, Unique ID, File name, and other technical information about a file. Includes necessary 
information that would otherwise be communicated in the filename or file header information. 
 

Name Example Description and Notes 

XML Field Name =  
<PartnerName> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required if not following 
Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

Amazon_Studios 
 

Partner Name (a.k.a “PartnerAlias”) used internally for 
Amazon systems. This alias will be provided during the 
onboarding process. It is also the first part of all 
filenames delivered on behalf of a partner.  
Field Specification 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode.  

XML Field Name =  
<UniqueID> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required if not following 
Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

“AlphaHouse_S1E1” 
“10.5240/2A6F-A6ED-2747-
802D-5DD3-Y” 
 
 

This is the identifier for a Movie or TV episode and 
must be a unique value across the content partner’s 
catalog. 
Field Specification 

 50 characters maximum. 

 No spaces or symbols; only English letters, 
numbers, dashes and underscores. 

 UniqueIDs with the same content with a 
DiFFeReNt CaSinG are considered the same 
ID.  

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Content type=> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required if not following 
Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

“full” Type of program material the child elements of this 
tag reference.  
Field Specification 

 String 

 Can have one of two values: “full” or “trailer.” 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 
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XML Field Name =  
<Asset type=> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required if not following 
Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 
 
 

“source” 
 

Identifies the type of asset in a package that is being 
referenced. 
Field Specification 

 String 

 Can have one of three values: “artwork” (for 
image files), “source” for video mezzanines 
with burned-in forced subtitles, or “textless” 
for video sources that contain no burned-in 
forced subtitles.  

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Asset locale=> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required if not following 
Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

fr-CA Identifies the language that the source asset is in and 
the region in which that language is spoken. This field 
is not directly related to region of distribution.  
Field Specification 

 Two character alpha code in compliance with 
the ISO 639-1 standard.  

 Full list of compliant codes in Section 189. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<TimedTextAsset> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for timed text assets if 
not following Amazon’s File 
Naming Convention) 

XML example:  
<TimedTextAsset 
locale="en-US"> 

Parent field that identifies all its child elements as 
relating to a timed text asset. Must include associated 
language-locale pairing in the ISO 639-1 standard. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<AudioAsset> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Audio Assets if not 
following Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

<AudioAsset locale="en-
US"> 
 

Parent field that identifies all its child elements as 
relating to an audio asset. Must include an associated 
language-locale pairing in the ISO 639-1 standard. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name =  
<Type> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Timed Text and 
Audio Assets if not following 
Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

subtitle Child field of <TimedTextAsset> or <AudioAsset>. Used 
to identify the type of timed text or audio asset being 
delivered. Options include “subtitle”, “caption”, and 
“audio”. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
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XML Field Name =  
<Subtype> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Descriptive Audio 
Assets if not following Amazon’s 
File Naming Convention) 

narration Child field of <Type>. Used to identify descriptive 
audio being delivered. Options include “narration”. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<Filename> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Audio Assets if not 
following Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

Titan-ExplosionsMovie-Full-
Mezz_HD-en-US.mp4 

The XML element <Filename> is a child of the element 
<Asset>. It is used to identify the file name of an asset. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<RegionalEdit> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Audio Assets if not 
following Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

INTL The XML element <RegionalEdit> is a child of the 
element <Asset>. It is used to identify assets that have 
been edited for distribution in a specific region. Region 

codes should follow the two character alpha code 
in compliance with the ISO 639-1 standard 
(e.g. DE, GB, JP, etc.) Edits that are not 
regions specific and are cleared for 
international distribution should use “INTL”. 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<DisplayAspectRatio> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
Display Aspect Ratio 
(Required for assets that do not 
list this information in the file 
header.) 

16:9 Child element of <Asset>. Used to declare the display 
aspect ratio for a video source file.  
If the video asset being delivered does not contain 
header data, partners are required to include this 
information in the Asset Manifest.  
Field Specification 

 Required for video assets that do not contain 
this information in the header data. 

 Supported aspect ratios include: 4:3, 1.667:1, 
16:9, 1.85:1, 2:1, 2.2:1, 2.35:1, and 2.4:1. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<FieldType> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
Field Type 
(Required for assets that do not 
list this information in the file 
header.) 

top field first Child element of <Asset>. Used to declare the field 
order of the video source file that is being delivered. 
Field Specification 

 Required for video assets that do not contain 
this information in the header data. 

 Supported values include “top field first” and 
“bottom field first”. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
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XML Field Name = 
<Checksum> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for assets that do not 
list this information in the file 
header.) 
 

fcfd2899ee3b790e53a2ec37
c213eee9 

Child element of <Asset>. Used to communicate a 
checksum value for a source file generated by the 
partner prior to file transfer. 
Field Specification 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<Attribute 
name=”image.width”> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(optional) 

1600 Child element of <Asset> associated with files that 
have an <Asset type=”artwork”>. Used to express the 
width of an image file. 
Field Specification 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<Attribute 
name=”image.height”> 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(optional) 

1200 Child element of <Asset> associated with files that 
have an <Asset type=”artwork”>. Used to express the 
height of an image file. 
Field Specification 

 String 
Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<Attribute 
name=”timedText.frameRate”> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Audio Assets if not 
following Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

23.98 Associated with source files that have an <Asset 
type=”captions”> or <Asset type=”subtitle”>. Used to 
communicate the frame rate of the timed text asset. 
Field Specification 

 Required if not using standard file naming 
convention. 

 Supported attributes for frame rate include 
the following: 23.98, 24, 25, 30, and 29.97. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

XML Field Name = 
<Attribute 
name=”timedText.drop”> 
 
 
XLS Column Name =  
N/A 
(Required for Audio Assets if not 
following Amazon’s File Naming 
Convention) 

nondrop Associated with source files that have an <Asset 
type=”captions”> or <Asset type=”subtitle”>. Used to 
communicate the frame rate of the timed text asset. 
Field Specification 

 String 

 Required if not using standard Amazon file 
naming convention. 

 Supported attributes include “drop” and 
“nondrop”. 

Applies To 

 Movie, TV Episode. 

 Appendix IV - Genres 
 
Following are the lists of genres that are available for use in each marketplace. Note that genres 
submitted in metadata must match these lists exactly, including spaces. For example, for the US 
genres, “Action - Disaster” is valid. “Action-Disaster” is invalid (no spaces around the dash). 
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Detailed definitions of each genre are provided in separate documents as part of the Content Guide 
Package. Please use this documentation to help appropriately classify content submitted to Prime 
Video. 

 DE Genres 
 

Action und Abenteuer Horror > Fantasy Musik > World Music 

Action und Abenteuer > 
Abenteuer 

Horror > Komödie Ratgeber und Bildung 

Action und Abenteuer > Action Horror > Kriegsfilm Ratgeber und Bildung > 
Dokumentation 

Action und Abenteuer > 
Actionkomödie 

Horror > Kriminalfilm Ratgeber und Bildung > Gesundheit 

Action und Abenteuer > Eastern Kinderfilm Ratgeber und Bildung > Kultur / 
Kunst 

Action und Abenteuer > Familie Kinderfilm > Disney Ratgeber und Bildung > Politik 

Action und Abenteuer > Sci-Fi 
und Fantasy 

Kinderfilm > Familie Ratgeber und Bildung > Religion / 
Esoterik 

Action und Abenteuer > 
Sonstiges 

Kinderfilm > Märchen Ratgeber und Bildung > Sonstiges 

Action und Abenteuer > Thriller Kinderfilm > Puppenfilm Science Fiction und Fantasy 

Bollywood Kinderfilm > Sci-Fi und Fantasy Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Drama 

Bollywood > Abenteuer Kinderfilm > Sonstiges Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Fantasy 

Bollywood > Action Kinderfilm > Trickfilm Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Horror 

Bollywood > Drama Komödie Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Komödie 

Bollywood > Historienfilm Komödie > Actionkomödie Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Science Fiction 

Bollywood > Komödie Komödie > Comedy Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Sonstiges 

Bollywood > Sci-Fi und Fantasy Komödie > Drama Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Thriller 

Bollywood > Sonstiges Komödie > Heimatfilm Science Fiction und Fantasy > 
Trickfilm 

Bollywood > Thriller Komödie > Horrorkomödie Sport 

Dokumentation Komödie > Romanze Sport > Ballsport 

Dokumentation > Biographie Komödie > Satire Sport > Fitness 

Dokumentation > 
Dokumentarfilm 

Komödie > Sci-Fi und Fantasy Sport > Kampfsport 

Dokumentation > Geschichte Komödie > Slapstick Sport > Motorsport 

Dokumentation > Hobby Komödie > Sonstiges Sport > Radsport 
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Dokumentation > Kurzfilm Komödie > Thriller Sport > Schnee / Eissportarten 

Dokumentation > Militär Kriegsfilm Sport > Sonstiges 

Dokumentation > Natur / 
Wissenschaft 

Kriegsfilm > Action Sport > Tanzen 

Dokumentation > Reise Kriegsfilm > Drama Sport > Wassersport / Bootsport 

Dokumentation > Sonstiges Kriegsfilm > Horror Theater 

Dokumentation > Tiere Kriegsfilm > Komödie Theater > Kleinkunst / Kabarett 

Drama Kriegsfilm > Sonstiges Theater > Sonstiges 

Drama > Dokumentation Kriminalfilm Thriller 

Drama > Episodenfilm Kriminalfilm > Action Thriller > Action 

Drama > Experimentalfilm Kriminalfilm > Drama Thriller > Drama 

Drama > Heimatfilm Kriminalfilm > Horror Thriller > Erotik 

Drama > Historienfilm Kriminalfilm > Komödie Thriller > Horror 

Drama > Klassiker Kriminalfilm > Mystery Thriller > Komödie 

Drama > Komödie Kriminalfilm > Sonstiges Thriller > Kriminalfilm 

Drama > Monumentalfilm Kriminalfilm > Thriller Thriller > Mystery 

Drama > Mystery Liebesfilm Thriller > Sci-Fi und Fantasy 

Drama > Porträt / Biographie Liebesfilm > Komödie Thriller > Sonstiges 

Drama > Romanze Liebesfilm > Romanze Unterhaltung 

Drama > Sci-Fi und Fantasy Musik Unterhaltung > Humor 

Drama > Sonstiges Musik > Blues Unterhaltung > Sonstiges 

Drama > Tragikomödie Musik > Chanson / Liedermacher Western 

Erotik Musik > Dokumentation Western > Drama 

Erotik > Anime Musik > Gospel Western > Kriegsfilm 

Erotik > Erotik Musik > Hiphop / Rap Western > Musikfilm 

Historienfilm Musik > Jazz Western > Sonstiges 

Historienfilm > Abenteuer Musik > Kinderlieder Western > Thriller 

Historienfilm > Action Musik > Klassische Musik Western > Westernkomödie 

Historienfilm > Drama Musik > Kompilation Zeichentrick 

Historienfilm > Komödie Musik > Konzerte / Auftritte Zeichentrick > Abenteuer 

Historienfilm > Kriegsfilm Musik > Metal Musik Zeichentrick > Action 

Historienfilm > Kriminalfilm Musik > Musical Zeichentrick > Anime 

Historienfilm > Monumentalfilm Musik > Musikfilm Zeichentrick > Disney 

Historienfilm > Sonstiges Musik > Oper / Operette Zeichentrick > Drama 

Hobby Musik > Pop Zeichentrick > Horror 

Hobby > Eisenbahn Musik > Punk Zeichentrick > Komödie 

Hobby > Foto / Video Musik > Reggae Zeichentrick > Kriegsfilm 

Hobby > Haus und Garten Musik > Revuefilm Zeichentrick > Kriminalfilm 

Hobby > Kochen / Backen Musik > Rock Zeichentrick > Sci-Fi und Fantasy 

Hobby > Reise Musik > Rock n Roll Zeichentrick > Sonstiges 

Hobby > Sonstiges Musik > Schlager Zeichentrick > Thriller 

Hobby > Technik Musik > Volksmusik Zeichentrick > Trickfilm 

Hobby > Tiere Musik > Sonstiges  

Horror  Musik > Techno / Rave  
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 UK Genres 
 

Action/Adventure Drama > Mystery Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Family 

Action/Adventure > 
African/American 

Drama > Period Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Fantasy - General 

Action/Adventure > Bollywood Drama > Plays/Performance Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Horror 

Action/Adventure > Comedy Drama > Political Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Sci-fi - Alien 

Action/Adventure > Crime Drama > Romantic Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Sci-fi - General 

Action/Adventure > Epic Drama > Teen Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Sci-fi - Robots 

Action/Adventure > Espionage 
& Spies 

Drama > Thriller Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Star Trek 

Action/Adventure > Family Drama > War Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Stargate 

Action/Adventure > General Drama > Weepies Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Teen 

Action/Adventure > Historical Family Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Thriller 

Action/Adventure > Martial Arts Family > Action/Adventure Special Interest 

Action/Adventure > Romantic Family > Animated Special Interest > Antiques/Fine 
Art 

Action/Adventure > Sci-
fi/Fantasy 

Family > Comedy Special Interest > Body Care/Diet 

Action/Adventure > 
Superheroes 

Family > Drama Special Interest > 
Crafts/Games/Hobbies 

Action/Adventure > Thriller Family > General Special Interest > Dancing 

Action/Adventure > War Family > Musical Special Interest > 
Educational/Instructional 

Action/Adventure > Westerns Family > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Special Interest > Exercise/Fitness 

Animated Family > Teen Special Interest > Food/Drink 

Animated > Anime Gay/Lesbian Special Interest > Garden 

Animated > Children Gay/Lesbian > Adult Special Interest > Health/General 

Animated > Comedy Gay/Lesbian > Comedy Special Interest > Home/Car 
Maintenance 

Animated > Disney Gay/Lesbian > Drama Special Interest > Interactive 
Games 

Animated > Family Gay/Lesbian > Gay Special Interest > Living 
World/Universe 

Animated > Other Gay/Lesbian > General Special Interest > Mature 

Anime Gay/Lesbian > Lesbian Special Interest > Music 

Bollywood Gay/Lesbian > Romance Special Interest > 
Photography/Video 

Bollywood > Action/Adventure Horror Special Interest > Places of 
Interest/Travel 

Bollywood > Comedy Horror > Asian Special Interest > Religion 

Bollywood > Drama Horror > B-Movie Special Interest > Self Defence 

Bollywood > General Horror > Bollywood Special Interest > Technology 
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Bollywood > Horror Horror > Comedy Special Interest > Trains 

Bollywood > Romantic Horror > General Special Interest > Transport - 
Road/Sea/Air 

Bollywood > Thriller Horror > Ghosts/Supernatural Sport 

Children Horror > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Sport > BMX/Skateboarding 

Children > Animated/Cartoon Horror > Slasher Sport > Boxing 

Children > Comedy Horror > Teen Sport > Cricket 

Children > Disney Horror > Thriller Sport > Cycling 

Children > Educational Horror > Vampires Sport > Documentary 

Children > General Horror > Werewolves Sport > Extreme 

Children > Pre-School Horror > Zombies Sport > Football 

Children > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Music Sport > General 

Comedy Music/Musical Sport > Golf 

Comedy > Action/Adventure Music/Musical > Ballet/Dance Sport > Martial Arts 

Comedy > African/American Music/Musical > 
Instructional/Educational 

Sport > Motor Cycling 

Comedy > Animated Music/Musical > Live 
Concerts/Performances 

Sport > Motor Sport 

Comedy > Bollywood Music/Musical > Music - Blues Sport > Rugby 

Comedy > British Music/Musical > Music - Classical Sport > Snow/Ice Sports 

Comedy > Children Music/Musical > Music - Country Sport > Tennis 

Comedy > Crime Music/Musical > Music - Dance 
Music 

Sport > Water Sports 

Comedy > Drama Music/Musical > Music - Easy 
Listening 

Sport > Wrestling 

Comedy > Family Music/Musical > Music – Folk Teen 

Comedy > Gay/Lesbian Music/Musical > Music - Garage Teen > Comedy 

Comedy > General Music/Musical > Music - Gospel Teen > Drama 

Comedy > Gross-Out Music/Musical > Music - Heavy 
Metal 

Teen > General 

Comedy > Horror Music/Musical > Music – Jazz Teen > Horror 

Comedy > Mature Music/Musical > Music - Karaoke Teen > Romance 

Comedy > Musical Music/Musical > Music - Latin Teen > Sci-Fi/Fantasy 

Comedy > Romantic Music/Musical > Music - Metal Thriller 

Comedy > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Music/Musical > Music - Punk Rock Thriller > Action/Adventure 

Comedy > Slapstick Music/Musical > Music - R&B Thriller > African-American 

Comedy > Spoof Music/Musical > Music - Rap/Hip-
Hop 

Thriller > Bollywood 

Comedy > Sport Music/Musical > Music - Reggae Thriller > Crime 

Comedy > Stand-up Music/Musical > Music - Rock/Pop Thriller > Drama 

Comedy > Teen Music/Musical > Music – Soul Thriller > Erotic 

Comedy > Whodunnit Music/Musical > Music - World 
Music 

Thriller > General 

Documentary Music/Musical > Musical Thriller > Horror 
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Documentary > Biography Music/Musical > Opera/Operetta Thriller > Mystery 

Documentary > Crime Music/Musical > Performing Arts Thriller > Political 

Documentary > Entertainment Music/Musical > Plays/Performance Thriller > Psychological 

Documentary > General Romance Thriller > Romance 

Documentary > History Romance > Action/Adventure Thriller > Sci-Fi/Fantasy 

Documentary > Military Romance > African/American Thriller > Supernatural 

Documentary > Music Romance > Bollywood Thriller > Whodunnit 

Documentary > Nature/Science Romance > Comedy World Cinema 

Documentary > Political Romance > Drama World Cinema > African 

Documentary > Sport Romance > Gay/Lesbian World Cinema > Australia 

Documentary > Travel/Places of 
Interest 

Romance > General World Cinema > Chinese 

Documentary > TV/Films Romance > Historical World Cinema > Danish 

Drama Romance > Mature World Cinema > French 

Drama > African/American Romance > Musical World Cinema > German 

Drama > Biography Romance > Plays/Performance World Cinema > Indian/Pakistani 

Drama > Bollywood Romance > Teen World Cinema > Italian 

Drama > Comedy Romance > Thriller World Cinema > Japanese 

Drama > Crime Romance > Weepies World Cinema > Korean 

Drama > Family Sci-Fi/Fantasy World Cinema > Middle East 

Drama > Gay/Lesbian Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Action/Adventure World Cinema > New Zealand 

Drama > General Sci-Fi/Fantasy > 
Anime/Japanimation 

World Cinema > Polish 

Drama > Historical Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Children World Cinema > Russian 

Drama > Mature Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Comedy World Cinema > Spanish 

Drama > Musical Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Doctor Who World Cinema > Swedish 

 

 JP Genres 
 

Foreign Movies - Drama Music - Healing/New Age Other Countries' TV Drama – 
Medical 

Foreign Movies - Action Japanese TV Drama - Drama Other Countries' TV Drama - 
War 

Foreign Movies - SF Japanese TV Drama - Action Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Court room 

Foreign Movies - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Japanese TV Drama - SF Comedy/Variety - Standup 
Comedy 

Foreign Movies - Comedy Japanese TV Drama - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Comedy/Variety - Rakugo 

Foreign Movies - Love Romance Japanese TV Drama - Comedy Comedy/Variety - Talk Variety 

Foreign Movies - Horror And 
Thriller 

Japanese TV Drama - Love Romance Comedy/Variety - General 
Variety 

Foreign Movies - Adventure Japanese TV Drama - Horror And 
Thriller 

Comedy/Variety - Idol Variety 
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Foreign Movies - Family Japanese TV Drama - Family Comedy/Variety - Travel 
Variety 

Foreign Movies - Youth And 
School 

Japanese TV Drama - Youth And 
School 

Comedy/Variety - 
Gamble/Game 

Foreign Movies - Fantasy Japanese TV Drama - Medical Sports – Soccer 

Foreign Movies - Musical/Music 
Movie 

Japanese TV Drama - War Sports – Golf 

Foreign Movies - War Movies Japanese TV Drama - Court Room Sports – Baseball 

Foreign Movies - Erotic Movies American TV Drama - Drama Sports - Basketball 

Foreign Movies - Documentary American TV Drama - Action Sports – Tennis 

Foreign Movies - Western American TV Drama - SF Sports – Rugby 

Foreign Movies - History American TV Drama - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Sports - Health And Fitness 

Foreign Movies - Biography American TV Drama - Comedy Sports – Yoga 

Hobby - Arts & Entertainment American TV Drama - Love Romance Sports – Diet 

Hobby - Culture American TV Drama - Horror And 
Thriller 

Sports - Running And Walking 

Hobby - Cooking American TV Drama - Family Sports - Wrestling 

Hobby - Health American TV Drama - Youth And 
School 

Sports - Boxing And Martial 
Arts 

Hobby - Dance American TV Drama - Medical Sports – Budou 

Hobby - Karaoke American TV Drama - War Sports – Sumo 

Hobby - Pets American TV Drama - Court Room Sports - Motorsports 

Hobby - Metaphysical & 
Supernatural 

Korean TV Drama - Drama Sports - Winter Sports 

Hobby - Travel Korean TV Drama - Action Sports - Marine Sports 

Hobby - Airplanes Korean TV Drama - SF Sports - Horse Race 

Hobby - Trains Korean TV Drama - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Sports – Bicycle 

Hobby - Automotives Korean TV Drama - Comedy Sports - Olympics 

Hobby - Military Korean TV Drama - Love Romance Kids And Family - Kids Anime 
And Movie 

Hobby - Musical Instruments Korean TV Drama - Horror And 
Thriller 

Kids And Family - Puppet Show 

Japanese Movies - Drama Korean TV Drama - Family Kids And Family - Educational 

Japanese Movies - Action Korean TV Drama - Youth And 
School 

Kids And Family - Special 
Effects And Hero Show 

Japanese Movies - SF Korean TV Drama - Medical Kids And Family - Vehicles And 
Animals 

Japanese Movies - Comedy Korean TV Drama - War Hobby  

Japanese Movies - Youth And 
School 

Korean TV Drama - Court room Documentary - History 

Japanese Movies - Love Romance Music - Dance/Electronica Taiwanese TV Drama - Court 
Room 
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Japanese Movies - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Music - Jazz/Fusion Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Drama 

Japanese Movies - Horror And 
Thriller 

Music - Classical Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Action 

Japanese Movies - Fantasy Music - Japan's Traditional Musical 
Performances 

Other Countries' TV Drama - SF 

Japanese Movies - Special Effect Music - World Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Mystery And Thriller 

Japanese Movies - War Movies British TV Drama - Drama Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Love Romance 

Japanese Movies - Erotic Movies British TV Drama - Action Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Horror And Thriller 

Japanese Movies - Historical 
Drama 

British TV Drama - SF Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Family 

Japanese Movies - Detective 
Movie 

British TV Drama - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Other Countries' TV Drama - 
Youth And School 

Japanese Movies - Yakuza And 
Mob 

British TV Drama - Comedy Documentary - Society And 
News 

Japanese Movies - Movie Making British TV Drama - Love Romance Documentary - Animals And 
Nature 

Japanese Movies - Documentary British TV Drama - Horror And 
Thriller 

Documentary - Sports 

Asian Movies - Drama British TV Drama - Family Documentary - Science 

Asian Movies - Action British TV Drama - Youth And School Documentary - Travel 

Asian Movies - SF British TV Drama - Medical Documentary - Scenery And 
BGV 

Asian Movies - Comedy British TV Drama - War Documentary - Art And Fashion 

Asian Movies - Youth And School British TV Drama - Court Room Documentary - Music And 
Entertainment 

Asian Movies - Love Romance Chinese TV Drama - Drama Documentary - Music 

Asian Movies - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Chinese TV Drama - Action Stage – Musical 

Asian Movies - Horror And 
Thriller 

Chinese TV Drama - SF Stage - Ballet And Dance 

Asian Movies - Fantasy Chinese TV Drama - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Stage – Ballet 

Asian Movies - Special Effect Chinese TV Drama - Comedy Stage - Ballroom Dance And 
Dance Performance 

Asian Movies - War Movies Chinese TV Drama - Love Romance Stage - Opera Vocal 
Asian Movies - Erotic Movies Chinese TV Drama - Horror And 

Thriller 
Stage - Stage Entertainment 

Asian Movies - Historical Drama Chinese TV Drama - Family Stage – Play 
Asian Movies - Detective Movie Chinese TV Drama - Youth And 

School 
Stage - Traditional Performing 
Arts Asian Movies - Yakuza And Mob Chinese TV Drama - Medical Stage – Festival 

Asian Movies - Movie Making Chinese TV Drama - War Idol - Male Idol 
Asian Movies - Documentary Chinese TV Drama - Court Room Idol - Female Idol 
Anime Taiwanese TV Drama - Drama 

Music Taiwanese TV Drama - Action 
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Music - J-POP  Taiwanese TV Drama - SF 

Music - Asian POP Taiwanese TV Drama - Mystery And 
Thriller 

Music - Kayokyoku And Enka (JP 
Music) 

Taiwanese TV Drama - Comedy 

Music - Pops (Foreign) Taiwanese TV Drama - Love 
Romance 

Music - Rock (Foreign) Taiwanese TV Drama - Horror And 
Thriller 

Music - Hard Rock/Heavy Metal Taiwanese TV Drama - Family 

Music - Blues And Country Taiwanese TV Drama - Youth And 
School 

Music - Soul/R&B Taiwanese TV Drama - Medical 

Music - Hip Hop Taiwanese TV Drama - War 

 US Genres 
 

Action Food and Wine - International Musical – Comic 

Action - Comic Game Shows Musical – Dramatic 

Action - Crime Gay Cinema Mystery 

Action - Disaster Gay Television Mystery - Comic  

Action - Espionage Holiday Mystery - Courtroom 

Action - Future Horror  Mystery – Crime 

Action - Hong Kong Horror - Body Horror Mystery - Detectives 

Action - Law Enforcement Horror - Classic Mystery - Film Noir 

Action - Martial Arts Horror - Comedy Mystery - Procedural 

Action - Romantic Horror - Creature Features News Shows 

Action - Superheroes Horror - Documentary Nonfiction 

Action - Sword and Sandal Horror - Extreme Nonfiction - Automotive 

Action - War Horror - Gothic Horror Nonfiction - Award Winners 

Adult  Horror - Haunted Houses Nonfiction - Business and Finance 

Adventure Horror - Human Killers Nonfiction - Civilization 

Adventure - Comic  Horror - Monsters Nonfiction – Crime 

Adventure - Romantic Horror - Paranormal Nonfiction - Documentary 

African American Cinema Horror - Psychological Thriller Nonfiction - Faith and Spirituality 

Animation Horror - Slashers Nonfiction - Documentary - 
Biography 

Animation - Anime Horror - Supernatural Nonfiction - Educational 

Animation - Cartoons Horror - Teen Nonfiction - Health 

Animation - Fairy Tales Horror - Vampires Nonfiction - History 

Animation - Science Fiction Horror - Zombies Nonfiction - Human Spirit 

Animation - Sitcom Independent  Nonfiction - Instructional - Home 
Improvement 

Art House International  Nonfiction - Instructional 
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Award Winner International - American Nonfiction - Interviews 

Bollywood International - Argentine  Nonfiction - Lectures 

Book Adaptations International - Australian Nonfiction – LGBT 

Children’s Television International - Brazilian Nonfiction - Military and War 

Children’s Cinema International - British Nonfiction - Nature and Wildlife 

Classics International - Canadian Nonfiction - Politics 

Comedy International - Chinese Nonfiction - Science 

Comedy - Animation International - Czech Nonfiction - Self-Help 

Comedy - Dark International - Dutch Nonfiction - Sports 

Comedy - British International - French Nonfiction - Technology 

Comedy - Campy International - German Nonfiction - Travel 

Comedy - Family Life International - Greek Performing Arts 

Comedy - Farce International - Hong Kong Performing Arts - Dance 
Performance 

Comedy - Mockumentary International - Indian Performing Arts - Opera 
Performance 

Comedy - Parody International - Iranian Performing Arts - Theater 

Comedy - Romantic International - Israeli Period Piece 

Comedy - Satire International - Italian Reality TV 

Comedy - Screwball International - Japanese Romantic Comedy 

Comedy - Sitcom International - Korean Science Fiction 

Comedy - Sketch International - Latino Science Fiction - Action 

Comedy - Slapstick International - Mexican Science Fiction - Adventure 

Comedy - Sports International - Philippino Science Fiction - Comic  

Comedy - Stand-up International - Polish Science Fiction - Futuristic  

Comedy - Teen International - Russian Science Fiction - Space Adventure 

Drama International - Spanish Sitcoms 

Drama - Biographical International - Swedish Sketch Comedy 

Drama - Coming of Age International - Taiwanese Soap Operas  

Drama - Courtroom  International - Thai Sports  

Drama - Crime Kids Sports - Auto Racing 

Drama - Espionage Kids - Educational Sports – Baseball 

Drama - Family Life Lesbian Cinema Sports – Basketball 

Drama - Historical Lesbian Television Sports - BMX and Extreme Biking 

Drama - Political  LGBT Sports - Boating and Sailing 

Drama - Religious Military Sports – Boxing 

Drama - Romantic Military - Action  Sports – Cycling 

Drama - Sports Military - Comic Sports - Extreme Sports 

Drama - Supernatural Military - Dramatic Sports – Fishing 

Epic Miniseries Sports - Football 

Faith and Spirituality Mind and Body Sports - General Martial Arts 

Family Cinema Mind and Body - Meditation Sports – Golf 

Family Television Mind and Body - Spirituality Sports - Live Events 

Fantasy Music Concert Footage Sports - Mixed Martial Arts 
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Fitness Music Video Sports - Motorcycles and 
Motocross 

Fitness - Advanced Music Video - Alternative Sports - Skateboarding 

Fitness - Barre Music Video - Blues Sports – Skiing 

Fitness - Beginner Music Video - Christian and 
Gospel 

Sports - Snowboarding 

Fitness - Cardio Music Video - Classic Rock Sports – Soccer 

Fitness - Dance Music Video - Classical Sports - Surfing and Boardsports 

Fitness - Intermediate Music Video - Country Sports – Tennis 

Fitness - Interval Training Music Video - Hip Hop Sports - Wrestling 

Fitness - Martial Arts and Boxing Music Video - Jazz  Stand-up Comedy  

Fitness - Pilates  Music Video - Latin Talk Shows 

Fitness - Strength  Music Video - Metal Thrillers 

Fitness - Stretch Music Video - Opera Video Games 

Fitness - Yoga Music Video - Pop Westerns 

Food and Wine Music Video - Rock Westerns - Action  

Food and Wine - Beverages Music Video - Singer Songwriter Westerns - Comic  

Food and Wine - Cooking 
Instruction 

Music Video - Soul Westerns - Dramatic 

Food and Wine - Food Stories Musicals Westerns - Musical  

  Westerns - Romantic 

 GLOBAL Genres Submitted in MEC 
 
The table below includes the complete list of Genres acceptable for delivery to Amazon in the MEC metadata spec. The 

Genre Code must be specified in the @id attribute of the Genre. Three unique genres total are acceptable per title. Amazon 

consolidates all genres provided for a given title and de-duplicates them to determine the total number of unique genres 

provided. Therefore, genres may be provided in just one LocalizedInfo section or may be included in all of the LocalizedInfo 

sections, as long as there are no more than three total provided. 

 

For example, if a title were categorized with av_subgenre_action_comedy and av_subgenre_action_romance, these genres 

could be included in any or all of the LocalizedInfo sections of the MEC. However, if the en-US section included 

av_subgenre_action_comedy and av_subgenre_action_romance while the fr-FR section of the same film included 

av_subgenre_action_historical and av_subgenre_action_epic, the MEC would fail encoding because four unique genres were 

provided for the title.  

 

NOTE: if submitting metadata to Amazon’s GLOBAL marketplace using the AmazonXML format, please see the genre list 

in section 19.6. 

 

Prime Video Genres Prime Video Genre Codes 

Action av_genre_action 

Action - Comedy av_subgenre_action_comedy 

Action - Crime av_subgenre_action_crime 

Action - Disaster av_subgenre_action_disaster 

Action - Epic av_subgenre_action_epic 

Action - Espionage and Spies av_subgenre_action_espionage_and_spies 

Action - Fantasy av_subgenre_action_fantasy 

Action - Historical av_subgenre_action_historical 
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Action - Martial Arts av_subgenre_action_martial_arts 

Action - Military and War av_subgenre_action_military_and_war 

Action - Peplum (Sword and Sandal) av_subgenre_action_peplum_sword_and_sandal 

Action - Romance av_subgenre_action_romance 

Action - Science Fiction av_subgenre_action_science_fiction 

Action - Superheroes av_subgenre_action_superheroes 

Action - Suspense  av_subgenre_action_suspense  

Action - Tokusatsu av_subgenre_action_tokusatsu 

Action - Western av_subgenre_action_western 

Adventure av_genre_adventure 

Adventure - Comedy av_subgenre_adventure_comedy 

Adventure - Eastern av_subgenre_adventure_eastern 

Adventure - Epic av_subgenre_adventure_epic 

Adventure - Fantasy av_subgenre_adventure_fantasy 

Adventure - Historical av_subgenre_adventure_historical 

Adventure - Peplum (Sword and Sandal) av_subgenre_adventure_peplum_sword_and_sandal 

Adventure - Romance av_subgenre_adventure_romance 

Animation, Adult Interest av_genre_animation_adult_interest 

Animation - Action  av_subgenre_animation_action  

Animation - Adventure av_subgenre_animation_adventure 

Animation - Comedy av_subgenre_animation_comedy 

Animation - Drama  av_subgenre_animation_drama  

Animation - Fantasy av_subgenre_animation_fantasy 

Animation - Horror av_subgenre_animation_horror 

Animation - Romance av_subgenre_animation_romance 

Animation - Science Fiction av_subgenre_animation_science_fiction 

Animation - Surreal  av_subgenre_animation_surreal  

Anime av_genre_anime 

Anime - Action av_subgenre_anime_action 

Anime - Adventure av_subgenre_anime_adventure 

Anime - Comedy av_subgenre_anime_comedy 

Anime - Drama av_subgenre_anime_drama 

Anime - Ecchi (Erotic) av_subgenre_anime_ecchi_erotic 

Anime - Fantasy av_subgenre_anime_fantasy 

Anime - Harem av_subgenre_anime_harem 

Anime - Historical av_subgenre_anime_historical 

Anime - Horror av_subgenre_anime_horror 

Anime - Kids av_subgenre_anime_kids 

Anime - Mecha av_subgenre_anime_mecha 

Anime - Music av_subgenre_anime_music 

Anime - Mystery av_subgenre_anime_mystery 

Anime - Romance av_subgenre_anime_romance 

Anime - School av_subgenre_anime_school 
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Anime - Science Fiction av_subgenre_anime_science_fiction 

Anime - Shoujo av_subgenre_anime_shoujo 

Anime - Shounen av_subgenre_anime_shounen 

Anime - Slice of Life av_subgenre_anime_slice_of_life 

Anime - Sports av_subgenre_anime_sports 

Anime - Supernatural av_subgenre_anime_supernatural 

Anime - War av_subgenre_anime_war 

Anime - Yaoi av_subgenre_anime_yaoi 

Anime - Yuri av_subgenre_anime_yuri 

Arthouse av_genre_arthouse 

Arthouse - Avant-Garde av_subgenre_arthouse_avant_garde 

Arthouse - Experimental av_subgenre_arthouse_experimental 

Arthouse - Surrealist av_subgenre_arthouse_surrealist 

Arthouse - Erotic  av_subgenre_arthouse_erotic  

Arthouse - Non-narrative and Ambient av_subgenre_arthouse_non_narrative_ambient 

Arts, Entertainment, and Culture av_genre_arts_entertainment_and_culture 

Arts, Entertainment and Culture - Dance av_subgenre_arts_entertainment_and_culture_dance 

Arts, Entertainment and Culture - Musical av_subgenre_arts_entertainment_and_culture_musical 

Arts, Entertainment and Culture - Opera av_subgenre_arts_entertainment_and_culture_opera 

Arts, Entertainment and Culture - Standup Comedy av_subgenre_arts_entertainment_and_culture_standup_comedy 

Arts, Entertainment and Culture - Theater av_subgenre_arts_entertainment_and_culture_theater 

Comedy av_genre_comedy 

Comedy - Action av_subgenre_comedy_action 

Comedy - Adventure av_subgenre_comedy_adventure 

Comedy - Crime av_subgenre_comedy_crime 

Comedy - Dark av_subgenre_comedy_dark 

Comedy - Drama av_subgenre_comedy_drama 

Comedy - Fantasy av_subgenre_comedy_fantasy 

Comedy - Heimatfilm av_subgenre_comedy_heimatfilm 

Comedy - High School  av_subgenre_comedy_high_school  

Comedy - Horror  av_subgenre_comedy_horror  

Comedy - Romance av_subgenre_comedy_romance 

Comedy - Political av_subgenre_comedy_political 

Comedy - Satire av_subgenre_comedy_satire 

Comedy - Science Fiction av_subgenre_comedy_science_fiction 

Comedy - Sitcom av_subgenre_comedy_sitcom 

Documentary av_genre_documentary 

Documentary - Art, Entertainment, and Culture av_subgenre_documentary_art_entertainment_and_culture 

Documentary - Biography av_subgenre_documentary_biography 

Documentary - Crime av_subgenre_documentary_crime 

Documentary - Food and Drinks av_subgenre_documentary_food_drinks 

Documentary - History av_subgenre_documentary_history 

Documentary - Hobby av_subgenre_documentary_hobby 
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Documentary - Military and War av_subgenre_documentary_military_and_war 

Documentary - Music  av_subgenre_documentary_music  

Documentary - Nature and Wildlife av_subgenre_documentary_nature_wildlife 

Documentary - Politics av_subgenre_documentary_politics 

Documentary - Religion av_subgenre_documentary_religion 

Documentary - Science and Technology av_subgenre_documentary_science_technology 

Documentary - Sports av_subgenre_documentary_sports 

Documentary - Transportation av_subgenre_documentary_transportation 

Documentary - Travel av_subgenre_documentary_travel 

Drama av_genre_drama 

Drama - Biopic av_subgenre_drama_biopic 

Drama - Comedy av_subgenre_drama_comedy 

Drama - Costume Drama av_subgenre_drama_costume_drama 

Drama - Crime av_subgenre_drama_crime 

Drama - Family Drama av_subgenre_drama_family_drama 

Drama - Heimatfilm av_subgenre_drama_heimatfilm 

Drama - High School av_subgenre_drama_high_school 

Drama - Historical av_subgenre_drama_historical 

Drama - Medical av_subgenre_drama_medical 

Drama - Melodrama av_subgenre_drama_melodrama 

Drama - Military and War av_subgenre_drama_military_and_war 

Drama - Political av_subgenre_drama_political 

Drama - Psychological av_subgenre_drama_psychological 

Drama - Romance av_subgenre_drama_romance 

Drama - Soap Opera av_subgenre_drama_soap_opera 

Drama - Suspense av_subgenre_drama_suspense 

Drama - Tear Jerker av_subgenre_drama_tear_jerker 

EPG av_genre_epg 

Erotic av_genre_erotic 

Erotic - Anime av_subgenre_erotic_anime 

Erotic - Comedy av_subgenre_erotic_comedy 

Erotic - Documentary av_subgenre_erotic_documentary 

Erotic - Drama av_subgenre_erotic_drama 

Erotic - Fantasy av_subgenre_erotic_fantasy 

Erotic - Horror av_subgenre_erotic_horror 

Erotic - LGBTQ av_subgenre_erotic_lgbtq 

Erotic - Romance av_subgenre_erotic_romance 

Erotic - Thriller av_subgenre_erotic_thriller 

Faith and Spirituality av_genre_faith_and_spirituality 

Faith and Spirituality – Buddhism  av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_buddhism  

Faith and Spirituality – Christianity  av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_christianity  

Faith and Spirituality – Hinduism  av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_hinduism  

Faith and Spirituality – Islam  av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_islam  
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Faith and Spirituality – Judaism  av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_judaism  

Faith and Spirituality – New Age  av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_new_age  

Faith and Spirituality - Other av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_other 

Faith and Spirituality - Sikhism av_subgenre_faith_spirituality_sikhism 

Fantasy av_genre_fantasy 

Fantasy - Action av_subgenre_fantasy_action 

Fantasy - Adventure av_subgenre_fantasy_adventure 

Fantasy - Comedy av_subgenre_fantasy_comedy 

Fantasy - Dark av_subgenre_fantasy_dark 

Fantasy - Drama av_subgenre_fantasy_drama 

Fantasy - Epic av_subgenre_fantasy_epic 

Fantasy - Horror av_subgenre_fantasy_horror 

Fantasy - Mythology av_subgenre_fantasy_mythology 

Fantasy - Romance av_subgenre_fantasy_romance 

Fantasy - Science Fantasy av_subgenre_fantasy_science_fantasy 

Fantasy - Sword and Sorcery av_subgenre_fantasy_sword_sorcery 

Fitness av_genre_fitness 

Fitness - Barre av_subgenre_fitness_barre 

Fitness - Dance av_subgenre_fitness_dance 

Fitness - Interval Training av_subgenre_fitness_interval_training 

Fitness - Martial Arts and Boxing av_subgenre_fitness_martial_arts_boxing 

Fitness - Pilates av_subgenre_fitness_pilates 

Fitness - Spin av_subgenre_fitness_spin 

Fitness - Strength Training av_subgenre_fitness_strength_training 

Fitness - Yoga av_subgenre_fitness_yoga 

Historical av_genre_historical 

Historical - Action av_subgenre_historical_action 

Historical - Adventure av_subgenre_historical_adventure 

Historical - Comedy av_subgenre_historical_comedy 

Historical - Drama av_subgenre_historical_drama 

Historical - Epic av_subgenre_historical_epic 

Historical - Fantasy av_subgenre_historical_fantasy 

Historical - Peplum (Sword and Sandal) av_subgenre_historical_peplum_sword_and_sandal 

Historical - Romance av_subgenre_historical_romance 

Historical - Swashbuckler av_subgenre_historical_swashbuckler 

Horror av_genre_horror 

Horror - Action av_subgenre_horror_action 

Horror - Adventure av_subgenre_horror_adventure 

Horror - Comedy av_subgenre_horror_comedy 

Horror - Demons and Exorcisms av_subgenre_horror_demons_exorcisms 

Horror - Fantasy av_subgenre_horror_fantasy 

Horror - Monsters av_subgenre_horror_monsters 

Horror - Mystery av_subgenre_horror_mystery 
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Horror - Psychological av_subgenre_horror_psychological 

Horror - Science Fiction av_subgenre_horror_science_fiction 

Horror - Slasher av_subgenre_horror_slasher 

Horror - Supernatural and Ghosts av_subgenre_horror_supernatural_ghosts 

Horror - Suspense av_subgenre_horror_suspense 

Idols av_genre_idols 

Idol - Male Idol av_subgenre_idol_male_idol 

Idol - Female Idol av_subgenre_idol_female_idol 

International av_genre_international 

International - Australia and New Zealand av_subgenre_international_australia_and_new_zealand 

International - Canada av_subgenre_international_canada 

International - Caribbean av_subgenre_international_caribbean 

International - Central Africa av_subgenre_international_central_africa 

International - Central America av_subgenre_international_central_america 

International - Central Asia av_subgenre_international_central_asia 

International - China av_subgenre_international_china 

International - East Africa av_subgenre_international_east_africa 

International - East and Southeast Asia av_subgenre_international_east_southeast_asia 

International - Eastern Europe av_subgenre_international_eastern_europe 

International - France av_subgenre_international_france 

International - Germany av_subgenre_international_germany 

International - India av_subgenre_international_india 

International - Israel av_subgenre_international_israel 

International - Japan av_subgenre_international_japan 

International - Korea av_subgenre_international_korea 

International - Mexico av_subgenre_international_mexico 

International - Middle East av_subgenre_international_middle_east 

International - North Africa av_subgenre_international_north_ africa 

International - Russia av_subgenre_international_russia 

International - Scandinavia av_subgenre_international_scandinavia 

International - South America av_subgenre_international_south_america 

International - Southern Africa av_subgenre_international_southern_africa 

International - Southern Europe av_subgenre_international_southern_europe 

International - Turkey av_subgenre_international_turkey 

International - UK av_subgenre_international_uk 

International - West Africa av_subgenre_international_west_africa 

International - Western Europe av_subgenre_international_western_europe 

Kids av_genre_kids 

Kids - Action av_subgenre_kids_action 

Kids - Adventure av_subgenre_kids_adventure 

Kids - Animation av_subgenre_kids_animation 

Kids - Anime av_subgenre_kids_anime 

Kids - Comedy av_subgenre_kids_comedy 
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Kids - Competition (Game Shows) av_subgenre_kids_competition_game_shows 

Kids - Documentary av_subgenre_kids_documentary 

Kids - EDUtainment av_subgenre_kids_edutainment 

Kids  - Family av_subgenre_kids_family 

Kids - Fantasy av_subgenre_kids_fantasy 

Kids - How-To av_subgenre_kids_how_to 

Kids - Let's Play av_subgenre_kids_lets_play 

Kids - Musical av_subgenre_kids_musical 

Kids - Mystery av_subgenre_kids_mystery 

Kids - Performance (Music/Play) av_subgenre_kids_performance 

Kids - Romance av_subgenre_kids_romance 

Kids - Science Fiction av_subgenre_kids_science_fiction 

Kids - Spooky av_subgenre_kids_spooky 

Kids - Unscripted (Reality TV) av_subgenre_kids_unscripted_reality_tv 

Kids - Variety Shows av_subgenre_kids_variety_shows 

LGBTQ av_genre_lgbtq 

LGBTQ - Asexual av_subgenre_lgbtq_asexual 

LGBTQ - Bisexual av_subgenre_lgbtq_bisexual 

LGBTQ - Erotic av_subgenre_lgbtq_erotic 

LGBTQ - Gay av_subgenre_lgbtq_gay 

LGBTQ - Gender Queer/Nonbinary av_subgenre_lgbtq_gender queer_and_nonbinary 

LGBTQ - Lesbian av_subgenre_lgbtq_lesbian 

LGBTQ - Trans av_subgenre_lgbtq_trans 

Military and War av_genre_military_and_war 

Military and War - Action av_subgenre_military_and_war_action 

Military and War - Adventure av_subgenre_military_and_war_adventure 

Military and War - Biopic av_subgenre_military_and_war_biopic 

Military and War - Comedy av_subgenre_military_and_war_comedy 

Military and War - Drama av_subgenre_military_and_war_drama 

Military and War - Epic av_subgenre_military_and_war_epic 

Military and War - Pre 1800 av_subgenre_military_and_war_pre_ 1800 

Military and War - 1800 to 1850 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1800_to_1850 

Military and War - 1850 to 1900 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1850_to_1900 

Military and War - 1900 to 1939 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1900_to_1939 

Military and War - 1939 to 1955 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1939_to_1955 

Military and War - 1955 to 1975 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1955_to_1975 

Military and War - 1975 to 1992 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1975_to_1992 

Military and War - 1992 to 2001 av_subgenre_military_and_war_1992_to_2001 

Military and War - 2001 to Present av_subgenre_military_and_war_2001_to_present 

Military and War - Romance av_subgenre_military_and_war_romance 

Military and War - Science Fiction av_subgenre_military_and_war_science_fiction 

Music Videos and Concerts av_genre_music_videos_and_concerts 

Music Videos and Concerts - African av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_african 
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Music Videos and Concerts - Afro-Pop av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_afro_pop 

Music Videos and Concerts - Blues av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_blues 

Music Videos and Concerts - Caribbean av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_caribbean 

Music Videos and Concerts - Country av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_country 

Music Videos and Concerts - East Asian av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_east asian_ 

Music Videos and Concerts - East Asian Jpop av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_east_asian_ jpop 

Music Videos and Concerts - East Asian Kpop av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_east_asian_ kpop 

Music Videos and Concerts - Easy Listening av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_easy_listening 

Music Videos and Concerts - Electronica av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_electronica 

Music Videos and Concerts - Folk av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_folk 

Music Videos and Concerts - Funk av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_funk 

Music Videos and Concerts - Gospel av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_gospel 

Music Videos and Concerts - Hip Hop av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_hip_hop 

Music Videos and Concerts - Indian av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_indian 

Music Videos and Concerts - Indian Classical av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_indian_ classical 

Music Videos and Concerts - Indian Filmi av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_indian_ filmi 

Music Videos and Concerts - Jazz av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_jazz 

Music Videos and Concerts - Klezmer av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_klezmer 

Music Videos and Concerts - Latin av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_latin 

Music Videos and Concerts - Latin - Banda av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_latin__banda 

Music Videos and Concerts - Latin - Merengue av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_latin__merengue 

Music Videos and Concerts - Latin Salsa av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_latin_ salsa 

Music Videos and Concerts - Latin Sertanejo  av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_latin_ sertanejo  

Music Videos and Concerts - Middle Eastern av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_middle_eastern 

Music Videos and Concerts - New Age av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_new_age 

Music Videos and Concerts - Opera and Operette av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_opera_operette 

Music Videos and Concerts - Pop av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_pop 

Music Videos and Concerts - Pop Folk av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_pop_folk 

Music Videos and Concerts - R&B and Soul av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_rb_and_soul 

Music Videos and Concerts - Rap av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_rap 

Music Videos and Concerts - Religious av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_religious 

Music Videos and Concerts - Rock av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_rock 

Music Videos and Concerts - Western Classical av_subgenre_music_videos_and_concerts_western_classical 

Romance av_genre_romance 

Romance - Action av_subgenre_romance_action 

Romance - Comedy av_subgenre_romance_comedy 

Romance - Drama and Melodrama av_subgenre_romance_drama_melodrama 

Romance - Fantasy av_subgenre_romance_fantasy 

Romance - Historical av_subgenre_romance_historical 

Romance - Suspense av_subgenre_romance_suspense 

Romance - Tragedy av_subgenre_romance_tragedy 

Science Fiction av_genre_science_fiction 

Science Fiction - Action av_subgenre_science_fiction_action 
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Science Fiction - Adventure av_subgenre_science_fiction_adventure 

Science Fiction - Aliens av_subgenre_science_fiction_aliens 

Science Fiction - Apocalyptic and Post-Apocalyptic av_subgenre_science_fiction_apocalyptic_postapocalyptic 

Science Fiction - Cyberpunk av_subgenre_science_fiction_cyberpunk 

Science Fiction - Comedy av_subgenre_science_fiction_comedy 

Science Fiction - Drama av_subgenre_science_fiction_drama 

Science Fiction - Dystopian av_subgenre_science_fiction_dystopian 

Science Fiction - Horror av_subgenre_science_fiction_horror 

Science Fiction - Monsters and Mutants av_subgenre_science_fiction_monsters_and_mutants 

Science Fiction - Psychological av_subgenre_science_fiction_psychological 

Science Fiction - Robots and Cyborgs av_subgenre_science_fiction_robots_and_cyborgs 

Science Fiction - Romance av_subgenre_science_fiction_romance 

Science Fiction - Suspense av_subgenre_science_fiction_suspense 

Science Fiction - Time Travel and Alternate History av_subgenre_science_fiction_time_travel_and_alternate_history 

Special Interest av_genre_special_interest 

Special Interest - Ambiance, Meditation and 

Screensavers av_subgenre_special_interest_ambiance_meditation_and_screensavers 

Special Interest - Art av_subgenre_special_interest_art 

Special Interest - Beauty and Fashion av_subgenre_special_interest_beauty_fashion 

Special Interest - Business and Finance av_subgenre_special_interest_business_finance 

Special Interest - Clip av_subgenre_special_interest_clip 

Special Interest - Crafts and Hobbies av_subgenre_special_interest_crafts_hobbies 

Special Interest - Educational and Instructional av_subgenre_special_interest_educational_and_instructional 

Special Interest - Food, Drinks, and Cooking av_subgenre_special_interest_food_drinks_and_cooking 

Special Interest - Health av_subgenre_special_interest_health 

Special Interest - Home and Garden av_subgenre_special_interest_home_garden 

Special Interest - Parenting and Childcare av_subgenre_special_interest_parenting_childcare 

Special Interest - Politics av_subgenre_special_interest_politics 

Special Interest - Product Review av_subgenre_special_interest_product_review 

Special Interest - Sports av_subgenre_special_interest_sports 

Special Interest - Technology av_subgenre_special_interest_technology 

Special Interest - Film Trailer av_subgenre_special_interest_film_trailer 

Special Interest - Travel av_subgenre_special_interest_travel 

Sports av_genre_sports 

Sports - American Football av_subgenre_sports_american_ football 

Sports - Aquatic Sports av_subgenre_sports_aquatic_ sports 

Sports - Auto Racing and Formula One av_subgenre_sports_auto racing_and_formula_ one 

Sports - Badminton av_subgenre_sports_badminton 

Sports - Baseball av_subgenre_sports_baseball 

Sports - Basketball av_subgenre_sports_basketball 

Sports - Billiards and Snooker av_subgenre_sports_billiards_snooker 

Sports - Combat Sports av_subgenre_sports_combat_ sports 

Sports - Cricket av_subgenre_sports_cricket 

Sports - Curling av_subgenre_sports_curling 
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Sports - Cycling av_subgenre_sports_cycling 

Sports - E-Sports av_subgenre_sports_esports 

Sports - Extreme Sports av_subgenre_sports_extreme_ sports 

Sports - Football (Soccer) av_subgenre_sports_football_soccer 

Sports - Games av_subgenre_sports_games 

Sports - Golf av_subgenre_sports_golf 

Sports - Gymnastics av_subgenre_sports_gymnastics 

Sports - Handball av_subgenre_sports_handball 

Sports - Hockey av_subgenre_sports_hockey 

Sports - Horse av_subgenre_sports_horse 

Sports - Hunting and Fishing av_subgenre_sports_hunting_and_fishing 

Sports - Lacrosse av_subgenre_sports_lacrosse 

Sports - Motorsports av_subgenre_sports_motorsports 

Sports - Rugby av_subgenre_sports_rugby 

Sports - Skiing av_subgenre_sports_skiing 

Sports - Swimming av_subgenre_sports_swimming 

Sports - Table Tennis av_subgenre_sports_table_tennis 

Sports - Tennis av_subgenre_sports_tennis 

Sports - Volleyball av_subgenre_sports_volleyball 

Sports - Winter Sports av_subgenre_sports_winter_ sports 

Suspense av_genre_suspense 

Suspense - Action av_subgenre_suspense_action 

Suspense - Comedy av_subgenre_suspense_comedy 

Suspense - Crime av_subgenre_suspense_crime 

Suspense - Drama av_subgenre_suspense_drama 

Suspense - Espionage av_subgenre_suspense_espionage 

Suspense - Giallo av_subgenre_suspense_giallo 

Suspense - Horror av_subgenre_suspense_horror 

Suspense - Legal av_subgenre_suspense_legal 

Suspense - Medical av_subgenre_suspense_medical 

Suspense - Mystery av_subgenre_suspense_mystery 

Suspense - Political av_subgenre_suspense_political 

Suspense - Psychological av_subgenre_suspense_psychological 

Suspense - Romance av_subgenre_suspense_romance 

Suspense - Science Fiction av_subgenre_suspense_science_fiction 

Talk Show and Variety av_genre_talk_show_and_variety 

Talk Show and Variety - Comedy av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_comedy 

Talk Show and Variety - Daytime Talk Show av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_daytime_ talk_show 

Talk Show and Variety - Entertainment/Celebrity av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_entertainment_and_celebrity 

Talk Show and Variety - Morning Talk Show av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_morning_talk_show 

Talk Show and Variety - News av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_news 

Talk Show and Variety - Political Talk Show av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_political_talk_show 

Talk Show and Variety - Primetime/Late Night Talk 

Show av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_primetime_and_late_night_talk_show 
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Talk Show and Variety - Travel Variety av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_travel_variety 

Talk Show and Variety - Variety av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_variety 

Talk Show and Variety - Self Help and Lifestyle av_subgenre_talk_show_variety_self_ help_lifestyle 

Unscripted av_genre_unscripted 

Unscripted - Competition av_subgenre_unscripted_competition 

Unscripted - Crime av_subgenre_unscripted_crime 

Unscripted - Dating and Romance av_subgenre_unscripted_dating_romance 

Unscripted - Docusoap av_subgenre_unscripted_docusoap 

Unscripted - Hidden Camera av_subgenre_unscripted_hidden_camera 

Unscripted - Makeover av_subgenre_unscripted_makeover 

Unscripted - Music and Performance av_subgenre_unscripted_music_performance 

Unscripted - Sport av_subgenre_unscripted_sport 

Unscripted - Supernatural av_subgenre_unscripted_supernatural 

Unscripted - Travel av_subgenre_unscripted_travel 

Unscripted - Business/Occupation av_subgenre_unscripted_business_and_occupation 

Western av_genre_western 

Western - Action av_subgenre_western_action 

Western - Adventure av_subgenre_western_adventure 

Western - Comedy av_subgenre_western_comedy 

Western - Crime av_subgenre_western_crime 

Western - Drama av_subgenre_western_drama 

Western - Horror av_subgenre_western_horror 

Western - Military and War av_subgenre_western_military_and_war 

Western - Modern  av_subgenre_western_modern  

Western - Romance av_subgenre_western_romance 

Western - Science Fiction av_subgenre_western_science_fiction 

Young Adult Audience av_genre_young_adult_audience 

Young Adult - Action av_subgenre_young_adult_action 

Young Adult - Adventure av_subgenre_young_adult_adventure 

Young Adult - Comedy av_subgenre_young_adult_comedy 

Young Adult - Drama av_subgenre_young_adult_drama 

Young Adult - Fantasy av_subgenre_young_adult_fantasy 

Young Adult - Horror av_subgenre_young_adult_horror 

Young Adult - LGBTQ av_subgenre_young_adult_lgbtq 

Young Adult - Romance av_subgenre_young_adult_romance 

Young Adult - Science Fiction av_subgenre_young_adult_science_fiction 

 

 

 

 

 GLOBAL Genres Submitted in AmazonXML 
 
The following genres must be used when submitting metadata to the GLOBAL marketplace using AmazonXML.  
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Action/Adventure Drama > War Special Interest > 
Crafts/Games/Hobbies 

Action/Adventure > Comedy Erotic Special Interest > Dancing 

Action/Adventure > Crime Family Special Interest > 
Educational/Instructional 

Action/Adventure > Epic Family > Action/Adventure Special Interest > Exercise/Fitness 

Action/Adventure > Espionage 
& Spies 

Family > Animated Special Interest > Faith and 
Spirituality 

Action/Adventure > Family Family > Comedy Special Interest > Food/Drink 

Action/Adventure > Historical Family > Drama Special Interest > Garden 

Action/Adventure > Martial 
Arts 

Family > Musical Special Interest > Health/General 

Action/Adventure > Sci-
fi/Fantasy 

Family > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Special Interest > Home/Car 
Maintenance 

Action/Adventure > 
Superheroes 

Family > Teen Special Interest > Interactive 
Games 

Action/Adventure > Thriller Holiday Special Interest > Living 
World/Universe 

Action/Adventure > War Horror Special Interest > Mature 

Animated Horror > B-Movie Special Interest > Music 

Animated > Children Horror > Comedy Special Interest > 
Photography/Video 

Animated > Comedy Horror > Ghosts/Supernatural Special Interest > Places of 
Interest/Travel 

Animated > Family Horror > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Special Interest > Self Defence 

Anime Horror > Slasher Special Interest > Technology 

Arthouse Horror > Thriller Special Interest > Trains 

Bollywood Horror > Vampires Special Interest > Transport - 
Road/Sea/Air 

Bollywood > Action/Adventure Horror > Werewolves Sport 

Bollywood > Comedy Horror > Zombies Sport > American Football 

Bollywood > Drama LGBTQ Sport > Baseball 

Bollywood > Horror LGBTQ > Comedy Sport > Basketball 

Bollywood > Masala LGBTQ > Drama Sport > BMX/Skateboarding 

Bollywood > Romance LGBTQ > Gay Sport > Boxing 

Bollywood > Thriller LGBTQ > Lesbian Sport > Cricket 

Children LGBTQ > Romance Sport > Cycling 

Children > Animated/Cartoon Music/Musical Sport > Documentary 

Children > Comedy Music/Musical > Ballet/Dance Sport > Extreme 

Children > Educational Music/Musical > 
Instructional/Educational 

Sport > Football 

Children > General Music/Musical > Live 
Concerts/Performances 

Sport > Golf 
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Children > Pre-School Music/Musical > Music - Blues Sport > Martial Arts 

Children > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Music/Musical > Music - Classical Sport > Motor Cycling 

Comedy Music/Musical > Music - Country Sport > Motor Sport 

Comedy > Action/Adventure Music/Musical > Music - Dance 
Music 

Sport > Rugby 

Comedy > British Music/Musical > Music - Easy 
Listening 

Sport > Snow/Ice Sports 

Comedy > Crime Music/Musical > Music - 
Electronica 

Sport > Tennis 

Comedy > Drama Music/Musical > Music – Folk Sport > Water Sports 

Comedy > Family Music/Musical > Music - Garage Sport > Wrestling 

Comedy > Horror Music/Musical > Music - Gospel Teen 

Comedy > Mature Music/Musical > Music - Heavy 
Metal 

Teen > Comedy 

Comedy > Musical Music/Musical > Music – Jazz Teen > Drama 

Comedy > Mystery  Music/Musical > Music - Karaoke Teen > Horror 

Comedy > Romance Music/Musical > Music - Latin Teen > Romance 

Comedy > Sci-Fi/Fantasy Music/Musical > Music - Metal Teen > Sci-Fi/Fantasy 

Comedy > Slapstick Music/Musical > Music - Punk Rock Thriller 

Comedy > Spoof Music/Musical > Music - R&B Thriller > Action/Adventure 

Comedy > Sport Music/Musical > Music - Rap/Hip-
Hop 

Thriller > Crime 

Comedy > Stand-up Music/Musical > Music - Reggae Thriller > Drama 

Documentary Music/Musical > Music - Rock/Pop Thriller > Horror 

Documentary > Biography Music/Musical > Music – Soul Thriller > Mystery 

Documentary > Crime Music/Musical > Music - World 
Music 

Thriller > Political 

Documentary > Entertainment Music/Musical > Musical Thriller > Psychological 

Documentary > General Music/Musical > Opera/Operetta Thriller > Romance 

Documentary > History Music/Musical > Performing Arts Thriller > Sci-Fi/Fantasy 

Documentary > Military Music/Musical > 
Plays/Performance 

Thriller > Supernatural 

Documentary > Music Mythology Western 

Documentary > Nature/Science Reality TV World Cinema 

Documentary > Political Romance World Cinema > African 

Documentary > Sport Romance > Action/Adventure World Cinema > American 

Documentary > Travel/Places of 
Interest 

Romance > Drama World Cinema > Australia 

Drama Romance > Historical World Cinema > Chinese 

Drama > Biography Romance > Musical World Cinema > Danish 

Drama > Bollywood Romance > Plays/Performance World Cinema > French 

Drama > Comedy Romance > Thriller World Cinema > German 

Drama > Crime Sci-Fi/Fantasy World Cinema > Indian 

Drama > Family Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Action/Adventure World Cinema > Italian 
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Drama > Historical Sci-Fi/Fantasy > 
Anime/Japanimation 

World Cinema > Japanese 

Drama > Mature Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Comedy World Cinema > Korean 

Drama > Musical Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Horror World Cinema > Middle East 

Drama > Mystery Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Sci-fi - Alien World Cinema > New Zealand 

Drama > Period Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Sci-fi - Robots World Cinema > Pakistani 

Drama > Plays/Performance Sci-Fi/Fantasy > Thriller World Cinema > Polish 

Drama > Political Special Interest World Cinema > Russian 

Drama > Romance Special Interest > Antiques/Fine Art World Cinema > Spanish 

Drama > Thriller Special Interest > Body Care/Diet World Cinema > Swedish 

 

 Appendix V - Ratings 
 
All titles must be submitted with a rating that is granted by a sanctioned ratings body in the region that 
title will be published in. For example, a title being distributed in Great Britain must have a valid BBFC 
rating, as outlined in the list below. If a title has not received a rating from one of these standards 
bodies, it can receive an NR rating, however this will impact discoverability by preventing these titles 
from appearing in browse hierarchies and merchandising carousel. If the title has not yet been granted 
a rating, but a rating is expected in the future, please indicate TBC.  

 DE Ratings 
 

Rating Body Rating Description 

FSK 0 Released without age restriction 

FSK 6 Released to age 6 or older 

FSK 12 Released to age 12 or older and to age 6 or older with parental guidance 

FSK 16 Released to age 16 or older 

FSK 18 No release to youths (released to age 18 or older) 

FSK SPIO/JK Does not comply with FSK ratings, but has received a certificate from jurist 
agency (Juristen-Kommission, JK) of the Spitzenorganisation der 
Filmwirtschaft (SPIO) 

FSK NR Not Rated. Title has never been rated under FSK. 

FSK TBC Not yet rated. (Indicates a rating will be received and submitted at a later 
time.) 

 
 
 

 UK Rating 
 

Rating Body Rating Description 

BBFC U Suitable for all 
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BBFC PG Parental guidance 

BBFC 12 Video release suitable for 12 years and over 

BBFC 15 Suitable only for 15 years and over 

BBFC 18 Suitable only for adults 

BBFC NR Not Rated. Title has never been rated under BBFC. 

BBFC TBC Not yet rated. (Indicates a rating will be received and submitted at a later 
time.) 

 

 JP Rating 
 

Rating Body Rating Description 

Eirin G General Audiences. All ages admitted. 

Eirin PG-12 Some material may be inappropriate for children under the age of 12. 
Parental or adult accompaniment recommended.  

Eirin R15+ Restricted to persons 15 and older. Children under 15 are prohibited from 
viewing the film. 

Eirin R18+ Restricted to adults 18 and older only. Children are strictly forbidden to view 
the film. 

Eirin NR Not Rated. Title has never been rated under Eirin. 

Eirin TBC Not yet rated. (Indicates a rating will be received and submitted at a later 
time.) 

 

 US Ratings 
 

Rating Body Rating Description 

Movie Ratings 

MPAA G General audience. All ages admitted. 

MPAA PG Parental guidance suggested. Some material may not be suitable for 
children. 

MPAA PG-13 Parents strongly cautioned. Some material may be inappropriate for 
children under 13. 

MPAA R Restricted. Children under 17 require accompanying parent or adult 
guardian. 

MPAA NC-17 No one 17 and under admitted. 

MPAA NR Not yet rated. This has never been given an MPAA rating. 

MPAA TBC Not yet rated. (Indicates a rating will be received and submitted at a 
later time.) 

Television Ratings 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TBC Not yet rated. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TV-Y All children. 
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TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TV-Y7 Directed to older children. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TY-Y7-
FV 

Directed to older children – fantasy violence. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TV-G General audience. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TV-PG Parental guidance suggested. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TV-14 Parents strongly cautioned. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TV-MA Mature audiences only. 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

NR Not Rated/No Rating. Title has never been rated under TV Parental 
Guidelines. Pertains to older content and some specific types of TV 
programming. (e.g. News, sports, religious, home shopping, etc.) 

TV Parental 
Guidelines 

TBC Not yet rated. (Indicates a rating will be received and submitted at a 
later time.) 

 

 IN Rating 
 

Rating Body Rating Description 

Movie Ratings 

CBFC U Unrestricted Public Exhibition 

CBFC UA Unrestricted Public Exhibition - but with a word of caution that Parental 
discretion required for children below 12 years 

CBFC A Restricted to adults 

CBFC S Restricted to any special class of persons 

CBFC NR Not yet rated. This has never been rated by CBFC. 

CBFC TBC Not yet rated. (Indicates a rating will be received and submitted at a 
later time.) 

 Appendix VI – Language Tags 
 
The table below lists all acceptable language tags for Prime Video in our GLOBAL marketplace. Please 

contact your Prime Video contact if you require assistance with language tags when delivering to the 

US, UK, Germany or Japan marketplaces.  
 

Locale Language 

af-ZA Afrikaans (South Africa) 

sq-AL Albanian (Albania) 

am-ET Amharic (Ethiopia) 

ar-DZ Arabic (Algeria) 

ar-EG Arabic (Egypt) 
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ar-001 Arabic (Modern Standard) 

ar-MA Arabic (Morocco) 

hy-AM Armenian (Armenia) 

az-AZ Azerbaijani (Azerbaijan) 

eu-ES Basque (Spain) 

be-BY Belarusian (Belarus) 

bn-IN Bengali (India) 

bh-IN Bihari (India) 

bi-VU Bislama (Vanuatu) 

bs-BA Bosnian (Bosnia and Herzegovina) 

bg-BG Bulgarian (Bulgaria) 

my-MM Burmese (Myanmar) 

ca-ES Catalan (Spain) 

zh-CN Chinese (China) 

zh-HK Chinese (Hong Kong) 

zh-Hans Chinese (Simplified) 

zh-TW Chinese (Taiwan) 

zh-Hant Chinese (Traditional) 

hr-HR Croatian (Croatia) 

cs-CZ Czech (Czech Republic) 

da-DK Danish (Denmark) 

dv-MV Divehi (Maldives) 

nl-NL Dutch (Netherlands) 

en-AU English (Australia) 

en-GB English (United Kingdom) 

en-US English (United States) 

et-EE Estonian (Estonia) 

fo-FO Faroese (Faroe Islands) 

fi-FI Finnish (Finland) 

fr-CA French (Canada) 

fr-FR French (France) 

gl-ES Gallegan (Spain) 

ka-GE Georgian (Georgia) 

de-DE German (Germany) 

el-GR Greek (Greece) 

gu-IN Gujarati (India) 

he-IL Hebrew (Israel) 

hi-IN Hindi (India) 

hu-HU Hungarian (Hungary) 

is-IS Icelandic (Iceland) 

id-ID Indonesian (Indonesia) 
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ga-IE Irish (Ireland) 

it-IT Italian (Italy) 

ja-JP Japanese (Japan) 

kn-IN Kannada (India) 

kk-KZ Kazakh (Kazakhstan) 

km-KH Khmer (Cambodia) 

rw-RW Kinyarwanda (Rwanda) 

ky-KZ Kirghiz (Kazakhstan) 

kok-IN Konkani (India) 

ko-KR Korean (South Korea) 

lo-LA Lao (Lao People's Democratic Republic) 

lv-LV Latvian (Latvia) 

lt-LT Lithuanian (Lithuania) 

mk-MK Macedonian (Macedonia) 

ms-MY Malay (Malaysia) 

ml-IN Malayalam (India) 

mt-MT Maltese (Malta) 

mni-in Manipuri (India) 

mr-IN Marathi (India) 

mh-MH Marshallese (Marshall Islands) 

mn-MN Mongolian (Mongolia) 

na-NR Nauruan (Nauru) 

ne-NP Nepali (Nepal) 

nb-NO Norwegian Bokm√•l (Norway) 

nn-NO Norwegian Nynorsk (Norway) 

or-IN Oriya (India) 

pa-IN Panjabi (India) 

fa-IR Persian (Iran) 

pl-PL Polish (Poland) 

pt-BR Portuguese (Brazil) 

pt-PT Portuguese (Portugal) 

pa-PK Punjabi (Pakistan) 

ro-RO Romanian (Romania) 

ru-RU Russian (Russia) 

sm-WS Samoan (Samoa) 

sa-IN Sanskrit (India) 

sr-RS Serbian (Serbia) 

sdp-IN Sherdukpen (India) 

sn-ZW Shona (Zimbabwe) 

si-LK Sinhala (Sri Lanka) 

sk-SK Slovak (Slovakia) 
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sl-SI Slovenian (Slovenia) 

so-SO Somali (Somalia) 

es-AR Spanish (Argentina) 

es-CL Spanish (Chile) 

es-CO Spanish (Colombia) 

es-419 Spanish (Latin American) 

es-MX Spanish (Mexico) 

es-ES Castillian Spanish (Spain) 

sw-KE Swahili (Kenya) 

sv-SE Swedish (Sweden) 

syr-SY Syriac (Syria) 

tg-TJ Tajik (Tajikistan) 

ta-IN Tamil (India) 

tt-RU Tatar (Russia) 

te-IN Telugu (India) 

th-TH Thai (Thailand) 

ti-ER Tigrinya (Eritrea) 

tr-TR Turkish (Turkey) 

tk-TM Turkmen (Turkmenistan) 

uk-UA Ukrainian (Ukraine) 

ur-PK Urdu (Pakistan) 

uz-UZ Uzbek (Uzbekistan) 

vi-VN Vietnamese (Vietnam) 

 

 Appendix VII – Additional Japanese Guidelines 

 Pronunciation Data 
Additional pronunciation data, or Furigana, is required for the title in order to aid with search and sort 
functionality. The pronunciation data is an XML element within each metadata field. This is required 
for deliveries to the Japan marketplace only. 
 
Example: 

<Title locale= “ja-JP” pronunciation=“とう きょう”>東京</Title> 

 Multibyte Character Data 
Most of the field limits defined in the Metadata specification are based on double-byte (Unicode) 
string values. Unicode pages 08 through FE, which includes Kanji characters, require 3 bytes. Fields 
specified for 250 characters, for example, will not be able to support 250 Kanji characters. As a rule of 
thumb, assume 33% less space in a field if utilizing East Asian characters in text fields.  
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 Appendix VII – 1st Run Exclusive Requirements 
Content delivered as part of a 1st Run Exclusive deal to Prime Video is subject to additional 
requirements as specified below. The requirements below are in addition to the specifications set forth 
throughout this Content Guide. 
 Definition of Asset Completeness  

a. Original Version [English speaking countries only]:  
i. Season: metadata, season box art and a background image.  

ii. Episode: episodic image, video file and a caption file. 
b. Multi Track Audio version: 

i. Season: season box art, background image and localized metadata. 
ii. Episode: episodic image, video file, caption file in original language, dubbed audio file, a dubbed 

caption file, and dub card. 
c. Subtitled version: 

i. Season: metadata, season box art and a background image.  
ii. Episode: episodic image, video file, original language caption file and an alternate language 

caption file. Video cannot have burnt in subtitles. 

 Delivery Timelines 
a. Onboarding test content 

i. A completely finalized full length episode must be submitted for format/quality review at least 20 
business days prior to launch. Any processing defects or format anomalies found in review shall 
be fixed/addressed 14 days prior to launch. 

b. Full season releases:  
i. All assets must be delivered to Amazon 14 days prior to launch. 

c. Day after broadcast content: 
i. 14 days prior to launch: season box art, background image, and full season metadata.  

ii. 3 business days prior to launch: original version video file, original language caption file, 
alternate language audio track (if applicable), alternate language caption file (if applicable), 
localized metadata (if applicable), episodic image and dub card (if applicable). 

 Image Requirements: All images should adhere to the specifications and style guidelines as outlined in Section 9 
– Images. Additional guidelines and specifications for 1st Run Exclusive content are provided below. Season box 
art, episodic images and background images are all required for 1st Run Exclusive content. 

a. Season box art:  
i. Specs: 4:3 aspect ratio and resolution of 2560x1920.  

ii. Season art cannot contain any studio or network logos. Season-level images should contain 
the name of the series and the season number, or other designation such as volume 
number. For localized versions, the word season should be translated to the local language 
(for example, “Staffel” in DE) and the title should match the title in the metadata. 

b. Episodic image:  
i. Specs: 4:3 aspect ratio and must have a minimum resolution of 1600x1200.  

ii. Episodic images should contain persons or objects representative of that episode. It cannot 
include: spoilers, on screen text, drug use, nudity or violence.  

c. Background image: 
i. Specs: 16:9 aspect ratio and a resolution of 1920x1080. 

ii. Cannot include any on screen text, logos, spoilers, drug use, nudity or violence.  
iii. This should be delivered directly to the Partner Relations Manager. 

 Metadata Requirements: Metadata should conform to the guidelines provided in Section 8 – Title Metadata. 
Additional guidelines and clarifications for 1st Run Exclusives are provided below: 

a. Localized metadata intended for the DE marketplace should follow the agreed upon naming convention: 
o The title’s first letters should be capitalized, all other letters should be in lowercase 

o No title should be in all-caps 
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o Always use the localized title, if there is one 

o Do not include release year in the title (this is part of the metadata) 

o OV, OmU and dt./OV should always be in [square brackets]; and these should always be at the end of the 
title . Example: In Aller Freundschaft – Staffel 1 [dt./OV] 

o 'Season' should never be used (Amazon.de guidelines prohibit usage of English terms on website) 

o 'Staffel' is followed by the season number, always as a digit, never as a word 

o If these are volumes, use “Staffel”. 

b. Localized metadata must be QA’d by a native speaker before being submitted to Amazon (this QA must 
be completed by the partner). The sole use of a language translation tools is not acceptable. 

c. Placeholder metadata is acceptable when meeting the 10 business day deadline. However the final 
version must be received 2 business days before the content is set go live. 

 Source Processing Requirements: Amazon maintains a higher quality bar for 1st run source mezzanines. Source 
mezz files must be free of encoding/processing defects. Processing techniques such as upscaling and up-sampling 
will not be allowed. Any video processing performed on sources should meet processing best-practices and the 
technical specifications as outlined in Section 11 – Video Mezzanine. Prime Video may manually QA source 
mezzanines to ensure the Amazon quality bar is maintained. 

 Unique IDs: In order to properly plan and prepare launches, partners may be asked to provide the intended 
season, series and episode unique IDs (SKUs) that will be used when assets are delivered. Full metadata is not 
necessary at this time. Partner Relations Managers will reach out and request these when needed. 

 Airing Updates: For all day-after-broadcast content, partners will be required to send a weekly notice to Prime 
Video noting the release date and time of that week’s episode. It does not matter if the date and time are 
unchanged from what was originally communicated. This will ensure all parties are informed of any last minute 
changes.  
This weekly notice should be sent to: av-broadcast-updates@amazon.com.  




